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A WORD IN EDGEWAYS

Sir
My congratulations to SWM
after 50 years of splendid
service to the amateur and
experimenter.

I wonder how many more,
like myself, started with the
first issue. My school had a
Radio Society and in 1938,
using a design based on one
or more SWM articles, I built
a 10W c. w. 80m TX and RX.
I remember cutting out the
wooden chassis in the school
workshop!

The illustrations of early
pages in the March issue
brought back many
memories. Now retired, I was
a professional designer of
communications equipment
for most of my working life
and still maintain a hobby
interest.

I look forward to reading
SWM for many more years.
STEVE DORMAN G3ABP
E. LOOE
CORNWALL

It's good to see that you
appreciated the nostalgic look
at SWM. We hope that you will
enjoy many more copies of the
magazine. ED

Sir
It is with dismay and sadness
that I read of the changes
forthcoming in SWM. It was
because of the fine techincal
articles that I had originally
entered a subscription. It
sounds to me that the intent
is to go for quantity of
readership rather than quality
of content in the publication.

In any event I will, for the
present, keep my subscription
to SWM and give it a chance
to prove its place.
JAMES OWENS
BOULDER
COLORADO
USA

By now you should have
discovered that we think
content is important. Hang on
in there! ED

Sir
I have just read Short Wave
Magazine. GREAT!! lam just
a listener not an engineer or
whatever and have no
interest in building my own
set. The new SWM is for me
for ever!!
MIKE SHEPHERD
CWMBRAN
WALES

Sir
I would like to say how much
I have enjoyed the April issue
of SWM.

Best wishes for the future! I
also look forward to the new
PW.
C. M. LINDARS RS32010
WALLINGTON
SURREY
Sir
Yes, I like the "new"
magazine, it has interesting
articles, and I certainly hope
to construct the Antenna
Tuning Unit.

My one complaint - rather
faint print on smooth, shiny
paper -a job to read in
artificial light! Alright for
young eyes, perhaps, but
when one has almost reached
the "three score years and
ten" mark, the eyes are not
so bright as they once were.

Anyway, thank you for a
great magazine - keep up
the good work. My regular
order for it has gone into my
newsagents - as well as for
PW - that's been in for
years.
H. E. CHAMBERLAIN
NEWARK -ON -TRENT
NOTTS

Sir
You have done it. You have
bridged the gap, the gap that
everyone said could not be
bridged. Congratulations. You
must be on to a winner and
deserve to be.
I started reading the new
SWM but had to keep putting
it down so that I could stretch
it out and make it last longer.

The way you have set the
adverts out every few pages,
not all at the beginning and
end, is good.

I must tell you about one
advertiser, Johnsons
Shortwave Radio. /rang them
up on Saturday afternoon,
was given the most
courteous, professional service
and we did the deal over the
phone. They also found a
circuit for a radio that I
wanted repairing. They did
not keep me hanging around
on the phone but told me that
they would phone me back --
which they did.

Thank you Johnsons and
thank you Short Wave
Magazine.
S. B. FRENCH
RYDE
ISLE OF WIGHT

REACTION
I would like to thank all of you who have
taken the trouble to let me know what you
think of the re -vamped Short Wave
Magazine. From the letters received and
the face-to-face chats at the various rallies
at which SWM and PW have had stands,
it would seem that by and large we have
started off in the right direction. Your
comments and ideas for future articles are
always welcome - how else can I be

expected to find out exactly what you
expect to find in SWM?

Certainly I am sure that you will find
Godfrey Manning's excellent series on
Aeronautical Radio, starting in this issue,
of great interest. There are a large number
of seemingly ordinary people who enjoy
spending a pleasant Sunday afternoon on
the airport observation platform with the
family watching the aircraft come and go
and listening to the radio conversations
between aircrews and control tower.
Being able to listen -in to instructions from
the control tower and reports from the
aircrews obviously enhances their
enjoyment.

FIRST WORD

This new series of articles will explain to
the layman just what is going on. As the
series unfolds you will find out about the
equipment and how it works, the

language used between ground and air-
craft and what sort of information the
aircrew need to be able to fly safely around
the crowded skies.

Later on we will be looking at the range
of receivers and scanners available in the
High Street for listening in on the "air -
bands', as well as trying to unravel the
legal implications of the Wireless Tele-
graphy Act and how it affects the many
thousands who listen, quite openly, to this
interesting traffic.

Antennas are an area that is always
popular with the home constructor and
this month we present a loop that is simple
and cheap to build and will give good
results up to about 4.6MHz giving
coverage of the amateur bands at 1.8 and
3.5MHz as well as being capable of getting
down into the medium wave broadcast
band. I am interested, by the way, in just
how far you would like the magazine to get
into home construction. What about
receivers for instance, and how complex
should they be?

DICK GANDERTON
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BOOKCASE

COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITES
by Larry Van Horn
Published by Grove Enterprises Inc., Brasstown, NC 28902.
Available from Interbooks, Lynton, Stanley, Perth,
Scotland PH1 4QQ
215 x 280mm, 255 pages. Price E14.80 including UK
P&P (paperback)
This book is a must for those who
are interested in finding out what
can be heard on what satellite. It
covers spy and surveillance satel-
lites, US and Russian manned
space missions, military tactical
and scientific satellites, oceano-
graphic and weather orbiters,
deep space probes, navigational
and communications satellites,
private and broadcast satellites.

This is basically a "dictionary"
of space communications and
includes chapters on channeli-
sation band plans, transponder
identification, international satel-
lites and even a history of earth
satellite development.

The bulk of the book is inform-
ative text, essential if you want to
understand more about what is
"flying around up there". The end
section (Appendix BI is a

frequency cross reference. The
systems are listed in ascending
frequency order and gives you the
country or agency, transmitter
location, mode and system

COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITES

details. This would allow the
reader to quickly identify the
source of unknown transmissions
from space. Ground tracking
networks are also listed.

The illustrations and tables are
included for better understanding
of space technology. Special
chapters provide insights into
satellite operation.

SATELLITE TELEVISION A Layman's Guide
by Peter Pearson
Published by Argus Books Ltd., 1 Golden Square,
London W1R 3AB.
152 x 233mm, 73 pages. Price f4.95 (paperback)
ISBN 0-85242-906-1
Satellite televison is the latest
rage, if you're not into it then
you're missing out - or are
you?This book sets out to explain
what is satellite TV and how will it
change your life?

The language in the book isn't
really very technical, although
obviously it requires some sort of
technical explanation as to how
the system works. There are
chapters that cover the
transmission of the signals to and
from the satellite, the satellites
themselves, the terminal you need
to receive the signals, cost, who
makes the programmes, the type
of installation and what you might
see. There is also a glossary of
technical terms which is useful
when wading your way through
manufacturers "bumpf".

The list of acknowledgements is
quite impressive and shows that
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the book had
background
photographs.

a good source of
information and

THE RADIO AMATEUR'S MICROWAVE
COMMUNICATIONS HANDBOOK
by Dave Ingram K4TWJ
Published by TAB Books Inc. Available from John Wiley
Er Sons Ltd. Baffins Lane, Chichester, Sussex
P019 1 UD. Tel: 0243 784531.
132 x 210mm, 183 pages. Price f 11.45 (paperback)
ISBN 0-8306-0594-0
The first thing to remember is that
this book is written by an
American for a mainly American
market. Involvement with
amateur microwaves need not be
highly technical or overly
expensive - at least that's what
this book says.

It covers topics like the
amateurs' microwave spectrum,
the electronic techniques needed
for microwaves, klystron oper-
ation, 23cm DX, a quick and easy
lOGHz set-up, power supplies for
microwave systems, fast scan TV
at 2.3GHz and linking home
computers via microwaves to
mention but a few.

Operational concepts of all
different types of microwave set-
ups are outlined in this book,
which is really meant to encourage

the author says in the book, "the
Golden Age of Radio is very much

"" THE RADIO AMATEUR'S

MICROWAVE
COMMUNICATIONS

HANDBOOK
DAVI- INGRAM, K4TW)

alive and well. It lives in the highly
specialised areas of modern com-
munications technology".

RADIO BEACON HANDBOOK
by Dr Jurgen Trochimczyk
Published by Wilhelm Herbst Verlag. Available from
Interbooks, Lynton, Stanley, Perth, Scotland PH1 4QQ.
142 x 207mm, 251 pages (paperback).
ISBN 3-923 925-00-X
This book is a list of lust about all
known long and medium wave
beacons of the world. It is divided
into ten sections (Europe, USSR,
Africa, Near Er Middle East, Asia,
Pacific, Antartica, North America,
Central America Er Caribbean,
South America) with seven
columns in each section. The
stations are listed alphabetically
by their call and the other columns
are frequency in kHz, Country.
Name/Airport/Lighthouse, Co-
ordinates, Range/Power and Field.

The book deals with all kinds of
radio beacon, directional and non -
directional, which operate in the
lower frequency range (150-
1900kHz) as well as navigation
aids for air and sea traffic. As all
the details about each station are
included on one line of text,
abbreviations must be used.
These are listed in the front of the
book and a copy of the list is useful
when using the book during
s.w.l.ing.

Dr. Jurgen Trochimczyk

Handbuch der Funknavigationshilfen

Radio Beacon Handbook

Wilhelm Herbst Verlag

The Preface and Abbreviations
list has been written in seven
different languages, so most
people should find one they under-
stand.
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WHAT'S NEW

Space Symposium
AMSAT-UK /UoS are holding their space
symposium between July 17 and 19 at the
University of Surrey, the programme has been
arranged (provisionally) and includes social
evenings, lectures on all aspects of satellite
operation, tours of the UoSAT Mission Control
centre, AMSAT-UK meetings, AMRAC
meetings as well as lectures on packet radio.

There will be available two large areas for
trade and information stands and display. Many
well-known names should be there, Dr M
Sweeting, Jeff Ward and members of the
UoSat Team, Dr L Labutin UA3CR, Dr A C Gee
G2UK, as well as representatives of AMSAT-
UK , AM SAT -NA, Aust, NZ, Sweden, Belgium,
Norway, DL, ESA and IARU. Other groups
such as AM RAC. RIG and BARTG will also be
there. If you wish to attend, or require more
details then you should write to AMSAT -UK
HQ, don't forget to enclose an s.a.e.

Ron Broadbent G3AAJ
AMSAT-UK
94 Herongate Road
Wanstead Park
London El 2 9EQ

Media Network
This is a weekly survey of communication
developments compiled with the assistance of
130 monitors spread across the globe.

April 30: "Who's Listening Anyway?" the
programme looks at the subject of audience
research, and how major international
broadcasters are measuring their listeners. Even
figures of 120 million listeners worldwide
quoted by some broadcasters isn't too much
when compared with the world population.
How do you find out what the scattered but
loyal shortwave audience wants?

May 7: "Secret Celebration". Media
Network becomes six years old as from this
programme. They hope to dream up an off -beat
way to celebrate it. They are looking forward to
receiving telegrams of congratulations from
heads of state around the world, but since that
is unlikely, they'll be looking at new publications
instead.

May 14: "QRZ, QSL, QAT?" The public
image of the amatuer radio operator sometimes
leaves a lot to be desired. The "hams"
sometimes have a reputation for putting up
large antennas, causing TV interference, and
talking in strange codes. The VERON, the
Dutch National Amateur Radio Society, has
succeeded in breaking down these cliches. The
national TV Teletext service carries a regular
column about amateur radio. Media Network
visit the headquarters in Arnhem, and look at
how one million QSL cards are processed each
year. We also look at the role of the club station
PAOAA.

May 21: "News Update". A current affairs
orientated edition, with Andy Sennitt looking at
the news received by the WRTH editorial office,
now in Amsterdam.

May 28: "Back to the Future". They look at
developments towards satellite radio. What
ever happened to France's DBS plans?

Stolen
The Hastings Electronics and Radio Club had
their club room broken into early on March 16.
The following items were stolen.

1: Icom IC -251E. Serial No. 03528 with MuTek
front-end board fitted.

2 Icom desk mic IC-SM2. Serial No. 20501.
3: FT-101ZD, Yaesu h.f. . TX R X. Serial No.

not known but all bands fitted.
4: Zetagi s.w.r. bridge.
5: Large brass Morse key on mahogany base,

with brass plate engraved "In memory of John
Taplin" .

6: M600 Altari headphones.
Any information then either contact G4FET

QTHR or Hastings CID.

QTI-TNA
QT I- TNA the talking newspaper for blind radio
amateurs worldwide took delivery of a Telex 1-3
mono high speed copier at the end of February.

This machine, which copies both sides of a
C90 tape in just over two mins in batches of
three, cost £1700 and is the second new copier
that the Association has bought. The funds
were raised over the past four years at rallies
and through the good offices of the Worked All
Britain Group, RNARS, RAFAS and many
other clubs and individuals.

The copier will be known as the Rod Young
copier in memory of the first treasurer of QTI
who died unexpectedly on February 27 this
year.

OTI-TNA is a registered charity providing a
fortnightly magazine to visually handicapped
amateurs and s.w.l.s in IARU Region 1 and a
monthly technical magazine worldwide.

Donations and new members are always
welcome.

The magazine is now searching for a

volunteer skilled in physics and maths to read
those articles involving complex formula and
Greek letters!

QTI-TNA
2 Cartmel Walk
North Anston
Sheffield S31 7TU
Tel: 0909 566301

For Trio Read Kenwood
One of the most intriguing pieces of news to
come our way for some time is the announce-
ment that the radio gear sold in the UK under
the Trio label will, in future, be known as
Kenwood. This brings the UK into line with the
rest of the world concerning the use of the
Kenwood trademark of the Trio-Kenwood
Corporation.

This change has been made possible
following agreement between the Trio-
Kenwood Corporation and Tnorn-EMI who
market a range of domestic equipment under
the Kenwood banner.

Of course, the radio equipment sold in the UK
will continue to be the special versions needed
to cope with differences in the requirements of
the UK market, such as different bands, band
limits or repeater shifts.

We have talked to Lowe Electronics at
Matlock who are the official distributors in the
UK for Kenwood equipment. They emphasised
us that it is now more important than ever to
purchase your Kenwood gear from an
authorised dealer to ensure that you get the
necessary technical and after -sales service, as
in the past, as well as ensuring that you get the
correct model for the UK market.

Cirkit Help Line
Many people in our communities who would
like the benefit of the use of an economical kit or
project find themselves at a disadvantage when
it comes to construction.

The elderly may have failing eyesight, a
handicapped person, restricted or no limb
movement.

To help these people overcome this problem,
Cirkit is using the IBM System 36 computer it
operates to create a "constructor" database
from clubs or individuals who are competent
builders and testers in their own right.

This listing will be issued free of charge to
anyone who requests it. They would hope to
sort the list by geographical location so that the
list is as local as possible to the user of this
service.

If you can help please give details of your
address, name and telephone number and the
area of expertise, i.e. computer, r.f. general.

Cirkit Distribution Ltd
Home Constructors Help Line
Park Lane
Broxbourne
Herts EN 10 7NQ
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[WHAT'S NEW

DXCC Countries Guide
Geoff Watts, well known as the editor of The
DX News -sheet from 1962 to 82, has just sent in
details of his latest publication, the DXNS
DXCC Countries Guide.

The booklet lists DXCC countries
alphabetically, with present and past prefixes
back as far as 1945, plus a reference list of
previous names of countries to help you keep
up with those frustrating country name
changes that seem to take place so regularly. It
also contains other useful notes and a list of
deleted countries with full information.

Geoff reckons that it will be most useful to
DXers who have retired and are again taking up
radio as a hobby after a long period of inactivity
and are possibly thinking of applying for the
DXCC Award.

Those on the Honour Roll may wish to begin
working islands instead of countries. The list
gives the IOTA reference number of all those
islands on the DXCC list, well over the one
hundred necessary to claim the basic IOTA
CC -100 Award and get onto the IOTA Honour
Roll.

Also included is a comprehensive Oblast
listing for those interested in obtaining the
USSR R-100 Oblast Award.

The 11 page booklet costs £1.00 in the UK or
$2.00 (6 I R Cs) overseas airmail.

Geoff Watts
62 Belmore Road
Norwich
NR7 OPU

Cancelled
The Milton Keynes Amateur Radio Exhibition
on May 30/31 has been cancelled. Due to the
vagaries and anomalies concerning the Sunday
Trading Act and the legality of Sunday trading
at exhibitions, the club have sought legal
advice, the outcome of which was that if they
proceed and hold the exhibition on a Sunday,
the club, the exhibition hall management and
the exhibitors can be liable to prosecution by
the county and/or the local council.

The club has reluctantly accepted this advice
and have decided not to hold this year's
exhibition on a Sunday and cancelled the event.

However, all is not lost, they plan to hold next
year's exhibition on a Friday/Saturday during
late May or early June, details of which will be
released later.

Stuart Lightfoot GOGOF
7 Woburn Road
Marston Moreteyne
Bedford
MK43 ONH
Tel: Bedford 767904

/7-..c -A-7 cs.
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AMRAC
AMRAC, the Amateur Radio and Computer
Club have just revised their membership
subscriptions. From May 1 the subscriptions
will be: UK - £8, Europe - £10 and the rest of
the world - £12.

AM RAC produce a bi-monthly 40 -page
newsletter AMRAC User, which covers all the
latest news, ideas and technical items on
Packet radio, as well as AMTOR and RTTY. In
addition to the newsletter the club also produce
a "hot news sheet" in the alternate months to
ensure members are kept right up-to-date.

AM RAC is keen to encourage the formation
of local AM RAC groups which hold regular
meetings and promote digital communications
at a "grassroots" level. Such groups have
already been formed in Hampshire, Thames
Valley and Essex. It is hoped that many more
will be formed around the country.

For more details send an s.a.e. to the
secretary.

Phil Bridges G6DLJ
9 Hollydene Villas
Hythe
Hants SO4 5HU

DIY Morse
In the latest issue of Morsum Magnificat there is
a lovely article with instructions on how to make
your own Morse key, not the old nail file type
either - a proper straight brass key. That is just
one of a number of interesting articles ranging
from the historical type to the informative.

Morsum Magnificat is published quarterly to
provide international in-depth coverage of all
aspects of Morse telegraphy, from its earliest
concept to the present time. It is for all Morse
enthusiasts, amateur or professional, active or
retired. It brings together material, which would
otherwise be lost to posterity, providing an
invaluable source of interest, reference and
record, relating to the traditions and practice of
Morse.

The UK subscription is £6 per annum. If you
are interested, cheques should be made
payable to Morsum Magnificar.

Tony Smith G4FAI
1 Tash Place
London
N11 1PA

ASTRID's Alive
Some 18 months ago a new satellite earth
station was launched onto the market. Astrid,
an accronym for Automatic Satellite Telemetry
Receiver and Information Decoder, was
originally designed to let BBC -B and Spectrum
48K home computer owners access the
educational scientific satellites UoSAT 1 and
UoSAT 2. This enabled them to display the
masses of scientific news and data from these
interesting satellites.

ASTRID's designer, Steve Webb has now
set up his own company, SRW
CoMmunications Ltd., to manufacture and
market the unit.

The price is still £129.57 plus VAT and it now
works with all the Spectrum range (48K upl, all
the BBC range and also the Amstrad range. For
the Amstrad computers you do need the
correct Amstrad serial port and some extra
software.

Extra software is now available for the BBC
and Spectrum computers and graphs can be
produced from the "whole orbit data", the
telemetry can be fully decoded without using
"look -up" tables and satellite orbits can be
predicted and displayed over maps. On
Spectrums even the UoSAT 1 pictures can be
displayed.

ASTRID is a complete, ready to operate
system which includes everything to set up
your own satellite earth station. However,
alternative antennas to the standard dipole are
available including a special circularly polarised
2 -element antenna priced at £35 plus VAT.

SRW Communications Ltd
Astrid House
The Green
Swinton Malton
N. Yorks Y017 OSN
Tel: (0653) 697513
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SHORT WAVE RECEIVERS
IIF125 General coverage receiver made in Britain

by Lowe Electronics, 30 kHz to 30 MHz
Options
K125 Optional frequency entry keypad
D125 FM and synchronous AM detector
P125 Portable pack, includes internal nicads,

cha'rging system and active whip antenna .

Price Carriage

£375.00 £7.00

£59.50
£59.50

£69.50

R2000 KENWOOD general coverage receiver
150 kHz to 30 MHz £637.26

Options
VCI 0 VHF converter, adds 118 to 174 MHz 2170.76
YG455C 500 Hz CW filter £116.62

£7.00

£2.50
£1.00

h5000 KENWOOD general coverage receiver,
100 kHz to 30 MHz 2895.00 £7.00

Options
VC20 VHF converter, adds 108 to 174 MHz 2176.32 £1.00
YK88C 500 Hz CW filter £48.59 £1.00
YK88CN 270 Hz CW filter £57.62 £1.00
YK88SN 1.8 kHz SSB filter £49.29 £1.00
YK88A1 6 kHz AM filter £50.68 £1.00
SP430 Matching speaker £43.04 £2.50
ITS1 Voice module £34.02 £1.00

NRD525 JAPAN RADIO COMPANY general coverage
receiver, 90 kHz to 34 MHz £1195.00

Options
CMK I 65 Optional VHF/UHF Converter,

adds 34-60, 114-174, 423-456 MHz £391.35
CMH530 Internally fitted RTTY demodulator 2102.19
CMH532 Internally fitted RS232 interface £91.75
CC232 Cable for CMH532 interface £60.25
CFL231 300 Hz crystal filter 2126.37
CFL232 500 Hz crystal filter 2126.37
CFL233 1.0 kHz crystal filter 2126.37
NVA88 Matching loud speaker £62.86

DATA DE CODING EQUIPMENT
(read RTTY, CW or AMTOR using a UHF television or monitor)

CD600 Decoder for CW/RTTY/TOR/AMTOR £215.14
CD660 Decoder for CW/RTTY/ASCII/TOR/AMTOR 2264.97
CD670 As CD660 but with built-in dot matrix two line display £327.77

£7.00

£7.00
£1.50
£1.50
£2.00
£1.00
£1.00
£1.00
£2.50

£7.00
£7.00
£7.00

VHF/UHF CONVERTERS
(use your short wave receiver to listen to VHF/UHF signals, check with us before you buy that your receiver is suitable).
MMC5028S 6 metre converter, uses 10 metre IF £37.95 £1.25
MMC14428 2 metre converter, uses 10 metre IF £37.95 £1.25
MMC14428HP ....as MMC14428 but higher specification £47.84 £1.25
MMC43228S 70 centimetre converter, uses 10 metre IF £44.85 £1.25

HEADPHONES WORLD CLOCK
HS7 KENWOOD miniature head phones ... £16.66 £1.00 CWTC CASIO world time clock £15.95 £1.00
HS6 KENWOOD lightweight headphones . £25.68 £2.00
HS5 KENWOOD de luxe headphones £39.57 £2.00

AERIALS AND ACCESSORIES FOR SHORT WAVE LISTENING
HF5 80-10 metres vertical aerial £83.39 £7.00
HFSR Radial kit when HF5 mounted on chimney etc £54.81 £7.00
TRAPKIT Trap dipole kit, inc. 7MHz traps £22.51 £2.50
KX3 MIZUHO aerial tuning unit £67.28 £2.50
AL1 Lightning and static protector £34.71 £1.00
CS201 2 -way 50 ohm coax switch 0-500 MHz fitted with S0239 sockets £21.90 £2.50
CS201G As CS201 but with N -type sockets £35.01 £2.50
CS401 4 -way version of CS201 £69.09 £2.50
CS4 4 -way coax switch BNC connectors £30.39 £2.50
CX3A 3 -way coax switch 0-30 MHz only £7.35 £1.50
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COMPONENTS FOR BUILDING SHORT WAVE AERIALS Price carriage
CUWIRE 25 metres of 14 SWG copper wire £8.50 £,1.50
CPC Centre piece insulator for dipole aerial £4.96 £0.75
UR43 50 ohm coaxial cable £0.30
UR67 50 ohm coaxial cable £0.85
PL259 Coax plug for UR67 £0.66 £0.50
REDUCER Reducing sleeve for PL259 for use with UR43 £0.15 £0.50
TWIN 300 300 ohm twin feeder £0.20
TWIN 75 75 ohm twin feeder £0.20
EIS Small ceramic egg insulator £0.61 £0.50
ELL Large ceramic egg insulator £0.79 £0.50

VHF/UHF MONITORING RECEIVER
AR2002 Scanning receiver from AOR covering

25-550 MHz and 800-1300 MHz £487.30 £7.00
Options
RCPack RS232 Interface for computer control £255.63 £2.00
RCAD RC Pack adapter for use with AR2001 £25.45 £1.50
MB2001 Mobile mount £11.34 £1.00

AERIALS, CABLE AND CONNECTORS FOR VHF/UHF RECEIVERS
REVCONE
D130

Discone aerial. 30-500 MHz £31.50 £7.00
Diamond wide coverage aerial. 25-1300 MHz £79.34 £7.00

UR43 50 ohm coaxial cable £0.30
UR67 50 ohm coaxial cable
BNCPLUG 50 ohm connector for UR43 cable .Z1.50 £0.50
PL259 Standard coax plug for UR67 £0.66 £0.50
REDUCER Reducing sleeve for PL259 for use with UR43 £0.15

AIRBAND RECEIVERS

 
SI I

..1,-- I,  
Rose.1.1111.1111111MIMMIIIIIMI

R528 R532

AIRBAND AERIALS
1

R5375 .Airband receiver, tunable 118-136 MHz plus
2 crystal controlled channels crystals extra . £69.51

Options
RB537 Rubber helical aerial

£2.00

£0.50

R528 Scanning airband receiver, 6 channels
crystal controlled. crystals extra £125.36 £2.00

Options for both /1837S and R528.
PS9 Mains adaptor £8.50 £2.00
R537L Soft case £3.68 £0.50
RX22 Rechargeable nicad battery £6.98 .Z1.00
CH122 Charger for RX22 Nicad £8.50 £2.00
CRYSTAL ...Plug-in crystal ( state frequency required) £4.60 £0.50

R532 Synthesised airband receiver. 100 memory
channels, covers 110-139.995 MHz £224.05 £7.00

Options
PS12 Mains adapter £8.50
BP532 Rechargeable nicad battery pack £32.68 £2.00
CH532 AC Charger for BP532 battery pack £8.50 £2.00
LC532 Soft case £9.86 £1.00
BNC6 Telescopic whip for portable use £7.46 £0.50
RB144 Rubber helical aerial for portable use £5.44 £0.75

LAB Airband ground plane £18.42 £2.50 UR43 50 ohm coaxial cable
MG125 Car aerial, magnetic base .Z16.42 £2.50 UR67 50 ohm coaxial cable
HG3FA 5/8 REVCO mobile whip £7.50 £7.00 BNCPLUG 50 ohm connector for
SCC Base for HG3FA £6.50 £1.00 UR43 cable
SCCB .As SCC but with quick release £7.80 Z1.00 PL259 Standard coax plug for UR67
2065 5/8 ground plane adjustable REDUCER Reducing sleeve for PL259

118-180 MHz £31.50 £7.00 for use with UR43

Prices and specifications subject to change without notice.

Head Office and Showroom

LOWE ELECTRONICS LIMITED

£0.30
£0.85

£1.50 £0.50
... £0.66 £0.50

£0.15 £0.50

Chesterfield Road, Matlock, Derbyshire DE4 5LE Telephone 0629 2817, 2430, 4057, 4995 Telex 377482 LOWLEC G

Shops in GLASGOW Telephone 041-945 2626, DARLINGTON Telephone 0325 486121, CAMBRIDGE Telephone 0223 311230,
CARDIFF Telephone 0222 464154. LONDON Telephone 01-429 3256. BOURNEMOUTH Telephone 0202 577760
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GRASSROOTS

When club officials send in info
on their club, the thing most
newsletters and letters forget to
say is when and where the club
meets and who do you contact.
It takes ages to look up the
details so please, please send full
details and make my life easier!

I have been told that the
Taunton Et District ARC are
now fully operational at the
County Hall Emergency
planning HQ, The Crescent
Taunton. They meet on the first
and third Fridays at 7.30pm. For
more details you should contact
Peter GOEYR on 0823 75973 or
Geoff on 0823 51526.

May 14 heralds a quiz night for
the members of Northampton
Radio Club, with the 21st as a
walking v.h.f. d.f. evening. The
club meets at Kingsthorpe
Community Centre,
Kingsthorpe, Northampton at
2000 each Thursday. If members
or visitors want more details
then Peter Saul G8EUX on 0327
51716 is the contact.

Maths with Maurice is the
unusual sounding lecture
scheduled for May 12 at the Bury
Radio Society. Their newsletter
provides a very interesting read,
they have technical features,
historical features and for saleto
mention but a few. The club
meets every Tuesday at 8pm in
the Club Room, Mosses Youth
and Community Centre, Cecil
Street, Bury. M Sivien, their hon
sec., can be reached on 061-764
5018 for more details.

The Stamford Et District RS
are celebrating their 30th
anniversary this year and they
would like to hear from any past
members with information
about the very early days of the
club. Nowadays they meet on
the 1st and 3rd Wednesdays at
7.30pm in either the Southgate
Public House (Cellar Bar) or the
Rugby Club in Stamford. To
avoid turning up at the wrong
venue, contact David Bradberry
G4OZM on 0780 54433 for more
details.

The Edgware & District RS
have had a committee change
according to their Edgware Ham
News. The Hon. Sec., is now
Ian Cope G4IUZ and he can be
contacted on Hatfield 65707. On
May 28 they have a constructors'
contest scheduled. Meetings are
held on the 2nd Et 4th
Thursdays, 8pm at the Watling
Community Centre, 145 Orange
Hill Road, Burnt Oak, Edgware.

Another interesting sounding

Lorna Mower

lecture is being held by the
Itchen Valley ARC on May 22. It
is called "The Hurdles of a

London Tourist Board Guide"
by Maurice G4IPQ. The club
meets at the Scout Hut,
Brickfield Lane, Chandlers Ford,
Eastleigh, Hants on the 2nd and
4th Fridays. All meetings are at
1930 for 2000. You can obtain
more details about the club from
Maurice Cheesman G4IPQ on
Southampton 736784.

c,\AN VA
c(*)_

The Denby Dale & District
ARS have a full programme
ahead of them this year. There is
a Cheese Er Wine Evening on
April 29, Magnetic Recording by
Tom G6DLA on May 6 and a
Darts Match on May 13. I

mustn't forget to mention their
rally on June 21 (more details in
the Rally Calendar). Jim
Nicholson G6MOZ, their
Secretary, on 0484 686573 can
probably supply more club
details.

There is a lovely cartoon in the
newsletter from the Wirrall
ARS, two children using the
antenna at the top of a very high
tower as a fairground ride - the
parent sunbathing at the base
"Peace, perfect peace"! The
club meets 1st and 3rd
Wednesdays at 8pm at Ivy Farm,
Arrowe Park. Oh yes, congrats
to B O'Brien for winning the
construction contest with his

a.t.u.
The Sutton and Cheam RS

have an interesting newsletter it
includes a section called
"Members' News" - very
interesting. The club usually
meet on 3rd Fridays at 7.30pm in
the Downs Lawn Tennis Club,
Holland Avenue, Cheam. Geoff
Plucknett G4FKA on Epsom
21349 will have all the details.

Colin Mills GOAAO is the
Secretary for the Pontefract Et
District ARS and says he'll be
pleased to answer any queries.
They meet in the Carleton
Community Centre, Carleton
Road, Pontefract every
Thursday at 7.30pm. On the
cards in the near future is club
equipment on June 4 and the
History of Amateur Radio by
Ray Price G3VID on June 11.
You can contact Colin on
Pontefract 43101.

A talk by a Crime Prevention
Officer is scheduled for May 13
at the Trowbridge Et District
ARC. They meet in the
Territorial Army Centre,
Bythesea Road, Trowbridge at
8pm alternate Wednesdays. Ian
Carter GOGR I can be reached on
0380 6656 for more details.

The South Bristol ARC have a
busy time between now and
their rally on September 6. May
13 is a DX Broadcast TV Evening
by Ron Gardner and May 20 is a
Radio Exchange Et Mart
organised by Dave G4WUB. The
club meets every Wednesday at
the Whitchurch Folkhouse, East
Dundry Road, Whitchurch -
Len Baker G4RZY on
Whitchurch 834282 has all the
details.

The Stourbridge Et District
ARS are just building up to their
50th year lit starts in Jan 881, and
they have recently chosen the
committee to get them there.
One item that caught my eye in
their news letter was 'Tomorrow
has been cancelled", a really
clever piece. "It was a dreary
grey day. As I journeyed to work
a huge ball of many trillions of
tons of white hot exploding
hydrogen nuclei heaved itself
over the edge of the world. It

hesitated for a moment,
supporting itself on its elbows.
Looking out over a grey mist
enshrounded world, for one
brief split second it almost didn't
bother. Realising that if it didn't
it would only have to do it twice
next time, as it had been forced
to do last time it rested, it

continued on its remorseless
journey. Several hours later it

quietly dropped back over the
edge realising that no-one had
seen it or even cared if it was
there". How many committee
members know the feeling!
Anyway the club meets 1st and
3rd Mondays at 8pm in the
Robin Woods Centre, School
Street, off Envill Street,
Stourbridge.

The away leg of the quiz
versus the Maidenhead Club is
scheduled for the Reading and
District ARC on June 4. The
club normally meets on
Tuesdays at 8pm in the White
Horse, Emmer Green, North
Reading, contact Steve
Coleman G4YFB on Reading
867820 for more details.

Chilton ARC have G5RV
scheduled for the June 24 slot in
their programme. They meet at
the Sir William Ramey School,
Science Block, Rose Avenue,
Hazlemere on the 2nd and 4th
Wednesdays at 8pm. Further
details from Chris Dunn G4KUI
on 04946 3372.

Stan Meadows G1UGA is the
Secretary for the Greater
Peterborough ARC and says
that the club meets every 4th
Thursday at 7.30pm. The venue
for the club is the Stanground
Junior School, Peterborough.
G1UGA can be contacted on
0733 69822.

Tuesday May 5 is a lecture on
The New Transceiver by George
Fare G3OGQ for members and
visitors of the Warrington ARC.
They meet Tuesdays at 8pm in
the Grappenhall Community
Centre, Bellhouse Lane,
Grappenhall. Paul Forster
GOCBN has all the details 0925
814005. Other meetings are a
junk sale on May 19 with Ron
Staples G3MMD as the
auctioneer and May 26 is an
open forum.

The Torbay ARS have a new
secretary, he is John Dart and
can be contacted on 0803 51995.
the AGM is scheduled for April
25, and it is "Working with
Animals" by Robert G1VCX
booked for May 30. They meet
on Friday evenings at 7.30pm at
the ECC Social Club, Ringslade
Road, Highweek, Newton
Abbot.

N

S
A bit further round the coast is

the home of Exmouth ARC.
They meet fortnightly at the 6th
Exmouth Scout Hut, Marpool
Hill, Exmouth, Michael Newport
G1GZG at 30 Maristow Avenue,
Exmouth, will tell you the next
dates. Still in Devon, the
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GRASSROOTS

Exmoor Radio Club meet in the
Physics II Lab, South Molton
School and Community
College, South Molton, North
Devon. They have meetings
most Thursday evenings, but

their temporary secretary John
Stacey will be able to tell you
more on 07695 3382.

Op -amps and active filters by
Andrew G8OMH are on the
menu on May 13 for those at
Stockport RS, as well as an
informal natter night on the 20th
and pre-NFD planning on the
27th. The club meets on
Wednesdays at 8pm in the
Blossoms Hotel. Contact Mel
G4FFW on 061 224 7880 for
more details.

The Verulam ARC have a
different contact name for a
while, Hilary G4JKS on St
Albans 59318 will help with latest
details about the club. They
meet at 'the RAF Association
HQ, New Kent Road, St Albans
every 2nd and 4th Tuesday. May
12 is an activity evening and the
26th is called "Wonderful World
of Propagation" by Ray Flavell
G3LTP. Visitors are always
welcome they say.

Robert Senft GOAMP has
relinquished his post of
Honarary Secretary to the
Biggin Hill ARC, and Geoffrey
Milne G3UMI has stepped into
his shoes. The club meets at a
new venue, the Victoria Club,
Kechill Gardens, Hayes, so
contact G3UM I QTHR as to how
to get there.

The Rolls Royce ARC have
got a Club Fox Hunt down for
May 6 starting at 7pm and then a
talk by Ron G3YEE on 'Scopes

and Amateur Radio on June 3.
Other meetings are every
Monday at 7.30pm or a Morse
class, every Wednesday is
Shack night at 7.30pm and
Sunday mornings 11.30am, is
Construction class. All meetings
are at the Rolls Royce Sports &
Social Club. More from Les
G4ILG on 0282 812288.

The Mid -Sussex ARS meet
every Thursday at Marie Place,
Leylands Road, Burgess Hill at
1945. They have their own fully
equipped shack and visitors are
welcome. April 30 is an informal
evening and May 14 is the club
construction contest. Chris
GOGMC on 07918 2937 can
supply further details for those
interested.

Bury St Edmunds ARS have
a new meeting place now, it's
the County Upper School,
Beetons Way, Bury St
Edmunds. All new members are
welcome at the 3rd Tuesday
Meetings at 7.30pm. May 19
heralds the third in the series of
Marconi lectures, but Chris
G 1FUU on 0359 50271 has all the
details.

has been elected
as secretary for the Morecambe
Bay ARS following their AGM.
The club meets every Tuesday
evening at the Trimpell Sports Er
Social Club, Out Moss Lane,
Morecambe at 7.30pm. You can
contact D. H. Woods on 0524
52042 for the latest news of the
club.

Members of the Wakefield
and District RS have an
interesting little newsletter to
read. Their meetings for the next
few weeks are, April 28 a talk on
Egypt by G4AAU, May 5 a bring
a buy sale, May 12 a quiz night
and May 19 a film about
Sellafield. The Club meets on
Tuesday in the Ossett
Community Centre, Prospect
Road, Ossett with D. J. Bryan
on Leeds 820198 able to tell you
more.

York ARS have a home-brew
night scheduled for May 8. Keith

Cass G3WVO at 4 Heworth
Village, York has all other details
for meetings. The club meets
Fridays at 7.30pm in the
clubroom United Services Club,
61 Micklegate, York. This yepr is
the club's 40th anniversary and
they will be holding a series of
special event stations with
anniversary QSL cards, and they
would especially like to hear
from anyone who has been
"mixed-up" with York ARS.

The Coventry ARS have a
couple of d.f. evenings lined up,
the first is on May 1 at it's a
144MHz d.f. contest, the
second is on the 29th when it is
the (indoor) direction finding
game. The club meets on
Fridays at 8pm in Baden Powell
House, 121 St Nicholas Street,
Radford, Coventry. Robin Tew
G4JDO has all the latest details
on Coventry 73999.

The ever popular junk sale is
on the programme for the
Midland ARS on May 19, with
foxhunting tips by G8FTU and
G8DEJ on June 16. The club
meets every week night in Unit
5, Henstead House, Henstead
Street, Birmingham. If you want
more details then contact Tom
Brady G8GAZ on 021-357 1924.

May 12 brings a video called
"Other Man's Shack" for those
at the Chester Er District RS
meeting. Then there is
Clandestine Radio by Gordon
Adams G3LEQ on the 26th. The
club meets at the Chester Rugby
Union Football Club, Hare Lane,
Vicars Cross, Chester at 8pm on
Tuesday evenings. If you want
more details contact Dave Hicks
G6IFA on Chester 336639.

The Chelmsford ARS meet
on the 1st Tuesday at 7.30pm in

DEADLINE DATES

Issue
July '87
August '87
September '87

Deadline
May 21
June 20
July 23

the Marconi College, Arbour
Lane, Chelmsford. Andrew
Mead G4KQE on 0376 83094 can
tell you more. Ken Willis G8VR is
talking about "How to work
v.h.f. DX by Meteor Scatter" on
May 5.

April 29 brings a lecture on
Kite Antennas by R Withers
G4IBL for members and visitors
to the Nene Valley RC. The club
meets Wednesdays in the Prince
of Wales, Well Street, Finedon.
M. P. Byles on 0933 71189 has all
the details.

A club constructional contest
is on the cards for May 11 if you
belong to the Surrey Radio
Contact Club. This meeting is
being held one week earlier than
normal due to the Bank Holiday.
The club meets on the 1st and
3rd Mondays at 7.45pm in the
TS Terra Nova, Mess Deck, 34
The Waldrons, South Croydon.
You should contact John
Simkins G8IYS on 01-6570454 if
you want to know more.

The talk by Denis Walker
G3OLM on a Bonsai Aerial Farm
must be popular as it is "doing
the rounds". This time it's on
April 28 at the Dorking Et

District RS. They meet on 2nd
and 4th Tuesdays at 8pm, with
various meeting places
available. Contact J. Greenwell
G3AEZ on Newdigate 77236 to
sort out such details as venue.

An unpleasant piece of news
from the Hastings Electronics Et
RC, their premises were broken
into and a number of pieces of
equipment were stolen IWhat's
New holds more details). Not
very nice for the club, they meet
3rd Wednesdays at 7.45pm in
the West Hill Community
Centre, Croft Road, Hastings.
Dave Shirley G4NVQ on
Hastings 420608 has the latest
news.

The annual foxhunt for the
Keighley ARS is being held on
May 26. Their meetings start at
8pm at the Victoria Hotel,
Cavendish Street, Keighley. For
any further details please
contact Kathy G1 IGH on
Bradford 496222.
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dress
FOR ICOM

er
(U.K.) LTD.,

EAST LONDON HAM STORE

191 FRANCIS ROAD
LEYTON  E10 6NQ  LONDON

TELEX 8953609 LEXTON G

OPEN MON -

SAT 9AM - 5.30PM
INTEREST FREE

HP FACILITIES AVAILABLE

ON MANY ITEMS

PROMPT MAIL ORDER
VISA

dress
FOR YAESU

PHONE
01-558 0854
01-556 1415

er

... WHERE YOUR POCKET COUNTS ...
PHONE THE REST ... THEN PHONE US FOR THE BEST 'PRICES'

150kHz to 30MHz and beyond, 'what do I
buy', well if you are confused come and see us, we are specialists in short wave

communications. If you are confused, our trained staff is always there to help you and show you the vast range of receivers from 60Hz

through to 2030MHz. Not only receivers, we specialise in antennas as well, and of course the name Dressler is known throughout the
world. Not only will we help, but we also stock many publications to help you on your way. Brand new, just arrived, the 1987 edition of

the 'World Radio Et TV Handbook £17.95

Listen to the police, marine, private mobile radio, taxis, government bodies, aircraft, telephones, commercial stations, and many many
more, hours of fun and enjoyment for a modest outlay.

COME AND SEE THE SPECIALISTS AND TALK IT OVER

1111-11-:11111111/111111111111

rior.:;11.

YAESU FRG9600
£475

60.905 MHz
AM FM SSB

DATONG P.C.I.
Fit tne PCI with the R7000 or FRG -9600
and have 100kHz to 30 MHz general

coverage H.F.USB/LS13/AM/FM for

Only £137.00
or with the FRG -9600

and all power supplies
£660

YAESU FRG -8800
£575

+ OPTIONAL
FRV8800 CONVERTER

GEN. CONY.

ACTIVE ANTENNAS ALL SONY UK SUPPLIED

JE

DRESSLER
ARA 500

ACTIVE ANTENNA
50MHz to 1300MHz
Gain 17dB Typical

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
FOR ARA 500

Gain I7dB Typical 114 17dB1

Frequency Range 50 1300MHz

Noise Figure NB at 50-180MHz
1 5dB below 300MHz
2 OdB below 350MHz
2 7dB below 400MHz
3 OdB below 500MHz
3 8dB below 650MHz

£139.00
Operation is possible up to 1300MHz
with gain of 10dB

Noise 4-6dB

Intercept Point 3rd Order r 18dbm at Input
Post £300 or Secuncor f700 extra

THESE ANTENNAS ARE COMPLETE
WITH POWER SUPPLY CABLE AND
ALL CONNECTIONS.

ARA 500 FOR YOUR SCANNER.

ARA 30 FOR YOUR SW.

dressier - ara 30 -
active antenna

200 kHz . .. 40 MHz
Professional electronic circuitry with very wide
dynamic range. Meets professional demands
both in electronics and mechanical ruggedness.
120 cm long glass fibre rod. Circuit is built into
waterproof 2,5 mm thick aluminium tube. Ideal
for commercial and swl-receiving systems. f129.
See Review in August Issue p.35

LISTEN TO AIRCRAFT.
HAMS. POLICE. TAXIS.

TELEPHONES. ETC
+ MW/LW & SW.

EXCELLENT VALUE.

AIRCRAFT. MARINE.
SHORT WAVE HAMS.

WORLDWIDE
RECEPTION +
32 MEMORIES.

POCKET SIZE.
FULL S/W RECEIVER.

INCLUDES MAINS PSU.

SONY AIR 7

PORTABLE -AM -FM (31441111

144-174MHz
0000.

000
108-136MHz

000
0

150kHz-2194kHz

SONY ICF 2001D

76-108 MHz
116-136 AIRBAND
160kHz- 29995MHz
FM AM - SSB 32 MEMORIES
INC PSU

SONY ICF 7600D

76-108MHz
162kHz-29.995MHz
MEMORIES, FM, AM, SSB.

ICOM R71
General coverage

C

(R71E)

FIRST CLASS SHORT
WAVE RECEIVER.

BUY THIS FOR £825
AND RECEIVE THE

ARA 30 FREE.
(CASH OR CHEQUE

SALES ONLY.)

ICOM R7000
25MHz - 2000MHz

- - -

SPECIAL OFFER

COMPLETE WITH FREE ARA 500
ACTIVE ANTENNA WORTH £139.00
(CASH OR CHEQUE SALES ONLY)

957
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ICOM
Communications
K11/7000,/§-1000MHz.
Commensal quality scanning receiver
ICOM introduces the IC -R7000, advanced technology, continuous coverage communications receiver. With 99
programmable memories the IC -R7000 covers aircraft, Marine, FM Broadcast, Amateur Radio, television and
weather satellite bands. For simplified operation and quick tuning the IC -R7000 features direct keyboard entry.
Precise frequencies can be selected by pushing the digit keys in sequence of the frequency or by turning the main
tuning knob. FM wide/FM narrow/AM upper and lower SSB modes with six tuning speeds: 0.1, 1.0, 5, 10, 12.5, 25KHz.
The IC -R7000 has 99 memories available to store your favouritre frequencies including the operating mode. Memory
channels can be called up by pressing the memory switch then rotating the memory channel knob, or by direct
keyboard entry. A sophisticated scanning system provides instant access to the most used frequencies. By
depressing the Auto M switch, the IC -R7000 automatically memorises frequencies that are in use whilst it is in the

scan mode, this allows you to recall frequencies that
were in use. The scanning speed is adjustable and
the scanning system includes the memory selected
frequency ranges or priority channels. All functions
including the memory channel readout are clearly
shown on a dual -colour flourescent display. Other
features include dial -lock, noise blanker, attentuator,
display dimmer and S meter and optional RC -12 infra-
red remote controller, voice synthesizer and HP1
headphones.

1C11711, General'
coverage
receiver.

The ICOM IC-R71E 100KHz to 30MHz general coverage
receiver features keyboard frequency entry and infra -red
remote controller (optional) with 32 programmable memory channels, SSB, AM, RTTY, CW and optional FM. Twin
VFO's scanning, selectable AGC, noise blanker, pass band tuning and a deep notch filter. With a direct entry
keyboard frequencies can be selected by pushing the digit keys in sequence of frequency. The frequency is altered
without changing the main tuning control.
Options include FM, voice synthesizer, RC -11 infra -red controller, CK70 DC adaptor for 12 volt operation, mobile
mounting bracket, CW filters and a high stability crystal filter.

Telephone us free -of -charge on:

HELPLINE 0800-521145.
This Pei( ar,' L.: ,braou, ,Mbrrnaryb .Gorr ot ordering

sennce canner Ge u.ed by dbalo.,,,, lot repair engmbes and pans orders Thank you

IC OM

You can get what you want lust by picking
up the telephone Our mail order department
-fters you free same day despatch whenever

,tsible instant credit, interest free H P
and Acres farth,v 24

Datopost
ICOM (UK) Limited
Dept SW, Sea Street, Herne Bay, Kent CT6 8LD
Tel: (0227) 363859 Telex: 695179 ICOM G
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RADIO SHACK
THE FINEST EVER SCANNER AT AN UNBEATABLE PRICE
25.520, 760.1300 MHz, 300 MEMORIES - ALL FOR £329.95

This wonderful new scanner not only has all the facilities found on ordinary scanners, such as: scan search, lockout,
delay, priority, adjustable speed and direct entry keyboard but it also has these additional features:
Continuous tuning from 25 to 520 MHz and 760 to 1300 MHz. 300 permanent memories in ten banks of 30 plus an
additional ten channels used for temporary storage when in search mode. Switchable audio squelch allows you to ignore
blank carriers. Three reception modes, AM, FM (Wide), and FM (Narrow). Adjustable step size 5 kHz, 12.5 kHz and 50 kHz.
Sensitivity (NFM) 0.5uV for 20dB S/N up to 1100 MHz. Extremely attractive, information packed blue LCD display.
Headphone jack socket. tape recorder socket, external speaker socket, attenuator switch, 240 Volt operation and 13.8
VDC with optional mobile power lead.
PRO.2004 in stock now
Post and packaging

OUR BEST -
200 CHANNELS WITH DIRECT KEYBOARD ACCESS

(A) Realistic PRO -32. You'll catch all the action with this full -featured, microprocessor -
controlled scanner with extended frequency coverage - all in a hand-held size. Scan
up to 200 channels in 10 selectable bands or search a selected frequency range for new
channels. Scan any of the following bands: VHF -Lo 68-88MHz. VHF AIR 108-136MHz,
VHF HI 138-174 MHz, UHF Lo 380-470 MHz and UHF HI 470-512 MHz. Two scan and
search speeds. Two -second scan delay, selectable for each channel. Keyboard -lock
switch prevents accidental changes. Large LCD display shows channels and
frequencies being scanned, monitored or programmed, plus status of channels.
Priority function monitors your favourite frequency while listening to others. Squelch
control, built-in speaker, earphone jack. With flexible antenna and jack for long-range
external antenna. 71/2 x 2.15/16 x 1.13/16." Requires 6 "AA" batteries or AC or DC
adapter. Memory back-up requires 3 silver -oxide batteries.
20.9133 £239.95

FULL -FEATURED 200 -CHANNEL FOR HOME/MOBILE USE
(B) Realistic PRO -2021. Superior performance from the very latest in solid-state
technology. Features direct keyboard entry, search and scan in two speeds, two -
second scan delay so you don't miss return calls, priority function will automatically
switch to the priority channel when a call is received on it and individual lock -outs for
temporarily bypassing channels. Scan up to 200 channels in these bands: VHF -Lo
68-88 MHz, VHF AIR 108-136 MHz, VHF HI 138-174 MHz, UHF Lo 380-470 MHz and UHF
HI 470 512 MHz. Easy -to -read LCD channel/frequency display with electroluminescent
back lighting, squelch control and built-in speaker, telescoping antenna. Jacks for
external speaker, external antenna, tape recorder and DC power supply.
31/8 x 101/4 x 8!' Includes mounting bracket for mobile use and DC power cord. Mains
operation (or 13.8 VDC neg. gnd.). Memory back-up requires 9v battery.
20.9113 £199.95

Access

RADIO SHACK LTD

£329.95
£3.45
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YOUR MAIN LONDON SUPPLIER OF
SCANNERS AND RECEIVERS.

MOST MAKES AVAILABLE INCLUDING TANDY.

BEARCAT BC-2000FB

inn
11±MI

VHF/UHF SCANNING RECEIVER
NOW ONLY - £159.95

ICOM'S TOP OF THE RANGE
HF RECEIVER - £825

A WELL DESIGNED HIGH
QUALITY HF RECEIVER - £639

AN HF RECEIVER WITH A HOST
OF FEATURES - £639

HF-125

111:11111111eo..

A SUPERB NEW HF RECEIVER
FROM LOWE ELECTRONICS - £375

ICOM'S STATE OF THE ART
SCANNER - £957

YAESU FRG 9600

11.11 221 MB MN NM

rr an gm as
Eli II=

A FEATURE PACKED SCANNER
FOR VHF & UHF - £495

KENWOOD'S LATEST QUALITY
HF RECEIVER - £895

188 BROADHURST GARDENS, LONDON NW6 3AY
(Just around the corner from West Hampstead Station on the Jubilee Line)

Giro Account No. 588 7151 Telephone: 01-624 7174 Telex: 23718
vin
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Kimaski
TECHNOLOGY

ATTENTION
ALL ICOM IC 2, 02 and 04 OWNERS
Now available for the above ICOM hand portable
transceivers is the Kimaski Audio Booster (KAB 1).
The KAB 1 is designed to increase the audio output
from your handheld by a substantial amount. The
improved audio level will drive the internal or an
external speaker to full volume and it will even help
you pull in those stations with low deviation.
The KAB 1 is a solid state hybrid amplifier which fits
neatly inside the rig, it is fully sealed with only four
connections needed to be made. Full details are
given for installing the unit and installation should
take no more than 10 minutes.
The standby current is typically 4mA and should not
affect the useful battery life by more than 10%.
The KAB 1 costs £12.95 incl VAT + £1.25 P&P

and is available from
SCARAB SYSTEMS, 39 Stafford Street

Gillingham, Kent ME7 5EN
(Telephone: Medway (0634) 570441)

DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME

RTTY TUNING
MADE EASY

Now you can easily tune in RTTY signals using the
latest kit from Kimaski. This unit will enable you to
quickly and easily tune into RTTY transmissions
using the 16 LED bargraph.
The TUNICATOR is adjustable so that it can be used
to display most common forms of audio type signal
and as there is adjustment for the base reference
frequency as well as a frequency span control the
TUNICATOR can be made to readout narrow (170Hz)
as well as wide (850Hz) RTTY shifts all in one go.
The TUNICATOR may be used either horizontally or
vertically because of its novel display mode.
The TUNICATOR accepts audio signals straight into
the convertor PCB and can therefore be used with
any existing terminal unit or even with 'no -interface'
computer programs.
The TUNICATOR is available in kit form and costs
£29.95 + 50p P&P.

Other Kimaski kits include a CW filter which is ideal
for use with direct conversion type receivers and
a 555 timer tester. ideal for testing all those 555s
lying in the junk box. this project also includes a
tested 555!

Kimaski Kits are available from ...

Kimaski
TECHNOLOGY

39 Stafford Street, Gillingham,
Kent ME7 5EN

Telephone: Medway (0634) 570441

RX-4
MULTIMODE RECEIVE

RTTY / CW / SSTV / AMTOR
This is the ultimate in software for the SWL. Just one
program to receive all four modes, switching from one
to the other at a single keypress. Extremely user-
friendly, RX4 has the facilities and performance you
need to catch all the action on the bands as soon as
you hear it.
When you see the teatures it's easy to see why RX-4
is today's best-selling receive software.

RTTY and AMTOR tuning scale makes tuning -in very
quick and easy.
Four RTTY baud rates, any shift, normal or reverse,
with selectable unshift-on-space.
CW software filters and controllable autotrack for
maximum performance up to 250 wpm! On -screen
indicator lets you set the level and tuning with a
minimum of fuss.
SSTV has selectable scan rates in both directions and
two modes of picture storage for maximum use of
memory.

Text and pictures can be stored, recalled to the screen
and dumped to a printer as well as being saved to tape
or disc.
Please note that the AMTOR section only receives
ARQ mode (mode A) but this is the most common
mode and covers a lot of commercial TOR stations,
also.
Previously, people have paid over £30 for separate
RTTY, CW and SSTV programs which do not have the
performance, facilities and convenience of RX-4. We
are offering this amazing software for the low price of
only £25 on tape. £27 on BBC or CBM64 disc.

SPECTRUM needs no hardware. BBC -13, CBM64,
VIC20 need our TIFI interface. This has isolation
between computer and radio to reduce computer
noise and switchable filters, giving much improved
copy. Kit £15 (assembled PCB + cables and
connectors) or ready-made, boxed with all
connections £25.
We also have the TX -3 RTTY / ASCII / CW TRANSCEIVE
program for BBC -B and CBM64. This has every
possible feature and amazing performance. Uses our
TIFI interface (see above) or a terminal unit. Tape £20,
disc £22. State rig if ordering ready-made TIFI.
NEW UK/EUROPE and WORLD MAP and LOCATOR.
Accepts lat/long, locators, NGR and hundreds of
placenames. Displays your 0TH and the distant
location and the great circle between them on the map
and prints full details of distances, beam headings. etc.
For BBC-B/ELECTRON only. tape £10, disc £12. Map -
less locators available for CBM64. VIC20, SPECTRUM
£7 on tape.
Logbook date, band, mode, call and remarks.
Callsearch and printout. For BBC -B, CBM64, VIC20.
SPECTRUM. ELECTRON. Tape £8.
Also a superb MORSE TUTOR £6 and RAE MATHS £9
for all the above computers.
All BBCB and CBM64 programs are available on disc at
£2 extra (BBC: state 40/80 track). All VIC20 programs
need at least 8K expansion.
Same day dispatch by First Class Post, Airmail
Overseas. Prices include p&p and VAT, where
applicable.

technical software (swm)
VISA
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CR:LAVE M

To all SWLs and VHF DXers,

DJLES L1TD

Remember that whatever VHF band you listen or DX on, the best results can always be obtained using
one of our converters. We manufacture converters for the six, four, and two metre amateur bands as well
as 70 and 23 centimeters. All of our converters come in a choice of popular IF's.

Perhaps one of our GaAsFet preamplifiers will enhance your results? Microwave Modules also
specialise in linear amplifiers as well as Transverters. so if you decide that it is time to 'get your ticket'
you may well decide to purchase one of our products to complement your station.

For the enthusiast in amateur TV DXing our company produces the finest 70cm converter commercially
available. Priced at £35.65 it will allow the SWL into the exciting new world of ATV transmissions. The
converter is simple to use. Just plug into any TV, tune to approximately channel 36. and assuming that
you've plugged your seventy centimetre antenna to the converter and supplied it with 12 volts you are
ready to receive ATV transmissions.

Are you interested in weather satellite reception? M.M. can offer the best and most competitively priced
system on the market. If your club would like a demonstration of METEOSAT and our complete range of
products. why not give Mick a ring? You can catch him or the answerphone on 0403 730 767. But hurry,
like last year the bookings went very quickly!

Just to round up, if you read on you'll find our current price list. Please remember, when you go to your
local emporium ask for one of our products by name. Don't settle for second best and regret it. You will
receive a factory warranty with any of our products to give you peace of mind. If your local emporium
can't or won't supply you with Microwave Modules, speak directly to the factory, we will be pleased to
give all of our customers the service that they rightly deserve.

MML144/20-LS
MML144/50-S
MML144/100-S
MML144/100-HS
MML144/100-LS
MML144/200-S
MML432/30-L
MML432/50
MML432/100

MMC435/600
MTV435

MM2001
MM4001-KB
MMS1
MMS2

M MT50/28-S
MMT50/144
MMT144/28-R
MMT144128

best 73's and good DX de G4EFO.

Price List February 1987

2m 30W Linear. 1 or 3W input
2m 50W Linear. 10W input
2m 100W Linear. 10W input
2m 100W Linear. 25W input
2m 100W Linear. 1 or 3W input
2m 200W Linear. 3. 10. 25W input
70cm 30W Linear. 1 or 3W input
70cm 50W Linear. lOW input
70cm 100W Linear. 10W input

Prices Post Prices Post
Incl. VAT Rate Incl. VAT Rate

98.90
106.95
149.96
159.85
169.97
369.84
169.05
149.50
334.65

B

B

C

C

C
D

C
D

70cm ATV Converter. UHF output 35.65 A
70cm ATV 20W Transmitter 197.80

RTTY to TV Converter
RTTY Transceiver with keyboard
The Morsetalker
Advanced Morse Trainer

10m to 6m Transverter
2m to 6m Transverter
2m Linear Transverter. 25W o/p
2m Linear Transverter, 10W o/p

Access

188.83
299.00
129.95
168.82

289.80
289.80
289.80
139.84

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

M MT220/28-S
M MT432/28-S
MMT1296/144-G
MMX12681144

MMC50/28
MMC144/28
MMC432/28-S
MMC432/144-S
MMK1296/144
MMK1691/137.5

MMG144V
MMG1296
MMG1691

220 MHz Transverter. 15W o/p
70cm Linear Transverter
23cm Linear Transverter
1268 MHz Transmit Up -Converter

6m down to 10m Converter
2m down to 10m Converter
70cm down to 10m Converter
70cm down to 2m Converter
23cm down to 2m Converter
1690 MHz WX Satellite Converter

139.84
195.50
258.75
195.50

37.95
37.95
44.85
44.85

129.95
144.90

2m RF Switched GaAsFET Preamp 37.95
23cm GaAsFET Preamplifier 74.98
1690 MHz GaAsFET Preamp 129.95

MMD1500P 1500 MHz Divide by 10 Prescaler

MMR/25
MMR7/3
MMR15/10

2 dB 25 Watt Attenuator
7dB 3 Watt Attenuator
15 dB 10 Watt Attenuator

Postage/Packing Charges (incl VAT): A = £2.35 B = £4.91 C = £5.60 D = £6.98

VISA

WELCOME

MICROWAVE MODULES Ltd
BROOKFIELD DRIVE, AINTREE, LIVERPOOL L9 7AN, ENGLAND

Telephone: 051-523 4011 Telex. 628608 MICRO G
CALLERS ARE WELCOME, PLEASE TELEPHONE FIRST

B

B

D

D

A
A
A
A

B

B

A
B

119.60 A

19.78
19.78
19.78

HOURS:
MONDAY -FRIDAY

9-12.30, 1-5.00
E. & 0. E.

A
A
A
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Photo
MAIL ORDER

IS OUR
SPECIALITY

HF Receivers
Trio R5000 NEW HF general coverage

receiver
Trio VC20 VHF converter for R5000

108-174MHz
Trio R2000 general coverage receiver
Trio VCI 0 VHF converter for R2000

118-174MHz
Yaesu FRG8800 general coverage receiver
Yaesu FRV8800 VHF converter for FRG8800

1 I8-179MHz
!corn 1C-R71E general coverage receiver with

keyboard entry
Icom IC -R11 remote control unit for R71E
Icom EX257 FM board for R71E

NEW:
HF125 general coverage receiver. British

built. 30kHz-30MHz. AM. USB. LSB. FM
and synchronous AM optional. Keyboard
entry. 30 memories

Acoustics Ltd. Telephone
0908 610625

P&P
£895.00 17 001

£176.32 (3.001
£637.26 17.001

£170.76 (3.00)
£639.00 (7.00)

£100.00 (3 00)

£825.00 17.001
£ 62.00 12 50)
£ 41.00 12 001

£375 0017 001

VHF Receivers and Scanners
Icom IC -R7000 VHF/UHF scanner

25-2000MHz all modes
Icom IC -R12 remote control unit for R7000
AR2002 VHF/UHF scanner 25.550MHz and

800-1300MHz
Yaesu FRG9600 VHF/UHF scanner

60.950MHz
Yaesu PA4C AC power supply for FRG9600
lideo card for FRG9600

Regency HX2000E handheld scanner.
60.90MHz 118-175MHz 406-496MHz

Signal R532 air band receiver
110.139 995MHz 12volt

Signal R5375 air band handheld receiver
tunable 118-136MHz plus crystal cc,r-,,

P&P
(957.00 (7 001
£ 62.0012.50)

£487.00 15 00)

£525.00 15.00)
£ 16.50 (2.50)
£ 15.00 (2.001

£279.0013.001

£224.05 (4.00)

69.51 13.00)

SPEND UP TO £1,200 INSTANTLY WITH A PHOTO ACOUSTICS LTD. CREDITCHARGE CARD - APPLY FOR DETAILS
PART EXCHANGE WELCOME, ASK FOR KERRY G6IZF OR ANDY G4YOW

RETAIL SHOWROOM OPEN TUESDAY -FRIDAY 9.30-5.30, SATURDAY 9.30-4.30
Goods normally despatched within 24 hours, Please allow 7 banking days for cheque clearance. Pnces correct at time of going to press - E&OE

5'

58 High Street,
Newport Pagnell,
Bucks. MK16 8AQ.

Royal Blue
Photo Acoustics have pleasure in
presenting the ROYAL BLUE -
a Short Wave Listeners folded
dipole antenna that covers
2-30MHz. Its neat and compact
design (just 6' tall) makes it ideal
for unobtrusive outdoor or indoor
use. It will work quite happily on
your roof or stood in the corner of
your shack. It is a truly versatile
antenna that will pull in the DX and
which works. exceptionally well
with modern receivers such as the
Yaesu FRG8800. Icom R71, Trio
R2000 and so on.

To buy this superb new antenna,
just send us £25, plus £3 for
postage and packing and we will
rush one to you.

Aerials, ATU's and Accessories
KX3 SWL antenna tuner unit for general

£ 67.28 13 001coveragereceiver
Trio HS5 high quality headphones £ 39.57 (3.001
Trio HS6 lightweight headphones (not

enclosed type) E 25.68 (2.001
Yaesu YH55 enclosed headphones £ 19.95 (3.00)
Yaesu YH77 lightweight headphones E 19.50 (2.00)
G5RV (full size) 102' covers 80-10m £ 16.75 (2.50)
GSRV (half size) 52' covers 40-10m £ 14.2512 501
Revcone 16 Element Discone 50-500MHz £ 29.95 13 00)
Diamond 0130 Discone 25-1300 MHz £ 82.50 13 00)
Mutek BBBA 5000 Broadband

Preamp 20500 MHz
Revco PAZ Masthead Preamp 10 MHz to

over 1 GHz includes special mains PSU £ 49.95 (3 001
50 -metre rolls of copper wire

NEW:
FAX -1 HF FAX receiver. Obtain weather

maps. press photographs and satellite
cloud cover detail on any Epson FX-80
compatible printer (GOES WITH ANY HF
RECEIVER) £269.95 (3.50)

C0660 data receiver for
CW/RTTY/ASCII/TOR/AMTOR £264.97 (4 00)

CD670 as above but with built in LCD display £327.77 14 00)

Books

£ 34.90 12 501

£ 7.95 12

P&P
5.9510 75)
2.25(0 75)

5.95 (0.75)

4.9510.75)
3.50 10.75)
3.9510.75)

SPECIAL OFFER
To celebrate the NEW LOOK Short Wave
Magazine, we will be giving away absolutely
FREE. a ROYAL BLUE SWL aerial with every
HF receiver sold.

Confidential frequency list (NEW Edition)
Air traffic rano (NEW Edition)
VHF/UHF airband frequency list (NEW

Edition)
The complete guide to VHF/UHF frequencies

25-2000MHz
Logbooks
World radio teletype HF frequency list
Guide to facsimile stations (IDEAL FOR USE

WITH THE FAX -1)
Radio Amateurs Exam Manual
A Guide to Amateur Radio
Towards the RAE
How to pass the RAE
HF Antennas for all locations
The Radio Amateurs Question

and answer manual

9.95 10.75)
4.30 10 75)
4.35 '1 75)
4.25 75)
3.80 75)
8.20 ' 50)

£ 7.50

=3:3
VISA

8redhliZ
electronics

SITUATED AT SOUTHERN END OF M23 - EASY ACCESS Ti

IIIAMEEMEIMMIRET
loom IC R71 e25.00 1 -
Kenwood R2000 637.00 1 - )
Kenwood VC 10 V.H.F. Converter 170.76 12.031
Kenwood R5000 MOO 1 - )
Yaesu FRG 88X) 639.00 1 - I
Yaesu FRV 8800 V.H.F. Converter 100.00 12.001

STATION ACCESSORIES
Drae V.H.F. wavemeter
A.K.D. V.H.F. wavemeter
Yaesu FF501DX low pass filter

XIMHz 1kW
Kenwood LF30A low pass filter 30MHz 1kW
Adonis AMTIDG desk mic with pre -amp
Adonis AM61T1r; desk mic with

compression
S.M.0 Polar-phaser 0 2 metre
S M C Polar-phaser II 70cms

27.50 11.50)
24.95 11.501

37.50 12.001
34.00 12.00)
53.00 IZCO)

69.00 12.001
49.00 (2.50)
69.00 12.501

V.H.F. SCANNING RECEIVERS
icorn
Yaesu

ICH /000
FRG9600

957.60 I - I

525.00 I -
A 0 R AR2002 487.30 I -
Signal R532 "Airband' 224.00 1 -

V.H.F. SCANNER ACCESSORIES
A.K.D. HFC 1 HF Convertor
Revone Discone Antenna 30-500MHz
Icon AH /MI Antenna 25-1300EAHz

49.00 11.00)
31.50 12.00)
13200 13.001

CABLES ETC.
URN167 low loss coax 50ohm per metre
UR75 50ohrn coax dia 5mm. per metre
UR70 70ohm coax per metre
UR95 50ohm coax dia. 2.3mm per metre
4mm Polyester Guy Ropel4CCkg) permetre
53 metres 16 swq hard drawn copper wire

0.75 10.25)
0.30 10.101
0.35 10.101
0.40 10.101
0.20 10.101
6.90 11.50)

ANTENNA BITS £ c&

M25 AND SOUTH LONDON

HI -C) Balun 1:1 5 kW P.E.P.
Bricomm Baiun 4:1 1kW
Bricomm 7.1MHz Epoxy Traps (pair)
Self Amalgamating Tape 10m
T -piece Polyprop Dipole centre
Small Ceramic egg insulators
Large Ceramic egg insulators

11.95 11.001
11.20 11.031
9.95 11.50)
3.95 10.75)
1.60 (0.251
0.60 1020)
0.85 10.201

ANTENNA TUNER UNITS
aesu 1-RT 7700 Short wave listening

Yaesu FC 757AT
Kenwood AT230
Kenwood AT 250 auto

59.00 IZCO)
349.00 I -
22000 12.501
385.00 I -

ANTENNA SWITCHES
Welz CH 20tN 1300M Hz N skts
Welz CH204 900MHz S0239 skts
SA 45CIN 2 -way diecast 5031MHz N skis
SA 450 as above but S0239 skts
DRAE 3 way N skis
DRAE 3 way S0239 skts
CS 4 4 way B.N.C. skts. 1500MHz

49.00 11.501
29.95 11.501
2175 (1.00)
17.50 (1.00)
19.90 11.001
15.40 11.00)
33.3e (2.001

GOODS NORMALLY DESPATCHED WITHIN 24 HRS
PRICES CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS
E&OE

MAIL
RETAIL-DRDANDl

2.M. TRANSCEIVERS

Kenwood TH 21E Handheld
Kenwood TM20IA 25w F.M. mobile
Kenwood TR751E 25w multimode
Kenwood TS711E base station
Kenwood TH205E Handheld
Kenwood TH215E Handheld
Yaesu FT 2901 Portable multimode
Yaesu FT 202$3 FNB3 Handheld
Yaesu FT 209RH FNB3 Handheld
Yaesu FT 270:1H 45w F.M. mobile
Yaesu FT 7268 base station 17Ctm

optional
Yaesu FT 23R Handheld
Icom IC 2E Handheld
Icon( IC 02E Handheld
Icom ICk136 25w mobile
Icom IC 271E base station
!corn IC 3200E 2M(70tm F.M. mobile
Icom Micro II Handheld

£ c&
228.00
269 00
649.00
991.00
21600
258.00
429.00
25500
XO 00
469.00

999.03
24900
22500
299.00
359.03
835.00
556.00
259.00

( -
( -
( -
( -
( -
( -
( -
( -

70cm TRANSCEIVERS

Kenwood TH41E Handheld
Kenwood TR "ARTY Handheld
Kenwood TS 811E base station
Yaesu FT7038 + FNB3 Handheld
Yaesu FT709R + FNB3 Handheld
Yaesu 70trn module for FT 7268
Yaesu FT73R Handheld
Icom IC4E Handheld
Icom IC04E Handheld
Icom IC471E base station

268.00
353.00

1095.00
299.00
319 00
349 00
269.00
285.00
299.00
927.00

( -
( -
( -
( -
( -
(

-
( -
( -
-

WE ALWAYS STOCK A GOOD SELECTION OF FREQUENCY REFERENCE BOOKS

BREDHURST ELECTRONICS LTD HIGH ST, HANDCROSS, W. SX. RH17 6BW (0444) 400786
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()RAE' DAVTREND LTD
SANDERSON CENTRE
GOSPORT, HAMPSHIRE
P012 3UL
0705 520141

MAKE SURE YOU RUN THE BEST PSU AVAILABLE WHEN DXING, Our range includes ...

6 amps 13.8V
Price £65.00

24 amps 13.8V
Price £125.00

42 AMP
Power Supply

1.10 Not

01,1 ruc I nittlow

12 amps 13.8V
Price £86.50

All PSUs are fully regulated. short circuit protected and incorporate an overvoltage crowbar circuit.

BENCH POWER SUPPLIES

BP 301 0 to 30 volts continuously variable at 20mA to
1 amp. £89.34

BP 302 0 to 30 volts continuously variable at 40mA to
2 amp. £114.11

AERIAL SWITCHES/WAVEMETER

VHF WAVEMETER £27.50
3 WAY VHF SWITCH S0239 £15.40
3 WAY UHF SWITCH N TYPE £19.90
2 METRE PRE SET ATU (not shown) £14.50

. . and now the NEW DRAE SSTV SYSTEM

* FOUR STORAGE MEMORIES
* 128 x 128 PIXELS
* VIDEO or UHF outputs
* 13.8 Volts OPERATION

Prices for TX & RX Unit £320.00 RX only £195.00 TX Module £135.00
CUSTOM BUILT POWER SUPPLIES?
Enquiries welcomed from O.E.M. & Commercial Manufacturers: we manufacture: Switch Mode PSUs. DC to DC converters. AC to DC
converters. Products already supplied for telecommunications equipment, radio manufacturers, medical equipment used on ships and
aircraft. Ring Dave White now for full details

0705 520141
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BUILD THE DX 160180 LOOP ANTENNA

The DX80 Loop Antenna used a novel
construction giving a neat and tidy, yet
simple, design. Covering 2.3 to 6MHz it
more than fulfilled the original design
criteria. The circuit, if it warrants such a
title, is reproduced in Fig. 1 to show its
simplicity and the polar diagram of loops
of this type is shown in Fig. 3. You are
recommended to read the original article if
full constructional details and
specification interest you.

More sophisticated, complicated and
expensive methods of coupling the loop to
the receiver had been tried with minimal
practical improvements in performance
and they were consequently abandoned in
favour of the simple arrangement used.

Thoughts of producing a similar loop to
cover the amateur Top Band 11.8MHz)
had prevailed for some time with a view to
replacing other Top Band loops. During
the thinking process some rough and
ready experiments with turns of wire
around a cardboard box it became obvious
that a similar design could be produced to
cover both Top Band and the 3.5MHz
band! It was also evident that the
construction could be simplified even
more than that used in the DX80, the
variable capacitor could be replaced by a
selectivity/coupling switch and fixed
capacitor arrangement to give lower
costs, fewer controls and easier assembly.
And, if desired a simple m.w. facility could
be added.

The result is the DX160/80 covering 1.5
to 4.6MHz, the circuit of which is shown in
Fig. 4a, together with front view in Fig. 4d.
It is a "spiral" loop as opposed to the more
usual "box" construction, and is only
712mm high by 610mm wide.

Description
As can be seen from Fig. 4d the

assembly takes the form of a crossboom
affair, mounted on a simple base together
with a small panel carrying the controls.

The circuit, Fig. 4a, consists of a 6 -turn
loop winding, L1, tuned in a semi -

balanced circuit by Cl, a two -gang, 500pF
per section, good quality, air -spaced,
receiving type, variable capacitor. The
coupling loop consists of 1 turn of wire
coupled to the R X by a coaxial feeder
cable. The coupling /selectivity is
controlled by adding extra capacitors into
the circuit using switch S1. These
capacitors should be ceramic disc or
silvered mica types.

The polar diagram is shown in Fig. 3 and
it can be seen that the maximum signal is
received off the ends with the minimum,
or null, at 90° to this.

Richard Q Marris G2BZQ

Loop antennas are
deservedly popular with
listeners for several reasons.
They are cheap and easy to
make and their excellent
directional properties give
just the sort of results that are
needed by effectively nulling
out unwanted stations. A
previous design by G2BZQ,
the DX 80Loop Antenna, was
described in the April 86issue
of SWM and was intended to
cover reception on the
3.5MHz (80n) amateur band.
The results obtained were
more than acceptable with
continuous coverage of
frequencies in the range 2.3
to 6MHz. In this article he
describes a development of
the original design to cover
1.5 to 4.6MHz.

Fig 1 THE "DX 80 LOOP' - GENERAL ILLUSTRATION

VCI

Fig 2 THE CIRCUIT'

L2
See text

L2 1 turn -see text
C1 - 2 500pF waft)

VC2 - 500pF

502. Coax

Construction
The constructional details of the "X"

boom unit are shown in Fig. 4d. A piece of
wood 15 x 30 x 712mm is dovetailed and
glued to a second piece 15 x 20 x 610mm to

form the "X". If thought necessary
additional strength can be added by
drilling and bolting the joint. The wooden
assembly.should be finished with a quick -
drying spirit -based wood stain.

A 7 -way plastics terminal block, cut
from 12 -way, 5A Tandy 61-7009 terminal
strip, is screwed to the end of each arm.
Other makes of terminal strip can be used
provided they are 18mm wide. 2.5mm
holes are drilled in each arm as detailed in
Fig. 4d exactly 4.8mm in from the edge of
the wood.

The 64 x 127mm control panel should be
made from a non-metalic material such as
Paxolin, glass fibre, hardboard or even
plywood. Perforated Paxolin board should
be avoided as the prototype used this
material at first and it broke up after the
switch had been operated a few times!

The panel requires two holes to suit the
variable capacitor, C1 and switch, S1. The
positioning and size of these holes will
depend on the components used, of
course. Two more holes will have to be
drilled in the panel to allow it to be screwed
to the boom -arm, immediately under, and
hard up against, the bottom terminal
block.

The base is a simple unit but must, of
course, be heavy enough to prevent the
loop tipping over. Pieces of 15 x 38mm
wood were used as shown in Fig. 4c and
the completed base was stained in the
same manner as the boom.

At this stage it is a good idea to have a
"dummy run" and screw the base unit to
the "X" boom before winding the loop, a
job which can only be carried out with the
boom separated from the base.

Winding the Loop
The main loop consists of 6 turns of pvc-

covered 1/0.6mm copper wire having an
outside diameter of 1.2mm. Other pvc-
covered wire can be used, but could affect
the final frequency coverage of the
antenna. The winding is started with a tail
150mm long secured, with screws, in the
outer hole of the bottom block. The
winding is carried out clockwise for six
complete turns finishing at the inner hole
of the bottom block with a 150mm long
tail. This means that all seven holes are
used in the bottom block but only six in the
other three blocks. The fixing screws in
the top and bottom blocks are then
tightened carefully to clamp the wire
leaving it free in the right and left arms.

The coupling loop, L2, is a single turn of
the same wire wound through the 2.5mm
holes previously drilled through the four
arms. Start at the bottom with a 150mm
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BUILD THE DX 160180 LOOP ANTENNA

long tail and thread the wire through the
hole in each arm finishing through the
extra hole, but in the opposite direction,
leaving a 150mm tail again.

Fit the variable capacitor and switch to
the panel before screwing the panel to the
vertical boom arm. Trim the tails of the
main loop, L1, to length as required and
solder one to each of the fixed plates of C1.
The switch, S1, is a small 4 -pole, 3 -way
rotary wavechange switch wired as shown
in Fig. 4b to give the total capacitance
values shown in the table.

A length of 50ohm coaxial cable about
1200mm long, is secured to the cross -bar
of the base unit with cable cleats and the
centre core is soldered to the bottom tail of
L2, which should be cut back to suit. The
other end of L2 is connected to the frame
of Cl together with the common ends of
C2, 3 and 4. The other ends of these
capacitors are soldered to the switch

All dimensions in mm.

Min

Max e
Fig. 3

Max

contacts as shown. An optional earthing
connection, E, is shown on the circuit
diagram and the author uses about 3m to
the nearest water pipe. This actually
increased the noise level masking any
marginal increase in signal strength.

Testing
Testing the DX160/80 Loop is simple.

After plugging the coaxial line into the RX,
switch S1 to WIDE -BAND - all the
capacitors in circuit. Testing is best carried
out during the evening when there is
plenty of on -air activity.

If you are using an amateur bands RX
adjust to 1.800MHz, turn C1 for
resonance, indicated by an increase in
noise level. Readjust the RX tuning slightly
until a convenient signal is heard and
adjust Cl for maximum signal. Rotate the
loop for maximum signal and then turn it
through 90° when the signal should be

7 way
_terminal

block
4 off

greatly reduced or even eliminated.
Repeat this procedure at 2.0, 3.5, 3.8 or
4.0M Hz depending on the coverage of the
RX.

For those using a general coverage R X it
will be found that it is just possible to
resonate broadcast stations at the top end
of the m.w. band at around 1500kHz. The
other extreme of the loop's frequency
range should be around 4.6MHz
depending on the exact construction of
the loop and the lowest obtainable
capacity of C1. The minimum capacitance
value of this type of tuning capacitor tends
to vary a few picofarads depending on the
type and make, so that the highest
frequency of the loop can vary from unit to
unit.

When using the loop in place of the
normal RX antenna it will be noticed that
there is a considerable reduction in noise
level, it is possible to rotate the loop

CI
500

Cl
500p

504 coaxial
cable to RX

L2 It

LI 6t

sX, Slb

C2 C3 jl C4
450p 350p 200p

Fig. 4

L2
C4

a

b

/*-O7

(0 0

C3
, 0 B o.

SI

- 230

C

Base unit detail

Vertical boom
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BUILD THE DX 160/80 LOOP ANTENNA

slightly to greatly reduce, or even
eliminate, OR N in general and noise from
domestic electrical wiring and appliances
in particular. Keep the loop at least 500mm
away from the wall. Walls have a nasty
habit of containing hidden electrical
wiring!

The QRM from interfering stations can
be reduced or eliminated by simple slow
rotation of the loop for optimum results.
Using S1 it is possible to reduce QRM by
narrowing the bandwidth, useful for c.w.
Loops will not, of course, eliminate QRM if
the offending station is on the same, or
reciprocal, bearing as the wanted station.

Using a good RX with adequate r.f.
amplification, the results with the
DX160/80 Loop are impressive. If an RX
with only mediocre r.f. amplification is

used then it would be a good idea to place
an r.f. pre -amplifier between the loop and
the RX input.

Medium Wave Facility
It is possible to add a m.w. facility to the

loop to enable the user to listen to some
light entertainment or news on a

communications RX, although this is

unlikely to be of much use for m.w. DX
work!

The I.f. end of the loop actually just
"clips" the h.f. end of the m.w. band. This
can be extended by winding a few turns of
thin pvc-covered wire around a short piece
of ferrite rod. A little experimentation will
get it right for you. It can be mounted
vertically, using Terry -Clips, onto the
upright boom just above the bottom
terminal block. The extra coil is inserted,
electrically, between the top end tail of L1

and C1 using a small switch or shorting
lead so that it may be shorted out when
using the loop for its intended purposes.

The purpose of the loop was to give a
dual -band receiving antenna of compact
proportions to sit on the table alongside
the receiver. It should also eliminate, or
greatly reduce, QRM/QRN and assist in
reducing the dreaded noise from electrical
wiring and appliances in a block of flats.

Capacitors
Variable
500+ 500p F

Ceramic disc
200p F
350pF
450pF

YOU WILL NEED

1 Cla,b Isee text)

C4
C3
C2

Oddments
Rotary switch 4p.3w.; 502 coaxial cable
1200mm; pvc-covered 1/0.6mm copper
wire; Wood for arms and base (see textl;
Material for panel; Plastics 5A terminal
blocks (see textl.

Copies of Short Wave Magazine April
1986 are available direct from the Editorial
Offices price £1 .45 inc. postage.

Table 1

Switch
Position Capacitor

Total
Capacitance

Narrow
Band

Inter-
mediate

Wide
Band

C4

C4 + C3

C4 + C3 + C2

200pF

550pF

1000pF

JUNE ISSUE
ON SALE
THURSDAY 28th MAY

COMING SHORTLY

Hhco)rt V\AM_Ve)
Magamlne

Don't miss out on the UK'S ONLY MONTHLY
MAGAZINE devoted entirely to the listening
enthusiast. Place an order with your

newsagent - NOW!

AERONAUTICAL RADIO
Do you know what VO.R is or
how it works? Godfrey Manning
G4GLM continues his interest-
ing series with details of
navigational beacons, what
they are and how they help
pilots find their way around the
overcrowded skies in safety.

VALVES FOR RECEIVERS

There is a lot of interest in the
older receivers using valves.
John Roscoe G4QK looks at the
history of the valve as used in
radio sets over the past half a
century.

JUNE ISSUE
ON SALE

THURSDAY 28th MAY

GREY LINE DX PREDICTOR

Find out about the Grey Line and
how it can help you to obtain
better DX. A simple BASIC
computer program will enable
you to calculate the Grey Path
and details of a practical Grey
Line predictor are given in this
useful article by Ron Stone
GW3YDX.
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R. WITHERS COMMUNICATIONS LTD
Manufacturers, importers and suppliers of world famous communications products
584 HAGLEY ROAD WEST OLDBURY, WARLEY, BIRMINGHAM B68 OBS
021-421 8201/2/3. CELLNET 0860 323056. PRESTEL MBX 214218216 FAX 0215614074
Amateur Radio. Business Radio. Radio Telephones. Sales. Service Accessories and antenna systems.

101 YAESU 401s/ 4_ THE TECHNICALLY ORIENTATED
RADIO COMMUNICATIONS

ICOM

100 kHz-950MHz in one box!
YAESU FRG9600/RWC MK3 HF-UHF SERIES

SPECIALISTS.

After many months of research and development RWC LTD are pleased to
announce their latest HF modification for the Yaesu FRG9600 which now
includes LF/HF/VHF/UHF coverage from 100kHz to 950MHz and improved 'S'
Meter and a typical receiver *sensitivity now >21AV pd HF, >1.50/
60-950MHz all (a 12dB SINAD. (Please contact us for detailed specifications).

We have fitted a High performance HF Front -End made for us by AKD. The
new HF section is fitted internally with switching circuits and a small toggle
Switch on the rear apron to enable band change whereby the display changes
to read actual frequency (100kHz-60MHz). The standard S0239 antenna
connector has now been changed for an 'N' connector for coverage from
60-950MHz and an S0239 connector fitted for HF coverage 100kHz-60MHz.
(UHF extended coverage is now standard as per our original MK2
modification up to 950MHz).

As an 'N' connector is now fitted to all RWC FRG9600s for VHF -UHF coverage
it is possible to use a wide -band discone antenna such as the ICOM AH7000
which is supplied with low -loss coaxial cable and 'N' connectors. A dipole or
long-wire antenna can be used for HF coverage with very good results. This
facilitates use of two antennas for all bands.

All modifications are Fully Guaranteed for twelve months from date of
purchase/modification providing our modifications seals are unbroken.

C RWC LTD 1987

 We reserve the right to change specifications due to continuous
development and modification of this product.

YAESU FRG9600/RWC MK3
AM -FM (WIDE Et NARROW) LSB, USB. 100kHz-950MHz

BROADCAST MONITOR AND SCANNING RECEIVER

GENEROUS PART EXCHANGE ON SHORTWAVE RECEIVERS,
E.G., FRG7 up to £125, FRG7700 up to £225, WHY NOT UPGRADE NOW!?!
Generous part exchange available on your existing receiver (call for details
FRG9600 MK2 Model 60-950MHz 'N' connector Cn £519.00 + £5.00 carriage.
(Modified unit only).
FRG9600 MK3 Model 100kHz-950MHz 'N' connector and S0239 for HF
£625.00 £5.00 carriage. (Modified unit only).
RWC Exclusive Base Station Complete HF-UHF Package FRG9600 MK3
Model, Icom AH7000 ant, G5RV HF multiband. PA4C ac -13V dc adaptor,
inclusive carriage UK £725.00.
BBC Model B computer controller available now ti £49.00 +
£L 1.00 please call for details.

Tel: 021 421 8201 (24hr answerphone)

Telex: 334303 G TXAGWM

ICOM

INOTE Norms* 41 *a ow.* ow7
woe. pm, 4. *stow*.

SET SCREW

AH-7000
SUPER WIDEBAND

OMNIDIRECTIONAL ANTENNA
r.LASTiC C. °owl

r_1 TOP ELEMENT

- i LOADING CO*

SPRING *ASTI. --mo

SET SCRE*
To 4*** ow CONE ELF
MEWS Item IV., OM.

sol WM? deowl 1 1/1
Wye.° 'no

PLASTIC CAP luM

IC CUP 11..1 A

COOluAL COILS

SPECIFICATIONS
Frequency covers* Rem.

Tranyn.1

.4../11.hom 141.114
In0411,,KiiMCO
SuppI44 conns.10*
Sow.. 4corual 1.114.
ITE4 Woolen..
Leop.,
Wei*,

Icom AH7000 (a

104E ELEMENT MO..
Fo.. w 015. ELEMENTS

14. CONE
ELEMENTS

NuT am,
ANTENNA EASE

wow.* the .10 from MO

Rem.. In* PH** Imem
M MOUNTING PIPE 444

ANTENNA P..
SC.°. 1401

'STOW AAAAA

MOUNTING PIPE

MOUNTS NO
fRACEETf

1.0 C,
Fob,  444.4e.

2.5.7S747.,1 to 14 oN41

aAMPs

TOPE N CONNECTOR

w=-4rJE

2510 1300M0:
SO 144 430 no I 200MN,
banal

200 *am
50 ooms
Type N
50-70 ISO onml
Oscoft

1 7 mem°
log

£82.50 (inc free carriage UK
mainland).

YAESU/RWC FRG9600 Options

PA4C ac adaptor £16.50 inc post.
FIF232C RS232 computer interface SIT £75.00
inc post.
Raycom GP900 900-950MHz 3dB, base station
ant ,/ £22.00 inc post.
AM -FM wide & narrow IF filters POA.
RWC 9600 MK2 owners HF mod G, £99.00 inc
carriage (send unit).
FRG9600 existing owners VHF Mod only
extended up to 950 MHz, "N" connector.
improved sensitivity and "S" meter @ £40.00
return carriage paid.
YAESU FRG9600 Service Manual inc Cat
Prog) RE £12.50 inc post.
Raycom VHF -UHF Discone 60-600M z S0239
connector (ri £27.50 inc carriage.
RWC Modified Video Unit. 6.00MHz IF video
(modified from NTSC) 6i £27.50 inc post.

ASK FOR COLOUR BROCHURE & SPECIFICATIONS.

MEMOAI
VISA

IMIMP
11) OHM I
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KIT REVIEW

This is an interesting kit which converts a
amateur fast scan TV signal in the 430M Hz
band into a form suitable for demodulation
by a conventional broadcast TV receiver.

Construction
The kit arrived well packed and

complete and all the components were up
to Wood & Douglas's usual high standard.
The p.c.b. is a double -sided glass fibre
board with the top being the ground
plane. All holes were of the correct size
and spacing which saves the constructor
having to open up holes to make
components fit. The first job, as always,
was to read the instructions supplied and
check all the components. The
instructions were detailed enough to
enable a reasonably experienced
constructor to continue without
problems. Those less experienced may
need to consult someone with more
practice as the soldering of double sided
boards needs to be carefully done.

The first items to be fitted were the
trimmer capacitors which needed the
earth legs soldering on both sides of the
p.c.b. Useful tip here is to tin the leads just
before insertion as this ensures that a good
joint can be formed quickly. This avoids
excess heat on these sensitive
components. The next stage was to fit the
resistors, capacitors and p.c.b. pins. To
ensure correct placement of these
components a set of diagrams is included
in the instructions. The inductors, all of
which were ready wound and stripped,
were fitted next followed by the active
devices.

The mixer uses a 3SK88 m.o.s.f.e.t.
which should be handled with care as it is
static sensitive. A simple way to achieve a
reasonable degree of static protection is to
use a static discharge lead as illustrated in
Fig. 1. This lead is connected between
earth and a conductive wrist band i.e. a
metal watch strap, and discharges any
static build up. One important word of
warning when using this lead is that you
should ensure that your bench is protected

Wood Er Douglas TVUP2
Receive Converter

If you've ever wondered
whether amateur TV would
interest you, then this kit,
reviewed by Mike Richards
G4WNC, could show you
what's about without it
costing too much.

Fig. 2.

-10

-20

-30

-40

-50

-60

dBm

660MHz 1MHz/div

by a sensitive Residual Current Circuit
Breaker (r.c.c.b.), they may be expensive
but how much is your life worth?

To complete the construction, the kit
should be mounted in a well screened
enclosure, a die cast box being ideal. The
construction time for an experienced kit
builder is about 2 hours.

The alignment instructions were
designed to use the minimum of test
equipment i.e. multimeter and a 430MHz
signal source. To aid alignment,
recommended starting positions were
given for all the trimmer capacitors, which
helps speed up the task. First of all the
oscillator is tuned by adjusting for a peak in
the current consumption. This is followed
by tuning the tripler for maximum local
oscillator drive which is measured by
monitoring the mixer current. Final
adjustment is achieved by using a 430M Hz
signal source either off -air or a signal
generator for the lucky ones.

The converter circuit is identical to the
receive section of Wood & Douglas'
popular ATV2 TV transceiver. The 502

antenna input is coupled to a BFR91
common emitter tuned r.f. amplifer, input
protection is supplied by two back-to-back
silicon diodes connected across the input.
The output of this stage is passed to a
further BFR91 r.f. amplifer which is then
coupled to a dual -gate m.o.s.f.e.t. mixer.
The local oscillator uses a Miller Pierce
configuration with a 78.125MHz crystal.
The oscillator output is fed to a common
base tripler to produce the final local
oscillator frequency of 234.375MHz. This
output is fed to the mixer gate two via a
loosely coupled bandpass filter to reduce
the harmonic content of the local
oscillator. The final output from the mixer
is passed to the TV via another loosely
coupled filter to further reduce any
spurious output.

The unit was put through its paces in
the Practical Wireless test lab and was
found to match the advertised specifi-
cation on all counts. The photograph in
Fig. 2 shows the output spectrum centred
on 660MHz with an input frequency of
437MHz ± 2.25MHz. The vertical scale is
10dB per division and the horizontal scale
is 1MHz per division. The conversion gain
of the kit was a very respectable 30dB.
Test equipment used for these
measurements was a Marconi TF2017
signal generator, Marconi TF2370
spectrum analyser and Marconi TK2373
frequency extender. The completed kit
consumed 17mA from a 13.2V supply. A
MUTE facility is also provided which
changes the 30dB conversion gain to a
30dB loss which is very useful in the
presence of strong local signals or if the
unit is used with an ATV transmitter.

As can be seen from the measured
performance, the high conversion gain
means that even a relatively insensitive
television receiver becomes quite usable
for amateur television reception. The kit
was very well planned and the con-
struction and alignment instructions were
suitable for the enthusiast with a few kits
under his belt. If after building the kit, you
have problems with the alignment it can be
returned to Wood & Douglas to be
repaired and aligned for which they charge
£4.85 plus parts.

SPECIFICATION
Input Frequency
Output Frequency

De -sensing Input
Attenuation

Power Supply
Conversion Gain
Noise Figure

436MHz (±4.5MHz)
Channel 36
(nominal)

-60d B
12V @16mA
=30dB
<3d B

The TVUP2 ATV Receive Converter
costs £28.75 inc VAT in kit form or £38.40
ready built and tested. The kit is available
from Wood Et Douglas, Unit 13, Youngs
Industrial Estate, Aldermaston, Berks
RG7 4PQ. Tel: 07356 71444. ',".1, .

thanks for the review kit.
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38 BRIDGE STREET,
EARLESTOWN,
NEV/TON-LE-WILLOWS,
MERSEYSIDE WA12 9BA.

TEL: 09252-29881Communications Ltd

4,1

'I'll grey

you Brenda.'

AFTER A VERY SUCCESSFUL SHOW AT NEC - WE ARE PLEASED TO BE ABLE TO
OFFER SOME MORE SPECIAL DEALS FOR SHORT WAVE LISTENERS.

WE HAVE ILLUSTRATED AND DESCRIBED SEVERAL RECEIVERS AND
ACCESSORIES WHICH IN OUR OPINION REPRESENT THE FINEST VALUE
AVAILABLE TODAY.

WE ARE ALSO PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE THAT SERVICING OF ALL PROFESSIONAL
AND AMATEUR EQUIPMENT IS NOW BEING CARRIED OUT IN LONDON - PLEASE
CALL 01-997 4476.

INCLUDING FREE HELISCAN ANTENNA

YAESU
FRG
8800

INCLUDING HF-CONVERTER 100kHz-60MHz
OR DISCONE ANTENNA

,,,,,, ,ri,,,e61>

0-30MHz
VHF
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YAESU ..... ..,  me am

9600
THE ODE
SCANNER £449

OPTION Ow * * * 0, 44 I*
118-170
AVAILABLE n
£95 £639
INCLUDING FREE FM BOARD AND
HELISCAN ANTENNA

PROBABLY THE BEST HF RECEIVER TO BE
MANUFACTURED AT THIS PRICE

INCLUDING FREE DISCONE ANTENNA

THE
PROFESSIONAL
SCANNER Alsomr

25MHz -
to t."5-leacc,7 ---........--''',"..74=1 S a a aC! C MI .
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ICOM
ICR7000 £949

-.... cimov ...... .......... a is a '

ICOM
ICR71 £799

CWR880 TELEREADER H X 850E HAND HELD
SCAN RECEIVER

PROBABLY THE SMALLEST !'.itt
AND THE BEST

WHY
NOISES
WAVE
AGENCY
YOUR
CONJUNCTION

TELEREADER -:". - -
-I am mm ow.... ....i 1\ 110)1.* *T.7. .1'7 rt77

IMP
IMP

NOT DECIPHER THOSE STRANGE
THAT YOU HEAR ON THE SHORT
BANDS. MORSE, RTTY, PRESS

TELETYPE ALL DISPLAYED
TV SCREEN WHEN USED

WITH A SHORT WAVE RX

f 269

ON
IN

RECEIVERS AM Et FM
AIRCRAFT
MARINE
PUBLIC SERVICE
AMATEUR BANDS
RADIO TELEPHONES

75 - 106 MHz
__

118- 175 MHz
406- 496 MHz E 239

PROFESSIONAL USERS CALL 01-997 4476 Prices correct at time
of going to press.
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S.E.M. UNIT C, UNION MILLS, ISLE OF MAN
Tel: MAROWN (0624) 851277

S.E.M. QRM ELIMINATOR. Do you suffer from
local QRM. Motors, power lines, TVs, local station,
computer etc.? We can stop it, with this entirely
new concept, developed y us. Phase out your
local problem. 1.8-30MHz. £85 Ex -stock.
If you don't believe it's true, try one fc r 10 days, if it doesn't solve your problem we'll refund, less £ 5.00 to
cover costs.We have many delighted owners now, who can't speak too highly of its performance. With
comments such as "I can operate for the first time for years" or "you have got a winner".
NEW S.E.M. Dummy load. 100W with dummy load/through switch. So you leave it plugged in line. £22.00
Ex -stock.
NEW. S.E.M. TRANZMATCH Mk III. Now has a switch to select
DIRECT to aerial, BALANCED or UNBALANCED or DUMMY LOAD. The
matching unit retains its tremendous versatility. Capable of matching

EN.

virtually any aerial to 50 ohms, at up to 1kW balanced or unbalanced.
The link coupled output isolates the a3rial from the rig, which can cure
TVI both ways, and their robust construction is proved by ones in daily
use for 15 years. 1.8-30 MHz £110.00, EZITUNE built-in £39.50 (see
below), Dummy load built-in £8.90. Ex -stock.
S.E.M. 2 METRE TRANSMATCH, match your V.H.F. aerial, 1kW max. £32.00 Ex -stock.
S.E.M. EZITUNE. Do you use an antenna matcher? You need our EZITUNE to tune it to your frequency
without transmitting. Listen to the SEI+ noise on your receiver and adjust your aerial tuner for a dip in the
noise and you are matched up to 50ohins ( 1:1 SWRI. Protect your radio and stop tuning QRM £45.00 boxed,
or p.c.b. + fixing bits and instructions to fit in any A.T.U. £39.50 Ex -stock.
VERY WIDE BAND PRE -AMPLIFIER
They cover from 3-500MHz with a noise figure of 1 . 5d B and an unprecedented + 30dB 3rd order IP at the
INPUT. This means that they are quite exceptional in handling very strong signals, very important on
wideband pre -amps. Gain is 9dB.
We make three types. Straight pre -amp, this has a signal loss if you switch it off, £32.00. One which
switches to "straight through" when switched OFF, can be used for transmitting through (100W) if
supplied with 12V on receive and 0 on TX, costs £37.00. An R.F. switched unit is £4.5.00. All Ex -stock.
We are continuing to make our highly acclaimed dedicated 2 Metre preamps with adjustable 0-20dB gain and
1dB N.F. Receiver only £21.90. R.F. switched £34.00 and with 240V P.S.U. £39.00. Ex -stock.
CONVERTERS for LF, MF, HF, VHF, UHF
Our new H.F. CONVERTER opens new horizons for receivers, use with
the new all mode V.H.F., U.H.F. receivers FRG 9600 and ICR7000,
extends their coverage down to 1001:Hz, giving you LF, MF, HF, VHF
and UHF. You tune your RX from 100MHz up, e.g. 103. 500is 3.5MHz. It
has two aerial sockets, one for H.F into the converter and one for
V/UHF switches straight through into your RX when you switch the
converter OFF, i.e. No plugs to change. All this for £45.00. Ex -stock.

SEAL Ni
COW ortElo

smoomoompoo

R.F. NOISE BRIDGE. If you are experimenting with aerials you need one of these units. Tells you the resonant
frequency and impedance of your aerials and also invaluable for measuring 1/4, 1/2, etc., wavelength of
feeders, etc. £45.00. Ex -stock.
WAVEMETER. A pretty little absorption wavemeter, to satisfy the licence conditions. 1.5-30MHz with a
meter indication. £39.50. Ex -stock.
IAMBIC KEYER. We use the world farr ous CURTIS chip which eliminates the little idiosyncracies common in
other keyers. Opto-isolators from the chip ensure that R.F. can't get in, a common problem with multi -chip
keyers. Compatible with any Tx. £46.00. An excellent twin paddle key often mistaken for ones costing
several times more atE19.50. Ex -stock.
2 METRE LINEAR POWER AMP/PRE-AMP. People are constantly telling us that comparing different makes
our Pre -amp is best. (See Pre -amps for spec.) Three models, Sentinel 40 14x power gain e.g. 3W IN -40W
OUT. Ideal for FT290 £85.00. Sentinel 60, 10W IN -60W OUT £95.00. Sentinel 100, 10W IN -100W OUT
£135.00. All Ex -stock.
AUDIO MULTIFILTER. Has fully adjustable BAND PASS, HIGH PASS, LOW PASS and 2 NOTCH filters. From
2. 5kHz to 20Hz. Making the most versatile filter available. £ 75.00. Ex -stock.
T.V.I. Our Braid Breaker/High Pass Filter cures T.V.I. by plugging into the TV aerial socket. £7.50. Ex -stock.
S.E.M. SWITCH. away ant. switch + 4th position to earth. 1kW. S0239S D.C.-150MHz. £23.00. Ex -stock.
12 MONTHS COMPLETE GUARANTEE INCLUDING ALL TRANSISTORS.

Prices include VAT and delivery. C.W.O. or phone your CREDITCARD No. Ring or write for further data. Orders or information requests can be put

on our Ansaphone at cheap rate times.
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WARC - Well Advanced
Radio Chaos!
May 17 is World Telecommunication Day,
as proclaimed by the United Nations
specialised agency, the International Tele-
communication Union. It is marked
annually to commemorate the founding of
the Union in May 1965 with 20 States. The
ITU now has 162 member states, Antigua
and Barbuda joining on February 4.
Clearly, the larger the Union has grown,
the more difficult it has become to co-
ordinate world telecommunications. At a
recent conference, where a decision taken
in Europe will affect communications as
far as the Pacific, things appear to have
been deadlocked.

Between Monday February 2 and
Sunday March 8 just over 700 people
gathered in Geneva Switzerland for Part II
of the World Administrative Radio
Conference on High Frequency Broad-
casting. Approximately 140 countries
actually use short wave, but at the start of
the conference only about 90 turned up.
The participation improved as the
conference proceeded.

The frequency that an international
broadcaster currently picks to beam to a
particular part of the world is decided by
tradition and a bit of diplomacy. A station
chooses a channel, sends a note about it
to the ITU in Geneva, and they in turn
publish the White Book. This comes out a
few months before the season it
represents, attempting to show the state
of the short wave broadcast bands. If two
or more stations decide to use the same
channel, and that happens a lot at the
moment, it is up to those affected to sort
out a solution amongst themselves.
Currently there are a lot of frequencies
where no solution is found, and that spot
becomes a "Tower of Babel". The
situation is complicated by the fact that
many countries, such as USSR, register
more frequencies than they actually use.

Computer Planning
In 1984, the first part of the WARC

conference laid down some ideal
specifications, such as the current
selectivity and sensitivity of the average
receiver. It also decided to look at another
way of planning how the short wave
broadcast spectrum is divided up. A team
of six renowned experts devised a

computer planning method. Although
we're oversimplifying, it basically asks
each country to send in a list of broadcasts
it would like to make. A computer in
Geneva would then sort out how many
frequencies the station would get at the
time requested, and exactly what those
frequencies should be.

Trial runs of the computer method have
now been made, and the results
demonstrated at WARC 87. The software
programmers had worked hard. Yet the
computer plan showed that it was
impossible to fit everyone's requirements

with Peter Laughton

The hottest news in the world
of short wave broadcasting is
the recently held World
Administrative Radio
Conference on High
Frequency Broadcasting
which has recently ended in
deadlock and confusion.
Bandscan looks at some of
the effects of the conference
on short wave broadcasters
worldwide.

Other items of interest this
month are about the Voice of
America, BBC Radio 648,
Radio Netherlands' new
transmitter site and the
Westlink Amateur Radio
Video Project.

into the space allocated. Either overall
reception quality would have to be
reduced drastically (nothing better than
SIO 333(1, or countries would have to
agree to switch some of their facilities off.
Stations with 40 or more transmitters were
being told by the computer plan that as
many as half of their transmissions would
have to be scrapped if the new system
were adopted. Smaller short wave users,
on the other hand, were told that they
would have to hop to new frequencies
every 30 minutes, often in the middle of a
broadcast. Bearing in mind that many
transmitters (especially in Latin America)
are crystal controlled, this news wasn't
greeted warmly by developing countries.

Working Groups in Square
Brackets

The conference was divided into several
committees. Most of the attention
concentrated in Committee 4 looking at

INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATION UNION

17 May 1987

World Telecommunication Day
"Telecommunications in the service of nations"
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technical standards, and Committee 5
examining the computer planning of the
bands. Initial discussion took place in
working groups who sent their reports to
the committee, and the committee in turn
reported to the open session. It was much
easier to change a proposal in a working
group than in front of the plenary session
with 800 people around you. If agreement
could not be reached in a working group,
then the text of the disputed area was put
into square brackets, and then passed on
to the committee level to be resolved
there.

By the end of February, nearly all of the
text from the four working groups in
Committee 5 was written between square
brackets! The conference was at the point
of failing. At the last moment the chairman
of the committee came up with a Global
Compromise. It involved developing
further both the computer planning
method and the current procudure Ithe
so-called Article 171. By 1992, both
systems should be running alongside each
other. Then a new conference can decide
how much, if any, of the short wave
broadcast spectrum should be sorted out
by computer, and how much by an

improved version of what we are doing
now. This decision would take effect in
1994 at the earliest.

Failure
The word failure wasn't used officially

to describe the conference. But privately
many delegates expressed reservations
about the chances of reaching an ideal
agreement five years from now. There has
been a marked lack of trust between North
and South during WARC HF 87, and that
threatens to spill over into other
conferences too. The Geneva disarma-
ment talks being held at the time of WARC
softened the relationship between two
large users of the spectrum - the USA
and USSR. Jamming was not discussed
at the conference at all, it being regarded
by most delegates as a political, not a
technical, problem. But the conference
was not all bad news.

The idea of gradually switching over to
single-sideband ls.s.b.) is now accepted.
Broadcasts using s.s.b. take up half the
space that standard a.m. transmitters
occupy on the radio dial. But the switch to
this more efficient method of mass
communication is a long term process.

Listeners have to buy new radios with
synchronous detectors, broadcasters
have to buy new transmiters or modify
existing facilities. WARC agreed that
stations can switch over to s.s.b. as from
have to buy new transmitters or modify
should be capable of broadcasting in either
a.m. or s.s.b. By the year 2015, all short
wave stations should be transmitting in
single-sideband. Until then, stations will
probably opt for a reduced carrier a.m. This
can be received on standard receivers
currently in use, without too much added
distortion. So no mad rush on new
receivers as yet, though a new challenge is
now created for receiver manufacturers to
take up.

Broadcasters point to the fact that only
10 per cent of the spectrum is allocated to
their needs. They hope that the bands will
be further expanded, pointing to the fact
that other users of the s.w. spectrum are
switching to satellite. But it remains to be
seen if military and point-to-point stations
are willing to give up the chance for back-
up services on short wave should the
satellite fail. With all of short wave's
imperfections, a lot of people still care
about it.

Save Your BRT Stickers

The Flemish speaking Belgium Radio
and TV Service will shortly change its logo
to the VRT - Vlaamse Radio and TV. A
few years ago, the French speaking
counterpart Radio Television Beige spent

several million francs adding the letter "F"
to its logo to become RTBF - Radio -Tele-
vision Beige de la Communaute Francaise.
With the cultural differences between the
French and Flemish communities
apparently widening. Flemish politicians in
Belgium feel the need for a VRT. Currently
the BRT external service is the only way
non -French and Flemish speakers can get

PB26 B-1000 Brussel

daily news from the country. A small
dedicated team in the Belgium capital put
together an excellent half-hour
programme called Brussels Calling. One of
the producers, Frans Vossen, also puts
together a DX programme called Radio
World. RTBF on the other hand is content
with relaying French programmes to
Africa.

Marshall Music

The Marshall Islands are on short wave!
The bad news is that the station WSZO is
not going to "boom in like a local', at least
here in Britain. A 10 kilowatt unit started
broadcasting at the beginning of March on
4940kHz. It was immediately heard in the
rest of the Pacific around sign -off at

100OUTC. The short wave transmitter is
needed to improve reception in the outer
islands, but the general manager was
surprised to get reports from Melbourne,
Australia within days of going on the air.

Amateurs Join the Professionals
The Westlink Amateur Radio group in

California USA are currently preparing a
non-profit video production about
amateur radio. The idea is that the finished
product can be offered as documentary to
TV stations. This is being organised by
former NBC award winning TV broad-
caster Roy Neal. They've now launched an
appeal to radio societies around the world
for any video material that features
amateur radio in action in their country.
Whether it's PAL, SEECAM or NTSC
colour format doesn't matter. Even if you
don't have the material yourself, the

organisers would be interested to learn of
the title of any presentation you may have
seen at a club or on television so they can
contact the producers. Westlink hope that
this initiative will help to reverse a

downward trend in the interest of amateur
radio in North America. By making it
themselves, Westlink can concentrate on
promoting the positive sides of amateur
radio, rather than the "QRZ, QSL, QRT"
impression that some people have.
Suggestions and comments please to:
Westlink Video Project, 28197 Robin
Avenue, Saugus California 91350 USA.
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463m BBC World Service 648kHz
BBC Radio 648

As from the middle of May, the BBC is
planning to improve the continuity of its
medium wave service to Europe. Currently

Ii it
113:1"

VOICE OF AMERICA

VOA Expanding/contraction
The Voice of America recently

concluded a new agreement with the
Greek government to continue using its
facilities in Kavala and Rhodes. The ten
250 kilowatt transmitters in Kavala are
particularly important to VOA's Russian
service. Meanwhile, VOA's recently
confirmed director Richard Carlson is

constantly having to defend the US$1.3
billion modernisation programme. This
ambitious project will considerably
improve VOA's audibility in important
target -areas - especially Latin America.
Yet budgets are reviewed on an annual
basis. Cutbacks have already been made
to English programmes from VOA. The
0700-0800UTC release to Europe has been
scrapped for instance, and programmes in
Slovene, Hausa, and Swahili have also
been hit. VOA -Europe, the satellite radio
service started in October 1985, has been
saved from being scrapped altogether.
But the budget is now US$1.2 million
instead of 3.1 million.

RADIO AUSTRALIA
sharing the world with our friends

Heck, from

Methaurne
and Tok-Y°

the frequency of 648kHz jumps abruptly
between the English "World Service",
and the French and German services. This
is especially annoying during peak
listening periods. By creating BBC Radio
648, they hope to iron out the language

Sweet Dreams
The latest White Book from the ITU in

Geneva contains some more registrations
from Burkina Faso, formerly Upper Volta.
For the last couple of years this country
has registered channels but has never
actually been heard on them. No-one is
sure if they ever will. One of the latest is
6045kHz between 0800 and 0000UTC. The
power is listed at 50kW. That would make
for a nice catch in Europe.

This card commemorates the
inaugural co -production of the English
Services of Radio Australia and Radio
Japan - a joint, live broadcast (0900-
1000 UTC) hosted by Barry Seeber. in
Melbourne, and Masaaki Itakura.
Tokyo - on 25 January. 1987.

changes giving a more uniform connected
sound. Maybe something can also be
done about the rather abrupt change -over
between Radio 4 on 200kHz and BBC
World Service which occurs when the
former signs off.
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Radio Nederland

Wereldomroep
Royal Opening

As part of the 40th anniversary
celebrations, Prins Claus of The Nether-
lands is expected to officially open the new
Radio Netherlands Flevo transmitter site at
113OUTC on May 19. Special OSL cards
have been promised by the station for
reception reports on programmes put out
that day. The Flevo transmitter site has
been in a testing phase for the last two
years, but now it seems it is time for a royal
seal of approval.

Link -ups Increase

The upward trend for special link -ups
seems to continue. One of the best so far
this year was a live programme between
NH K Radio Japan, and Radio Australia in
Melbourne. Listeners who reported on the
programme have recently received an
attractive commemoration card. Radio
Beijing and BBC Radio Manchester also
did a swap to celebrate the Chinese New
Year at the end of January. This was the
first time that an English exchange had
taken place between the English section of
Radio Beijing and another station.
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Restoring a Communications

Receiver from Nazi Germany

Alignment
The (hopefully) final task was to check

the r.f. alignment and adjust as necessary.
For this job I used the Marconi TF867,
which needs, as they say, no introduction
from me but which deserves my praise as
being not only accurate, but so darned
convenient in the way its frequency ranges
are arranged.

I found that in the Escorial the large
ceramic formers beneath the chassis were
for the three higher ranges, with the other
four having smaller formers mounted in
the above -chassis box. With almost any
receiver it is soon possible to establish a
sequence for the various trimmers,
padders, etc., and the Escorial proved to
be no exception. All but one of the flat,
rotary trimming capacitors consented to
being adjusted, and I tolerated a small dis-
crepancy on the 545kHz - 1500kHz range
rather than risk a breakage. All the other
bands could be brought to very acceptable
standards of alignment, which brought
much relief as well as pleasant surprise,
since I had feared that more iron -dust
cores might have to be repaired.

I have now assembled the Escorial into
its cabinet and have it on a bench near to
hand whilst I am working so I may operate
it frequently and with great facility.
Curiously enough, one of the first radio
programmes I received at length was a
half-hour of 1930s style music from a
Dutch station - much the kind of thing
that the set may be expected to have
reproduced in its war -time days.

Superior
As was mentioned before, s.s.b. may

be resolved satisfactorily, and the short
wave performance in general is excellent.
The superb tuning mechanism in
conjunction with the large dial and
comparatively narrow coverage of each
band endow an almost band -spread
effect. Accurate tuning is aided by the
meter above the dial, which needed no
more than the freeing -off of its needle to
be put into working order. The sound
quality is extremely good, as might be
expected from a push-pull stage rated
(according to valve -data books) at around
8W. In short, the Escorial is as good for
general listening as it is for long-distance
work. Tuning drift appears to be negligible
and the logging scale makes it possible to
re -tune to s.w. stations with no difficulty.

Chas. E. Miller

Part 2

In the final part of this tale,
Chas E. Miller explains how
he overcame the problems
that arose when the set went
up in smoke, and how he
modified valves to fit into
side -pin holders.

This is altogether a very superior example
of the valve communications receiver, not
at its heyday, but before that point. One
has only to briefly compare the general
appearance and performance of the
Escorial with many so-called com-
munications RXs of its period to realise
that it stood head and shoulders above the
majority.

It was worth that day of shivers to
obtain it!

Post Script
Was the malevolent shade of Adolf

Hitler peering over my shoulder when I
iterated Winston Churchill's remarks
regarding him and his regime? At any rate,
only an hour or so after the article was
completed the Escorial went up in a

cloud of smoke! I had left it running in
anticipation of the arrival of an interested
friend, and although it had previously been
run for hours at a time, in the short time
that I was absent from the workshop the
mains -transformer went into the self-
destruct mode. We actually smelled the
smoke, but did not connect it at once with
the RX, until we entered the workshop
and found it full of evil fumes. There was
nothing to be done but to stand the set
outside and hope that the wind would
eventually disperse the stink of burned
insulation.

In the meantime I tried to locate a
transformer that would act as a
replacement. The main problem was that
the old 4V valves are notoriously heavy on
heater current, a typical triode consuming
around 0.65A and an output pentode
perhaps as much as 2A. I had, therefore,
to assume that the Escorial would require
some 10A total, especially when the dial
lamps were taken into account. A trans-
former capable of delivering this current is

hard to find nowadays, since 4V valves
have not been used in this country for
some 35 years, and even then they were in
a minority compared to 6.3V and series -
run types. I have a number of transformers
offering 4V, but only for rectifier heater
purposes at about 2A maximum, and
everyone else I contacted seemed to be in
the same boat. The chances of having the
original transformer re -wound appeared
sufficiently remote to make me consider
an emergency alternative.

Transformer
In my searching I turned up a

transformer that had come from a local
jumble sale, rated at 12V 50VA on its
secondary. Since three times 4 is 12 the
prospect of a series/parallel heater
arrangement appeared. To set up a system
of this kind one has to know the heater
current of each valve with some accuracy,
so I set about measuring the values with
the aid of the 4V transformer winding
mentioned above. I found that the two
output valves drew 1.5A each, and that all
the other valves close to 0.65A (some a
little under, some a little above, but near
enough for the figure to be accepted as
nominal). This suggested that the r.f. and
i.f. sub -chassis, with their three valves
each, could be wired for series operation
without too much trouble, leaving the
remainder of the valves to make up a third
chain. The configuration that came to
mind was to have the two AL4s in series to
take 8V at 1.5A, followed by the a. f . and
b.f.o. valves connected in parallel to draw
as close to 1.5A as possible at 4V. This
would necessitate discarding my EF9
b.f.o. valve and its replacement by a 4V
type. In the absence of anything else
suitable, I opted fora Mazda VP41 (0.65A)
re -based to fit the original valve -holder on
the Escorial. This was done by removing
the base from a defunct P -base valve and
fitting on to extended base leads on the
VP41. Possibly someone very brave might
have gone as far as actually to remove the
V P41 base altogether and to use the wires
coming from the glass bulb, but I was not
inclined to tempt fate in this manner! In the
event the results are not too bad as regards
appearance, whilst the VP41 works
extremely well in this rather unusual role.
But I anticipate. The AC2 and the VP41
draw a total of 1.3A, leaving only another
200mA to be dissipated by a shunt resistor
of 20 ohms.
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A. KELLwv
ELECTRONIC 0
GOMMU

3 STOKE ROAD
ASTON FIELDS
BROMSGROVE
WORCS. B60 3E0

NS

0527 71165

FOR THE SWL AND AMATEUR WE
OFFER A LARGE RANGE OF NEW
AND SECONDHAND PRODUCTS.
ALL SECONDHAND EQUIPMENT IS
TESTED AND OFFERED WITH A
3 MONTH WARRANTY.

SHOP OPENING TIMES
Monday 1.00pm-5.30pm
Tues - Fri 9.00am-5.30pm
Saturday 9.00am-3.30pm

Evenings by Appointment

24 hrs
VISA

Access

OUR EXTENSIVE RANGE INCLUDES:

DRAE j\f\

CREDIT
AVAILABLE TO
LICENCED HAMS S.E.M. STARMASTER
... DETAILS ON KEYS
REQUEST.

ALAN TRADE AND EXPORT ENQUIRIES

WELCOMED

WIT

MET ANTENNAS ARE STILL AVAILABLE AT YOUR LOCAL EMPORIUM!

Cost P&P
Code Model Length Gain Inc! VAT Code

70cms
432-5B 5 Ele 0.7m 9.2 dBd £19.49
432-19T/ 19 Ele 2.2m 14.2 dBd £40.94 A

ATV
432.17X 17 Ele Crossed 2.2m 13.4 dBd £56.55 A
432-17T 17 Ele Long 2.9m 15.0 dBd £45.08 A

2M
144-5 5 Ele 1.8m 9.2 dBd £22.48 A
144-7T 7 Ele 1.6m 10.0 dBd £27.77 A
144-8T 8 Ele Long 2.45m 11.0 dBd £35.95 A
144-14T 14 Ele 4.5m 13.0 dBd £53.72 A
144-19T 19 Ele 6.57m 14.2 dBd £64.26 A
144-6X 6 Ele Crossed 2.5m 10.2 dBd £45.71 A
144 -GP Ground Plane Unity £16.57

4M
70/3 3 Ele 1.7m 7.1 dBd £34.64
70/5 5 Ele 3.45m 9.2 dBd £52.60

6M
50/2 2 Ele 4.7 dBd £32.00 A

50/3 3 Ele 2.39m 7.1 dBd £39.95 A

50/5 5 Ele 4.77m 9.2 dBd £59.90 A

CK50 50/2-50/3 Conversion kit £11.50 B

POWER SPLITTERS
Specification:
CONNECTORS N' Type Socket
IMPEDANCE 50 Ohms
RETURN LOSS Greater than 25 dBd Across the Band
SWR Less than 1.1 to 1 Across the Band
INSERTION LOSS Less than 0.2 dBd
FREQUENCY 144-2 Way 135-155 MHz
TYPICAL BANDWIDTH 144-4 Way 138154 MHz

432-2 Way 400-500 MHz
432.4 Way 410.490 MHz

Power Handling: Better than 2kW in a system with a VSWR of less than 2.0 to 1

NON-METALLIC MAST
A non-metallic mast is essential for best results where vertically mounted
antennas and crossed Yagis are required.

MET have released a Reinforced Polyester Pultrusion onto the market with
comparable weight per metre as the same diameter aluminium tube. It is

available in 1.5m and 3m lengths in both 11/2 " and 2" diameter.

NON-METALLIC MAST

R P.M. 1.5M )1'2" dia.l With Fixing Clamp £19.75 B

R.P.M. 3M 11 b2"dia.) With Joiner and Resin £39.50 B

R.P.M. 1.5M (2" dia.) With Fixing Clamp £22.25 B

R.P.M. 3M (2" dia.) With Joiner and Resin £44.50 B

Post and Package Codes: A = £.50; B = £1.95; C .£6.50.

NBS STANDARD  USER ADJUSTABLE MATCHING  'NJ' SOCKET TERMINATION
PTFE INSULATED GAMMA  GAIN OPTIMISED  EASY ASSEMBLY  MADE IN UK

HIGH
QUALITY
BRITISH

YAGIS TO NBS
ANTENNAS
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receivers
TRIO YAESU

ICOM

Radio Communications
Amateur P.M.R. Marine

- (with. (BRIsToL)C(txt

12 14 PENN YWELL ROAD, BRISTOL, BS5 OTJ

JRC NRD525 Solid State Communications Receiver now in stock
YAESU FRG 8800 gen coy 150kHz-30MHz large display.
keyboard entry/free tuning.
ICON IC R71 100Hz-30MHz passband tuning/notch tiller.
variable tuning rate.

YAESU FRV 8800 converter module 118.179 for FRG 8800
range extension.

AOR 2002 UHF/VHF 25.550MHz and 800-1300MHz
STAR BUY.

YAESU FRG 9600 UHF/VHF Scanning receiver all mode
100 mem Now up to 950MHz

ICON 0700 Scanning receiver 25-2000MHz 99 memories
all mode.

FDK ATC 720 Airband receiver handheld 720 channels

FDIC RX40 141-180MHz handheld receiver £159 00

HF RECEIVERS

Trio

Trio

Yaesu
Yaesu

IC R71

R2000

VC10 VHF Converter
FRG 8800

FRV 8800 VHF Converter

ANNOUNCING
TWO NEW
RECEIVERS

£825 00
£565.00
£151.48
£639.00
£100 00

THE BIGGEST NAME
THE BEST

RANGE

.1_1JTHORiSED

i I

YAESUV
scanning
receivers
AR2002

Updated version of the best selling scanning
receiver the AR2001 Frequency range
25-550MHz plus new band 800-1300MHz
Improved keyboard. Front panel knob for
frequency stepping. LED "S" Meter. Socket for
RS232 interlace unit. Specifications as the -

AR2001

FOR ALL YOUR MAIL ORDER ENQUIRIES CONTACT PETER

£189.00. FOR GLOBAL COMMUNICATION

HF Antennas

NEW HF-125 GENERAL COVERAGE RECEIVER

-1111116*.

$ O 00000 \

ra

30kHz-30MHz-30 memories
12V DC operation (AC mains
adaptor supplied).
Made in Britain!

VHF/UHF
Antennas

411 VO...' ''''fi 4 /NO
.

4. i4f44 41 itillr .

MIMI ;In" . ,-
UM lin 't '.

VHF SCANNING RECEIVERS
TOM

vaesu
AOR

Signal

IC R7000

FRG 9600

AR 2002
R532 'Arband

£975 00
£525.00
£487.30
£224.00

IC -R7000 VHF/UHF
Revcome - Discone antennas and other
scanning receiver antennas in stock

Jaybeam
MODELS

DRAE POWER SUPPLIES j

24 A @ 13.8v £125.00
12 A @ 13.8v £86.50
6 A @ 13.8v £65.00
4 A @ 13.8V £43.90

84.
.:-.,:satts:

MADE

-.. .111111 II
imtwrlifi--"Mb. - AO= re* 'am

BRITISH

B.
"astiliassesseest 4."... -.NNNNNN NIIi.c At. G2BAR HAM BAND AERIALS

. ,,.. - IRLIP

THE BEARCAT DX 1000
COMMUNICATION RECEIVER

EED21111TIMIZEU

NNNNN ft.

lisaussmarismor-''"
AC

%MAIM" GAMMA MATCHED YAGI ARRAYS (Carriage extra)
IONAWBilleiraBBIBINIBIuAiget%1115111Prinrige/aft

TheruGu5SRIZVE MULTyl2BASNIZDE DIPOLEr £512681i 0.500 623620r 7000

15M £68.00 £ 80.50
80-10

£ 25
Mtrs 40-10 Mtrs

20M £88.50 £103.50
£16.2514.

k \ I I

+ £1.80 p&p + 11 80 p&p

ZL SPECIAL TYPE 12ELE £25.00 p&p £3.50- ANTENNAS 7ELE £14.50 p&p £3.00
5ELE £10.50 p&p £2.50

Jaybeam VR3 Vertical £66.70
Jaybeam TB1 Dipole £97 75

*Special Price £59.95 WE STOCK AND DEMONSTRATE THE LATESTIZraniZ'baaVZ 28,.50

Including Carriage RECEIVERS + TRANSCEIVERS - VHF + UHF SCANNERS - HF TRANSCEIVERS
YAESU FRG -9600

ROTATOR
* NEW Automatic Antenna

Rotator
* Budget price system
* Safe 18V AC operating

voltage
* Full 360° rotation
*Lignweight-only 4kg
*Optional support bearing for

heavy load applications
*!r, stock now

NEW FROM JRC JAPAN

COMMUNICATION RECEIVERS

NRD 525

NEW DRAE SSTV SYSTEM

* FOUR STORAGE MEMORIES
* 128 x 128 PIXELS
* VIDEO OR UHF OUTPUTS
* 13.8 VOLT OPERATION
RX ONLY, £195.00.

THIS MONTH'S SPECIAL
OFFER

A FREE AERIAL WITH
EVERY RX

G5RV DISCONE
FOR HF FOR SCANNERS

VISA Aft
*wAcomeAccess

ACTIVE RECEIVING ANTENNAS
Datong active antennas are ideal for
modern broadband communications
receivers - especially where space is limited
 Highly sensitive (comparable to full-size dipoles,
 Broad band coverage (below 200kHz to over

300MHz)
 needs no tunirig matching or other adiustments.
 two versions A0270 for indoor mounting or AD370
(illustrated) for out000r use
 very compact, only 3 metres overall length
 professional performance standards
Prices. Model AD270 (indoor use only) £51.75.
Model AD370 (for outdoor use) £69.00.
Both prices include mains power unit.

All mode scanning
receiver. covers
60-905MHz. Tune
by keyboard or
central control.
Variable step
sizes. AM. FM or
SSB.
The scanner with more functions than most.

FANCY A SATELLITE TELEVISION
SYSTEM?

INSTALL YOURSELF
WITH OUR NEW

LOW COST
COMPLETE

DEALS

E695
INC 1,4

MN -
SIM

lim I=

You Name It We've Got It !!!
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Restoring a Communications

Receiver from Nazi Germany

Heaters
It proved possible to modify the heater

wiring in such a manner as to make restor-
ation to original fairly simple should a
genuine transformer become available.
Once the job had been accomplished I

tried a trial run with heater supplies only, to
check their voltages under working
conditions. Fortunately all were within the
close tolerances demanded by valves not
really intended for series operation. The
other transformer mentioned was then
wired in to provide the AZ1 with heater
and anode voltages. It was then possible
to check the performance of the set and to
much relief it was found to be back to what
it had been before the burn-up. I naturally
endeavoured to find out what had
triggered the failure, but could determine
nothing specific. An h.t. short is the most
common cause of transformer break-
down, but none was evident, and I was
forced to the view that the primary may
have broken-down, to earth. Shorting of
the l.t. windings is a less likely event.

Dial Lamps
Turning my attention to the dial lamps,

to my surprise I found them to be two long
"festoon" types, rated at 15V at 0.2A

Two of the stages involved in modifying
a conventional valve base to a side -pin
type.

each. Presumably there must have been a
special I.t. winding on the original mains
transformer to supply them. One was a
little blackened, the other pristine, which is
laudable since they are patently original.
They give ample light when connected
across the 12V supply. The lamp
illuminating the tuning meter was
changed from a 4V type to an 8V at 0.45A
type, of which I happen to have a plentiful

supply. This operates happily on the 6.3V
winding on the h.t. transformer. It proved
to be quite impossible to make out any
voltage rating on the miniature festoon
lamps fitted to the band -indicator light,
but they too seemed to accept 6.3V
without protest. However, in the interests
of making them last as long as possible
(where should I obtain spares?) it was
decided to fit a series resistor to drop the
supply to around 4V.

Inter alia, I discovered that the output
transformer has been replaced at some
time, and as a matter of course I tested the
wiring to see if it had been carried out
properly. I found that the anodes of the
two output valves had different, incorrect
loads. In putting this to rights, with the aid
of a reputable transformer, a very useful
increase in a.f. gain and sound quality was
obtained.

The only remaining work to be done to
realise the Escoria/'s full potential was
the re -tuning of the b.f .o. to compensate
for the different internal capacities of the
VP41 as compared with the EF9.

I am prepared to accept that purists may
carp at this method of restoring the set to
use, and can make only this defence: As a
pioneer motorist said of his gear -box,
"ces't brutal, maisca marche"!

JUNE '87 ISSUE

 PW REVIEW.
Yaesu FT-767GX h.f./v.h.f./u.h.f. base station

 SIDETONE OSCILLATOR.
Monitor your c.w. with this r.f. operated unit

 PW "DOWNTON" DMM to DFM CONVERTOR.
Build this useful add-on for your digital multimeter

and lots, lots more
on Sale May 14 - Order Your Copy Now!

Contents subject to last-minute revision
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AERONAUTICAL RADIO
Godfrey Manning BSc MB BS G4GLM

Aeronautical radio falls into two cate-
gories: communication ("com") and
navigation ("nav"). The latter can either
rely on ground aids or else be self-
contained within the aircraft. The table in
Fig. 1.1 summarises the radio facilities
that will be dealt with in this series.

Communications
Here we will deal with the first group,

communications. Military users can be
found in the ultra high frequency (u.h.f .1
band (225-400MHz) and will not be further
considered here.

Civil flying over the United Kingdom
(UK), Europe and most populated land
masses uses the very high frequency
(v.h.f .1 band for communications. Only
when overflying remote areas, such as the
North Atlantic, is high frequency (h.f .)
required. The v.h.f. corn band occupies
118- 135.975MHz giving 720 channels
with 25kHz spacing, using conventional
amplitude modulations (a.m.) with both
bands sidebands. VHF signals are most
commonly propagated along a line of
sight, the limiting factor for terrestrial
transmissions being the curvature of the
earth: the radio waves can't "see" beyond
a theoretical horizon. Aircraft have the
advantage of altitude when in flight, and
much longer straight-line air/ground
paths are possible than ground -to -ground
routes.

Most airliners carry at least two, and
sometimes three, v.h.f. transceivers or
"boxes". In light aircraft each set might be
built as a single unit, but airliners more
commonly banish their transceivers to a
radio rack that is either behind the flight
deck or under the floor in an electronics
bay. All that is left on the flight deck is a
remote controller lone per transceiver), a
station box lone per crew member) and a'
headset socket lone per crew member).
Most airlines provide for a supernumerary
crew member for training and other
purposes and in this case an extra station
box and headset is needed. There will also
be a flight deck loudspeaker and hand-
held microphone to enable the uncomfort-
able headsets to be removed during cruise
(above 10000 feet, when the crew
member's hands are free). Lastly,
allowance must be made for loss of cabin
pressure in which case the crew switch
rapidly to breathing from oxygen masks
I Fig. 1.2) if the aircraft is above 10000 feet.
The oxygen masks must also contain a
microphone which switches into circuit
automatically (in place of the usual
headset) when the mask is donned. If

serated smoke goggles are provided, then
again an internal microphone is needed as
these too cover the crew's mouths to
provide oxygen. The standard NATO type
headset socket has 4 -poles. The push -to -
transmit (p.t.t.) switch is typically a flat
paddle attached to the control column
such that it lies easily under the pilot's

Even the radio enthusiast,
despite the benefit of
technical knowledge, can
feel that the flight deck of an
aircraft is a secret place. For
most passengers the job of a
pilot is positively bewildering!
This series of articles, will, I
hope show you how the
many applications of radio
are used in flying. Most of us
encounter flight as fare -
paying passengers and it is
typical airline equipment and
techniques that these articles
are about. A few lucky
ones get the chance to fly
light aircraft as a hobby, the
principles are the same but
the gear often less
complicated.

Fig. 1.1

thumb whilst the controls are being held.
Often this is pushed one way for transmit,
and in the opposite direction for talking to
the other crew members by intercom.

The Antenna
The last item of equipment is a fin -type

antenna for each transceiver. The antenna
is fitted to the outside of the aircraft, and
you can look at this when you next board a
flight IFig. 1.3). Sometimes antenna are
"suppressed" into a less conspicuous
shape; this suppression describes the
mechanical configuration (i.e., the
equipment does not protrude much from
the line of the fuselage skin) and has
nothing to do with electrical interference!
The aim is to reduce drag by streamlining.
Antennas are normally seen sticking out of
the midline top or bottom of the fuselage,
but are sometimes found atop the tail fin
(e.g. on the BAC One -Eleven). The
aluminium alloy fuselage makes a good
ground -plane. Connection is by coaxial
cable which mates with a socket that
protrudes into the fuselage from the
antenna itself.

Communication
and use of
selective calling

HF
VHF
UHF

Pre-recorded broadcast

Two-way

Navigation
Dependent
on
ground
aids

Direction finding/homer
Non -directional beacon
VHF omni-directional radio range
Distance Et TACANmeasuring equipment

landing LocaliserInstrument system

Airways fan markers

Glide slope
Markers

Omega
Decca
Radar.. Primary

Secondary

Self-
contained

Cloud -collision
Radio altimeter
Doppler

Fig. 1.2
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Fig. 1.3

Remote Controller
Looking more closely at the remote

controller (Fig. 1.41 it is seen that the
channel selection is made via two knobs
(concentric, in the example shown). The
larger knob in our case changes the
frequency by 1MHz increments and the
smaller one by 25k Hz steps. The selected
frequency is shown in a window above the
knobs, but with the third decimal place
omitted. This particular example also
includes the navigation receiver controller
Ito the right of the com section) and one
difference here is that the channel spacing
is 50kHz. In the example shown, the com
set is on the Heathrow tower frequency of
118.7MHz which is appropriate for the
final stages of an approach. The nav set,
by the way, shows 109.5MHz which is the
instrument landing (i.l.s.) frequency for
Heathrow runway 28 left. One further
feature that may be operated from the
controller is squelch which mutes the
receiver's background hiss in the absence
of a signal. This is less tiring to listen to
over long periods of time. Constant hiss
can eventually cause "ringing in the ears"
(tinnitus) which might possibly become a
permanent affliction.

The function of the station box (Fig. 1.5)
is to enable the crew to switch their
headsets land the cockpit loudspeaker)
between the various radios. The captain
might remain listening on Heathrow
Tower (using v.h.f. com set No. 1) whilst
the first officer briefly switches to a

navigation aid to check that it is correctly
tuned in (perhaps the runway 28L
using nav set No. 1). When the first officer
is satisfied, he will also switch back to the
tower frequency (leaving the nav set
connected to the instruments but without
listening to it himself). During a typical
landing, the first officer might converse
with the tower controller; the captain
(who is handling the aircraft) listens in too.

Part 1

The headsets also enable intercom
discussions between crew members,
again controlled by the station box.
Finally, the crew members have their own
individual volume controls for each
listening channel on their station boxes.

Having a combination of two
and rapid switching between

them enables easier liaison with air traffic
control (a.t.c.)Modern aircraft are
becoming simpler to fly, thanks to more
automated systems; the third crew
member (flight engineering officer) who
was previously needed on larger aircraft
types is now increasingly redundant. The
pilot's greatest problems at present are in
the environment outside the aircraft; other
traffic and rapidly repeated changes of
a.t.c. instructions, including frequency
selection, are amongst these. If on a
complex and busy approach, say, the
likely frequency settings are known in
advance then one pilot can fly the aircraft
whilst the other sets up the transceivers
and talks to a.t.c. on one of them. It is
routine to set up the next anticipated
frequency in advance on the other box; a
quick flick of the switch enables frequency
changing (when instructed by a.t.c.)
without loss of time. As a safety feature,
the previous frequency is still selected on

Fig. 1.4 Fig. 1.5

the first box at this moment and so if a
wrong frequency change is made, contact
is not completely lost. Further safety
accrues from the redundancy of two
complete transceivers, antennas, etc.,
(i.e. complete replication: not just
switching between two v.f .o.s on one
set).

Two Services
There are two types of service for

aeronautical communications. Pre-
recorded messages are broadcast
continuously on certain frequencies. A
complication is that some are also
obtained whilst listening to a tuned -in
navigation beacon. In general, reports of
current/recent weather are broadcast and
the VOLMET ("volume meteorological
reports") are an example of this. London
VOLMET South transmits continuous
reports in a cycle on 128.6MHz for
Heathrow, Gatwick, Luton, Bourne-
mouth, Stanstead, East Midlands,
Brussels, Cardiff and Jersey with an
identification message at the start of each
cycle. The message was previously
recorded on a continuous tape loop but is
now computer -digitised speech. Another
continuous transmission is the automatic
terminal information service (a.t.i.s.) for
either arrival or departure. These give
weather, which runway is in use, and
other information about arrival or
departure operations such as any beacons
that are off the air. Heathrow arrival
information, for example, is on
133.075M Hz .

Most communication is two-way air/
ground. Not all a.t.c. services have a
controlling role, in fact some are
information only. Control implies that the
ground station has authority to tell the
aircraft what to do; there will be good
reason for this, such as the controller
having the entire traffic pattern in view on
a radar screen. Some services are just
advisory, such as in the flight information
regions. Here, pilots are told about other
traffic in the area and are expected to work
out avoiding action for themselves. In the
wide-open spaces this works satisfac-
torily; as there is no obligation to speak to
the ground station, it is also not possible
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for control instructions to be issued since
the "controller" doesn't necessarily know
the position of all aircraft in his areas. This
is clearly not suitable for congested areas
such as defined airways and the airspace
surrounding terminal and larger airfields so
here contact with the controller, who does
give pilots instructions, is mandatory.

Special Interest
Two frequencies are of special interest.

The first is 121.5MHz, which is the inter-
national distress frequency. At the
London a.t.c. centre (based at West
Drayton, near Heathrow) the distress and
diversion (DEtD) cell monitors this
frequency. If no major emergency is in
progress, pilots in mild distress can use
this (e.g. to ask for directions if lost). Pilots
and the D&D cell both appreciate the
chance to practice, so "Practice Pan" calls
are often heard for direction -finding
purposes. "Mayday" signifies real
immediate danger to life but "Pan" is a less
urgent degree of distress. If a Mayday call
is made on any frequency, all other traffic
must cease to use that frequency until the
emergency is over. Using the v.h.f.
communication frequencies for direction
finding las in a practice or real Pan call) is
where corn and nav overlap and is

described in more detail later. The other
noteworthy frequency, the easily -
remembered 123.45MHz, is often used
unofficially by pilots to informally pass
useful information between themselves
(especially on the longer -haul routes.

Technique
The technique used for aeronautical

radiotelephony is closely defined. In the
UK, for example, numbers are stated digit
by digit (0 is pronounced "Zero") and in a
rather exaggerated way (e.g. 9 is
pronounced "Niner"). The decimal point
is stated as "decimal' so the London
VOLMET frequency is "Wun Too Ait
Decimal Six". Letters of the alphabet are
given using the same standard phonetics
as are already familiar to radio amateurs
and s.w.l.s (e.g. "C" is read as "Charlie"
and "0" as "Quebec" etc.). Sometimes
this is taken to absurd lengths; visual
meteorological conditions (v.m.c. I implies
visibility adequate for not having to rely on
instrument navigation, but pilots insist on
describing this as flying in "Victor Mike
Charlie". The phonetics (Fig. 1.6) are
standardised world-wide by the Inter-
national Civil Aircraft Organisation
(ICAO), so when spelling something (in
any country) there is a maximum of only 26
sounds to differentiate. For this reason,
radio amateurs would also be advised to
stick to the standard phonetics and stop
inventing their own as the fancy takes
them! Also, these phonetics are claimed to
be easily distinguishable even when
spoken by a variety of foreign accents.

Another internationally -agreed
convention is the use of Q -codes. Radio
amateurs are familiar with many of these

A Alpha S Sierra
B Bravo T Tango
C Charlie U Uniform
D Delta V Victor
E Echo W Whiskey
F Foxtrot X X -Ray
G Golf Y Yankee
H Hotel Z Zulu
I India 1 Wun
J Juliet 2 Too
K Kilo 3 Tree
L Lima 4 Fow-er
M Mike 5 Fife
N November 6 Six
0 Oscar 7 Seven
P Papa 8 Ait
Q Quebec 9 Nin-er
R Romeo 0 Ze-ro

(e.g. QSY which is code for changing
frequency) although a special subset
tends to be required for aeronautical
purposes. Two codes commonly heard
relate to altimeter setting but it is not
within the scope of this article to describe
non -radio instruments so only a brief
description is given here. The pressure
altimeter is really a barometer that
measures the pressure of air outside the
aircraft; as this pressure decreases with
height above sea level, altitude can be
computed. Unfortunately this means that
before taking a reading from a pressure
altimeter the instrument must be
corrected for the current day's atmos-
pheric pressure (in millibars or, when in the
United States, inches of mercury). The
altimeter has an adjustment knob and a
pressure subscale that indicates the
setting as selected by this knob. If the
aircraft is on the runway and the QFE
pressure las given to the pilot by the
controller) is set on the subscale, the
altimeter will always read zero and after
take -off height relative to the aerodrome is
indicated. Setting the QNH will instead

ism]

OF station A

cause the altimeter to indicate height
above sea level, be it whilst on the ground
or in flight.

What does one hear whilst sitting with
the pilot on the flight -deck? Most infor-
mation exchanged with the controller
seems to be numerical. The aircraft has an
identifying callsign, e.g. "Speedbird 123"
will be British Airways flight 123 or, in the
case of a private service the aircraft's
registration will be used - such as Golf
Bravo Golf Lima Mike for G-BGLM (all
British aircraft registrations begin "G -"I.
Other parameters are aircraft speed in
knots (nautical miles per hour), heading in
degrees, (always given as three digits such
as zero niner zero for due east) and
altitude. Altitude is normally given in feet,
but higher -flying aircraft refer to flight
levels (f.l.$) which are just the altitude
divided by 100 (e.g. 10000 feet = FL100).
Other numerical information concerns
estimated time of arrival at a given
navigational point, often given as just
minutes after the current hour, but
distances are rarely needed except
distance to touchdown which is some-
times given to the pilot on approach.
Weather information obviously includes
QFE/QNH but also wind as direction and
speed in knots; temperature and dew -
point; runway visible range in metres and
cloud given as oktas (eighths) cover at
each height.

A typical call might be: "London,
Speedbird 123 passing three thousand for
five on 1014, estimating Brookman's Park
at one five". This aircraft is climbing
through 3000 feet on its way too 50(X) feet
(from which point further clearance will be
needed from the controller before climb
can be resumed) and as a safeguard, the
current QNH setting in use is stated by the
pilot. The time of arrival at the next radio
beacon (Brookman's Park) is given as 15
minutes past the hour. Fig. 1.7

Position of aircraft
within cocked hat

OF station B

19e

DF station C
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Direction Finding
Direction finding (d.f .1 is really a

navigational facility that uses the com-
munication frequencies. The relative
bearing of the aircraft from the d.f. station
is measured whilst listening to the
aircraft's com transmission. The v.h.f. d.f.
Iv.d.f.I or homer station might be called by
the aircraft in order to find out the QDM:
"What magnetic heading must I steer in
order to reach you, if there is no wind?"
The pilot must transmit his callsign, or
count, for several seconds in order for the
bearing to be taken. If several receiving
stations are linked together, such as by the
D&D cell, then an actual position can be
found. Two receivers can each work out a
bearing, with the aircraft being at the point
where the lines cross. But there is bound
to be a slight error; if three bearings are
taken, it is most unlikely that they will
cross and the resulting enclosed triangle is
called a "cocked hat". The smaller the
triangle, the closer the agreement
between the bearings and so the more
accurate the position report IFig. 1.71.
Some aircraft also carry a homer receiver.

The signal from two antennas is compared
to produce a deflection on a meter needle
that indicates that the ground station is
either to the left, to the right, or ahead of
the aircraft.

Use of the h.f. band is only necessary
for long-range flights and many short -haul
airliners do not carry an h.f. set. The h.f.
antenna is sometimes a long wire
stretched from the top leading edge of the
tail fin down to a short pylon mounted on
the front roof of the fuselage. An alter-
native is a long boom, resembling a
jousting lance, protruding horizontally
forwards perhaps from the top of the tail
fin (e.g. Boeing 7071 or from one wing -tip
(e.g. Boeing 747 "Jumbo"). Because of
the vagaries of propagation, the aircraft
will always be given two alternative
frequencies on which to attempt contact.
Even then contact may well be indistinct
so here more than ever strict procedure
must be adhered to, e.g. "Shanwick,
Speedbird 123 on 8879, position". The air-
craft is making a call on 8879kHz. After
establishing contact, current position is
given along with an estimate of time to the
next reporting point; other information

might include temperature and wind as
measured by the aircraft at that position.

Selcal
A useful addition to an aircraft's

communications equipment, especially
for long flights is selective calling (selcal).
Each aircraft is allocated a four-letter code,
e.g. AM -DH, to which its selcal receiver is
pre-set to respond. To call the aircraft, the
ground station transmits the necessary
code to activate the receiver; on the flight
deck, a chime sounds and a light flashes to
alert the crew members by making them
listen to all other aircraft's transmissions
on a long flight, whilst trying not to miss a
call meant for themselves.

In this first part I have given an insight
into the use of radio for communications
by aircraft. Subsequent parts will describe
the multiplicity of airborne navigational
equipment. Visitors to my small collection
of such items are welcome by prior
arrangement. Also, donations of
unwanted, old or broken aircraft equip-
ment, instruments and manuals are
always appreciated, no matter how small
and insignificant they may appear.

London's Gatwick Airport with the main runway (upper left) and emergency runway to its right
(Photograph Gatwick Airport Ltd)
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PANASONIC RF-B60 RECEIVER

The RF-B60 covers v.h.f. f.m. from 87.5
to 108MHz, long wave 155-519kHz,
m.w. 522 - 1611kHz and short wave
continuously from 1615kHz to 29.999MHz
(except for models sold in West Germany
which range only to 26.100MHz).

The set has a most sophisticated tuning
system which allows one of three possible
methods to be employed. A large rotary
tuning knob with two faces, one on the
front and another on the right hand side of
the set, allows for conventional tuning,
whilst a calculator type keypad enables
frequencies to be input directly. There are
12 keys on the pad, marked from 1 to 9
together with 0, a decimal point and a final
key marked M for memory. To input a fre-
quency, it is necessary to depress the small
key marked FREQ alongside the main key
board, followed by the frequency in either
kHz or MHz and then the ENTER key: if the
combination is correct, the receiver tunes
in the selected channel in less than a
second. The digital display shows the
numbers as they are keyed in, and displays
the final tuned frequency.

Alternatively, individual broadcast
metre bands may be selected, using the
same keypad - the number 1 key doubles
as 120m, through to 13m on the M key.
Once again the sequence is the same
-press the METER key, followed by the
numeric key and then ENTER. The set is
then tuned to a frequency towards the
lower end of the metre band.

The RF-B60 may also be tuned using
two arrow keys adjacent to the keypad.
These will tune the receiver in 5kHz steps
on shortwave, 9kHz lor 10 for North
America) steps on medium wave and long
wave, and 100kHz steps on v.h.f. f.m.

These two keys double as controls for
scanning. If either arrow key is held down
for more than around one second, the
receiver will tune automatically along the
band, stopping on the first strong signal.
Once the upper or lower limit of a
broadcast band is reached, the set will
start to scan from the other end of the
band again. If the scanning mode is used
when the set is outside a broadcast band,
it will scan until the next broadcast band is
found, and then run within that band.

Other features include a dual -time
clock, enabling local time and perhaps
GMT to be stored; an alarm facility to
switch the receiver on at a pre-
programmed time and a sleep facility.

A total of thirty-six memory channels
are provided, nine on each of medium
wave, long wave, f.m. and short wave.
Storage of frequencies is straightforward
- depress the M key, followed by the
numeric key to which one wishes to assign
the frequency. To recall a frequency, it is
simply necessary to select the appropriate
waveband followed by the numeric key. A
handy flip -up lid on the top edge of the set
conceals a compartment with a station
reminder sheet enabling the stored
frequencies to be recorded for easy
reference.

Peter Shore

The Panasonic RF-B60 has
recently entered the market
in the United Kingdom. It in-
cludes features which are
becoming common -place on
receivers of this size and in
this price range, including
digital tuning and display,
direct -entry tuning and
memory system. Peter Shore
had the opportunity to test
the receiver here in the UK.

The clock is displayed when the set is
switched off, or may be shown during
operation by depressing the appropriate
key. Dual time is recalled by the operation
of a further button.

Using the Set
Operation of the Panasonic RF-B60, is,

as has been suggested previously, very
straightforward, and the designers are to
be congratulated for using such intelligent
software for the digital tuning and memory
features. Audio quality is excellent and is
far better than that of the Sony ICF7600D,
the Panasonic's closest competitor. A two
position tone control - high and low -
will alter tonal quality to some extent, by
attenuating the higher audio frequencies. I
found some of the minor controls a little
fiddly in operation, and could prove to be
problematic for those with arthritic
fingers. Similarly, the absence of a raised
"blip" from the 5 key on the key pad makes
operation in the dark less easy, and will
therefore hinder operation by a visually
handicapped listener. There is also no
back light for the digital display.

The scan facility is useful, in particular in
its ability to operate outside the specified
broadcast bands.

The large digital display is easy to read
and contains a good deal of operating
information, including the currently
selected band, and the frequency in MHz
on v.h.f. f.m. and short wave and in kHz
on long wave and medium wave. The
display also shows whether the alarm or
sleep functions are selected, whilst a
colourful lower segment contains a signal -
strength meter with a turquoise
background and an orange coloured box
detailing which number memory, if any, is
selected.

There is no variable bandwidth control
and the 5.5kHz filter can make listening
difficult where two strong signals are
broadcasting on adjacent 5kHz channels.
No sideband or product detector is
provided and the RF-B60 cannot therefore
be used for listening to amateur
transmissions. Similarly if broadcasters
commence testing s.s.b. transmission
techniques following the decisions taken
at the recent WARC-HFBC, satisfactory,
reception could be difficult using this
radio.

The built-in whip antenna seems to be
adequate for day-to-day listening,
although there is provision for the
connection of a short external antenna.
Headphones may be connected to the set,
and a 6V d.c. adaptor [optional] may be
used instead of the four AA size batteries.
Two more AA cells provide memory and
clock backup.

A HOLD switch is a useful feature
enabling a frequency to be locked, to
prevent accidental detuning, and also acts
as a main power switch preventing the set
from becoming accidentally switched on
in luggage when travelling resulting in a
set of flat batteries on arrival at your
destination!
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Performance
We carried out tests on the RF-B60 by

injecting a test signal through the external
antenna socket, and measuring the a.f. .
output through the headphone socket.

Sensitivity
Fair for a set of this type on shortwave,

but poor on long wave and medium wave.
The r.f. signal required to produce a

S + N/N ratio of 15dB at output. Carrier
modulated with 1kHz tone to depth of 30
per cent:

SW + 32d131.4V at 1.6MHz
+ 21d BtiV at 3MHz
+ 21±14dBpV above 3MHz

Selectivity
The selectivity was very good on short
wave for a set of this type.

6d B points at ± 3.1MHz
60dB points at ± 6.35MHz
Attenuation at ± 5kHz = 29dB
Attenuation at ± 10kHz = 71dB

The DX/LOCAL switch attenuates signal
at 26dB which is useful for night-time
listening on 49 metres in Europe.

The signal strength meter cannot be
used for serious measuring for whilst
covering a total range of 40dB or so, most

PANASONIC UK LIMITED
300-318 Bath Road, Slough, Berks SL1 6JB

of this is taken up by the 30dB interval
between readings of 4 and 5!

Image rejection and i.f. rejection are

SPECIFICATIONS

Price £169.95

Frequency
Range

FM 87.5 - 108MHz
LW 155 - 519kHz
MW 522 - 1611kHz
SW 1615kHz-29.999M Hz.
126.100MHz in FRGI

Power
Source

Battery 6V 14 x AA for
radio)

3V 12 x AA for memory
back-up)

Optional 6V d.c. adaptor
IR D -9496E1

Power
Output

550mW (r.m.s. max)

Dimensions 198 x 118 x 33.5mm

Weight 650g without batteries

both good for a single conversion receiver
with an i.f. of 450kHz.

Battery consumption is fairly heavy and
using conventional batteries, the life is

around 2-3 hours, whilst alkaline batteries
appear to last for more than 12 to 15 hours.
If battery voltage falls below a certain level,
the set will not operate.

Conclusions
The Panasonic R F -B60 is an extremely

well built set, with tidy electronics inside. It
is well equipped and logically thought out
and proves a pleasure to use. It is aimed at
the travel market, or at the broadcast
listener who wishes to listen to
conventional broadcasting on the short
wave bands, or it may suit the ardent
listener who wishes to supplement his
current receivers. It is a direct competitor
for the Sony ICF-7600D 12002 in North
America) which is comparably priced and
has s.s.b. but has only 10 memory
channels and has been on the market since
late 1983. Lack of s.s.b. could be a draw-
back for the enthusiastic listener, but is
insignificant to count against the set at this
time.

With attractive styling and good build
quality, and excellent shortwave
performance, the Panasonic R F- B60

represents good value for money.
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Coming from a family with nautical
connections, both Naval and Mercantile,
this was perhaps not surprising. The
pages of Boys Own and the two -penny
"bloods" of that period half a century ago,
all abounded with sea stories. However, it
was the work of a now long -forgotten
author, Percy F Westermann, and his
book The Wireless Officer which finally
decided my future career. I was deter-
mined to emulate the character in the
book, and become a ship's radio officer.

Needless to say my parents were none
too happy with my chosen career, much
preferring that I went into the bank or
some other "respectable" occupation.
After several long discussions they finally
agreed that if I matriculated in the coming
July examinations, then they would send
me to one of the radio schools who offered
courses of instruction for would-be marine
radio operators. The exam results
appeared in the September. Much to my
surprise and satisfaction I found that I had
obtained the requisite number of credits to
enable me, in theory at least, to gain
university entrance. Nothing was further
from my mind.

College Days
On a cold cheerless day the following

January, I reported for classes at a well
known radio school in London, one of half
a dozen other youngsters bent on follow-
ing the same career. I will not go into the
details of the course, but how well I

remember the hours of lectures we had in
electricity and magnetism, a.c. theory,
and the theory of radio itself. All the while
we had long sessions of Morse practice,
and we became more proficient in wire-
less procedure and traffic handling. In this
age of the transistor it may seem rather
quaint to recall that all our instruction was
based around the spark transmitter and
the elementary valve equipment of that
era. We were left in little doubt that if we
were to be ready for the PMG Second
Class examination in fifteen months, then
we were going to have to get weaving.
The gospel according to Lord Louis,
namely the Admiralty Handbook of
Wireless Telegraphy and the thrilling
chapters of the Post Office Handbook for
Wireless Operators were going to be our
sole reading from then on.

Our class took the second class
examination in the following spring and
when the results were promulgated I

found that I had been successful. Having
now got my Second Class ticket I could
have applied for employment straight
away, but acting on sound advice I

decided to stay on at school and go for my
First Class ticket. This necessitated raising
my Morse speed to 25w.p.m. and also a
more comprehensive knowledge of radio
theory. Almost two years after starting the
course I presented myself at Post Office
Headquarters in St Martins le Grand for
the two day first class examination. An

Leonard Moss

I suppose that I first became
interested in radio whilst at
school. Physics has always
been my best subject, and
out of amusement I had made
one or two crude pieces of
apparatus such as shocking
coils and a crystal set from
odds and ends, and what I
could afford from my limited
pocket money. I also had a
compelling desire to go to
sea.

agonising wait of three weeks followed, till
one morning the postman delivered a
registered package containing my brand
new First Class ticket together with an
Official Secrets Act form to sign and
return forthwith.

Now that I had my ticket I could not
wait, and immediately set about seeking
employment. A few weeks later I was
called to London for interview and medical
examination by the Marconi Company,
who at that time supplied most of the
shipping companies with radio personnel.
That evening I returned home with my
head in the clouds. I had a job, and in my
pocket was a list of the items of uniform
and kit that I would require.

My First Job
My first ship was the Corfu. A twin -

funneled, twin-screw, turbine steamer of
14 000 tons belonging to the P Er 0
Company. At that time she was almost
new and was engaged in the Company's

China and Japan mail service. I joined her
in the Royal Albert Dock in London as 3rd
RO. Guided by a helpful Goanese steward
I made my way along alleyways and
stairways redolent with the smell of polish
and that indefinable aroma of spices so
peculiar to ships in the Far Eastern trades.
On entering the wireless room I met the
two men who were to be my mentors for
the next few months.

The 1st RO, MacNab, was a Scotsman
and the 2nd, an Ulsterman named Boyle.
Both of them were much older than me.
Although I was unaware of it at the time,
fortune has smiled on me in the choice of
my seniors. During the coming months
these two men were to transform me from
a callow greenhorn into something
approaching an operator.

Looking round I saw the Corfu was well
equipped with radio gear. She had one
and a half kilowatt tranmitters for m.f. . and
h.f. and long wave (144kHz), an all -wave
receiver with crystal emergency. All ships
were fitted with the ultimate stand by, the
crystal. She had a quarter kW quenched
gap spark set, and direction finding
equipment, as well as an extensive public
address system. These transmitters were a
far cry from the sophisticated equipment
of today. They were what might be termed
"power oscillators". They had three
valves. Two MR4 type diode rectifier

shape of a
large melon, and an MT6 oscillator valve of
similar shape but somewhat larger. All the
filaments lit up brightly when in use.

Early next morning we left the dock and
slipped down river to Tilbury to embark
passengers. As the junior I had been
allocated the afternoon watch (noon to
4pml and the middle (midnight to 4am1.
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MacNab had run over the gear with me
several times, and had given me a list of
the various things that I would be required
to do on watch, including the traffic lists
from various coast stations to be copied,
and the press broadcasts that I would have
to copy from Rugby radio, etc.

On the Air
Soon after lunch it became obvious that

the ship was on the point of departure. Full
of enthusiasm I made my way to the
wireless room and switched on the
receiver, donned my headphones, and
tuned in to 500kHz. I had begun my first
radio watch. I noticed MacNab standing
just inside the door. After a few minutes he
asked me, "Well what about it?" I must
have looked puzzled. He went on, "Did
they never teach you anything in that
school? What about a TR to the nearest
coast station?" Immediately I was seized
with panic. Never before had I actually
sent on the air. The nearest coast station
was North Foreland/ GNF, and obviously
MacNab believed in chucking his juniors in
at the deep end straight away.

With sweating palms I started up the
transmitter, and remembered somehow to
check that the antenna switches were in
the right position. Tentatively I put my
fingers on the key and and made my first
call on the air. GNF GNF GNF de GRNW
GRNW GRNW TR +K. Nothing
happened - at least so it seemed to me. In
the cacophony of bleeps, whines, grunts
and rasps of 500kHz I could not make out
any answer MacNab said nothing. I tried
again. Again the same result. I looked at
MacNab who said, "Well? He's answered
you twice already". In the wild discord I

Part 1

had been aware of a loud "whanging"
signal making a short transmission at
tremendous speed. That must have been
GNF answering me. Cautiously I tried
again this time concentrating like mad.
Somehow I managed to read GRNV de
GNF K K K. Slowly I sent GNF de GRNW
TR CORFU NW QT0 LONDON BND
GIBRALTAR QRU QRU? AR. I received a
terse acknowledgement. I sat back in the
chair sweating. MacNab with a faint grin
on his face remarked, "Not to worry lad,
they can always tell first timers and try to
take the mickey a bit. You'll soon get used
to it". He stayed with me for the rest of the
watch, and before I went off I had actually
worked Portishead/GKU on long wave,
and another P&O ship on 27m.

That night I kept the middle watch
unaided, and managed to copy the Rugby
press on 16kHz quite well. I had to copy
the press longhand, and I realised I would
have to learn to receive direct on to a
typewriter as my colleagues did. I became
aware for the first time how many variants
there were on the Morse code. It took me
some little time to work out that ER ERTS
was in fact FFB Boulogne Radio amongst
others.

The ship called at Gib, Marseille, Malta
and Port Said, and by the time we were
going south through the Canal and
working the Suez Canal coast station at
Ismailia SUQ I was feeling a little more
confident. Being a passenger ship we
handled a fair amount of private traffic,
most of it in the form of SLTs (ship letter
telegram). This was a cheap rate message
then 5 shillings for 20 words, as against the
normal full rate charge of one shilling per
word. SLTs were only permitted in the
direction ship to shore, and had to be

What are British Telecom's antenna riggers doing dangling from a radio mast in an
article by a marine Radio Officer? Well, the mast from which they are dangling is one
of the 245m high Rugby masts and they are showing off the safety harnesses that
protect them so far above ground. (Br Picture Library)
One of the ships that the author served on was the SS Volsella, a small "case oil
carrier" belonging to the Shell Company and operating in the Far East. The Shell
Photographic Library could only find a print of a later tanker carrying the same name.

cleared direct from the ship to a coast
station in the country of destination. No
intermediate relays were allowed. Hitherto
we had been clearing our traffic to the UK
on long wave, but on entering the Red Sea
with its high level of static we switched to
h.f. The 8MHz band (36m) seemed to be
the most popular.

Shipboard Tricks
In the Red Sea with the temperature

increasing by the hour the swimming pool
became very popular. One morning I

learned by "scuppergram" that "It had
been sold". On enquiring what had been
sold, I was told, "the swim suit with the
soluble seams". Apparently this was an
old gag. The hairdressing shop on board
stocked a supply of smart bathing suits
(obtainable in Japan) whose seams were
not really stitched, but held together with
soluble glue. This glue would dissolve
after a few minutes immersion in water.
The staff in the shop, shrewd judges of
human nature, had sold one of these swim
suits to the prettiest passenger, and the
one most likely to take the whole thing in
good part. Unfortunately when the great
revelation took place later that afternoon I
was on watch, and so I missed the lady's
pink embarrassment, and her threats to
shoot everyone in the shop.

One afternoon I picked up a message
from a Greek ship about 310km away
requesting medical assistance. Being a
passenger ship and having a doctor on
board I told him to go ahead. The lengthy
message in quaint English contained a list
of the gruesome symptoms of a certain
anti -social disease. It specified a course of
treatment which seemed to be even more
horrendous than the symptoms.

Tooth -ache
Soon after leaving Aden I developed a

rather severe tooth -ache. On arrival in
Bombay I was sent ashore for dental
treatment by boat, the ship having to lie at
anchor meanwhile waiting for a berth. The
launch landed me at "Gateway Steps". It
is nice to think back that I entered India for
the first time at the famous "Gateway of
India". Sadly the lower walls of this white
marble monument were badly defaced
with the crimson splotches of betel juice.

As the voyage progressed via Colombo,
the exotic island of Penang, Singapore
and on to Hong Kong, I thought back to
the geography lessons at school, and the
reference made to the parts of the map
coloured red. Unfashionable though the
idea of the Empire may be today, it left a
lasting impression on a youth seeing the
world for the first time. Since leaving the
UK every place at which we had called
with the exception of Marseille had been
either a British possession or under British
influence.

It was at this time that I first heard
Japanese Morse. I was listening to a
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couple of ships obviously chatting. I could
not make anything of the exchanges
which seemed to consist of a jumble of
accented letters run together. Later I told
Boyle what I had heard, remarking that I

"couldn't read a thing". His reply,
"Neither can anyone else except another
Japanese" set my mind at rest. The
Japanese use this code between
themselves to suit their form of picture
writing.

Approaching Shanghai activity on
500kHz was intense. Hundreds of ships
plied these waters, most of them British
owned. Shanghai Radio XSG seemed to
be going non-stop, always with a

beautifully handled bug key. I found out
later that many of the ships that I could
hear working were not at sea at all, but
miles inland on passage up and down the
Yangtse. Ashore in Shanghai I paid my
first visit to "Jack's Palace", reckoned to
have the longest bar in the world. At that
time Shanghai was probably one of the
most cosmopolitan cities in the world. It
was said that all the box office girls in the
Grand Cinema in Nanking Road were
either Princesses or Baronesses, just a few
of the many White Russians who had
made their homes in the city after the
revolution.

After leaving Shanghai and making our
way through the straits of Tsushima,
scene of Russia's humiliation at the hands
of the Japanese in 1904, we entered the
beautiful Inland Sea of Japan making for
Kobe and Yokohama.

Time Ashore
The turn -round in Yokohama took ten

days. During this time I was able to see
something of the place, and on a couple of
occasions made the hair raising taxi trip to
Tokyo. At night it was a sea of flashing
neon signs, bars and cabarets abounded,
each with its compliment of tiny fluttering
kimono clad hostesses. The stores were
crammed with all manner of goods, most
at ridiculously low prices, and even then
the number of radio shops seemed to be
legion.

The homeward trip was largely a

repetition of the outward voyage. By this
time my typing had improved, and I was
taking the press much more easily. Even
the subscription press with its mass of
cypher covering the stock exchange
reports and the sports results was much
easier to get down on a typewriter. Being
homeward bound the radio traffic
increased. Most of the passengers were

Colonial civil servants and "box wallahs"
returning to the UK on leave, and who
wished to inform friends and relatives in
the UK of their arrival and plans.

On arrival in London I went home for a
few days with orders to join another PEr0
ship Ranpura as 3rd RO at the end of the
week. She was an older ship than Corfu
and slightly larger at 16500 tons. She was
bound for the Far East, but this time I had
been told that it might be necessary for me
to transfer to another ship abroad, most
likely in Singapore or Hong Kong.
Ranpura's main m.f. transmitter was a
2kW rotary spark set along with valve
transmitters for h.f. and I.f. The wireless
room was at the after end of the officer's
accommodation, and on joining I was
soon informed just how unpopular an
operator could become by using the spark
set unnecessarily at night, or during the
sacred afternoon siesta period. For the
uninitiated I should explain that on
pressing the key, a spark set emitted a loud
crashing noise from the disc discharge,
not unlike the noise made by a circular saw
cutting through a tough piece of timber.
Under tropical conditions with all doors
and port -holes open, this din was not
looked upon favourably by those bent on a
"gentle folding of the arms".

GB6HF. The Houghton -le -Spring Amateur Radio
club are holding a special event station to
celebrate Houghton Feast. It marks the
dedication of the Church to St. Michael. It dates
from very early days. Present day events
include: a carnival, fairground, cycle racing,
roasting of an ox, special church services and
the special event station.

Operation will be on 3.5 and 144MHz from
October 2 to 11. RAYNET will also be covering
the charity cycle race as part of the week long
event.

GB2SEM. On May 9/10 the Southern
electricity Museum will be the venue for a
special event station. In previous years the
collection has been known as the Wedgewood
Collection with a callsign to match. The
museum and station will be open from 10am to
5pm on both days and talk -in will be available
for visitors.

Southern Electricity Museum
Old Power Station
Bargates
Christchurch

GB2SSIC. Between August 8 and 23, it is
planned to operate a special event station in
connection with the celebrations for the 850th
Anniversary of the founding of St Magnus
Cathedral in Kirkwall in 1137.

The primary mode will be s.s.b. on the h.f.
bands 3.5 to 28MHz. There might be v.h.f.
activity on 144MHz.

Bill GM3IBU
QTHR

LISTEN OUT FOR
t=410t 304 )=t1=4=Pt14=1

GB6HI,
111111.1111A I s1.111,,
sl MK II III \MI 111

>=4rot101 =4 rot=104
GB2WWW. This station is being run by the Vale of
Evesham RAC to draw attention to the work of
the Worcestershire Nature Conservation Trust
during Worcerstershire Wildlife Week. There
will be operation on h.f. and v.h.f. . from
Woodnorton, near Evesham. A QSL card will
be issued for all contacts.

Martin G6TRS
PRO VERAC
Tel: Worcester 27793

Have you Got a
Special Event Station

we should know about?
If so, write and tell us

TO6JUN. To commemorate the landing of the US
Ailed troops in Normandy in June 1944, the
amateurs from a radio club in La Manche will be
operating a radio station on Utah Beach where
the landing took place.

The station will work from May 28 to June 9
using c.w. and s.s.b. on the h.f. bands from 3.5
to 28MHz.

They hope that an English special event
station will be operating on v.h. f . during June
6-8.

A QSL card will be sent for any OSO, via the
bureau or direct in exchange for an IR C.

A. Morio F5AM
QSL Manager
631 Rue de Carentan
F-50000 Saint Lo France

GB4SVC. On May 16, the Spen Valley ARS will be
running this station from North Yorkshire, on
the summit of Pen -y -Ghent. This is in 1084 and
WAB SD87NY. Pen -y -Ghent is one of the three
peaks and is 680m a.s.l.

On May 16, operation will be on 144 and
430MHz multimode and 28MHz f.m. They will
also be active on the evenings of the 15th and
16th when h.f. will also be used from the "base
camp" at Little Stainforth. Talk -in for any
visitors will be on S23. Skeds can be arranged
by contacting G3SVC.

Spen Valley ARS G3SVC
Old Bank Working Mens Club
Old Bank Road
Mirfield
W. Yorks.
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PHILIPS BACK IN WORLD RADIO

D299 * D1835 * D2935
ONE OF THE EARLY PIONEERS IN SHORT WAVE RADIO NOW BACK IN WITH THE
LATEST STATE OF THE ART AT SENSIBLE PRICES FROM A VERY OLD
ESTABLISHED PRIVATE FAMILY RADIO BUSINESS

SONY PANASONIC
MULTIBAND RADIO RECEIVERS

ICF2001D - RF600 - DR3100
AIR 7 ICF7600D - RFB6OL
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WE ARE OFFICIAL SONY DEALERS
& GIVE YOU THE FULL BACKING OF

SONY (UK) LTD.

We introduce the AIR 7 to this magazine and it is
truly a great radio/scanner. (Beware 'grey imports:)
Ours is the genuine article. Air AM Band
108-136MHz. VHF/FM 76-108MHz. VHF/N FM
144-174MHz covering radio hams, MARINE VHF.
Public service bands, plus long and medium waves
150-2194kHz. Works off 4 AA batteries.
rechargeable battery pack £15.95. Mains
PSU/charger £13. Waterproof casing £15, AN -3
antenna £45, radio £249, carriage £2.50. Visa and
Access by telephone.

SONY ICF2001D + Airband complete with PSU £349

SONY ICF7600D Complete with PSU, earpiece,
etc £179

SONY AN 1 Active antenna, suitable for any Sony
multiband radio ever made. Suitable other makes as
well £49

JOHNSONS SHORTWAVE RADIO
43 Friar St Worcester  0905 25740
GT BRITAIN'S FIRST APPOINTED SONY DEALER

£49
(p&p £2.50)

AN 1
The AN 1 external antenna with built-in
FET RF amplifier is a recommended
option for the ICF 2001D and ICF 7600D
and any other Sony world radio. This
high performance antenna pulls in
distant, weak stations with ease. An
attenuator control is provided so that
the AN1 can be used for both distant
and local reception.
Controller: 80 x 31 x 140 mm.
Antenna: 1.5 m.
Coaxial cable: 12m.
Weight: 340g (approx).

VEGA SELENA
DE LUXE MK II

TUNED AND TESTED
PRIOR TO DESPATCH
MULTIBAND RADIO

£42.95
(£3.00 p&p)

MAINS & BATTERY
8 WAVEBANDS

NOW COMES WITH FREE
COPY WRTH

FREE COPY OF WRTH WITH ALL RADIOS SOLD
YOU JUST PAY OUR POSTAGE & PACKING £2.00.

We are Agents for UNIDEN BEARCAT & REGENCY/AOR.

Comprehensive catalogue - £1 (refundable against purchase).
S.A.E. for all correspondence please!

We are a very old established family business
with personal service.

CONTRACTORS TO THE M.O.D
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THE SCANNERrrirrrrrrrrrrrri
SPECIALISTS

JIL SX-400
THE PROFESSIONAL SCANNER

 Basic coverage 26-520MHz
 AM, NFM & WFM
 Expandable from 100kHz to

1.4GHz with SSB and CW
 Computer control options
 IF output terminals

Specifications set by
professionals

£649

REVCO RS -2000E
THE VERSATILE SCANNER

' Covers 60-180MHz.
380-520MHz

 AM & NFM on all bands
' Search & store of active

channels
 Channel activity counter
' 70 memories
 12V dc & 240V ac

£279

JIL SX-200N
THE SUPERIOR SCANNER

 The choice of the professionals
 Proven reliability
 Covers: 26-88MHz,

108-180MHz, 380-514MHz
 AM & NFM on all bands
 Positive action keyboard
 16 memories
 12V dc & 240V ac

£325

AOR 2002
THE WIDER RANGE SCANNER
' The receiver with the most

Megahertz for your money
 Covers: 25-550MHz, 800MHz-1 3GHz
 AM & NFM & WFM on all bands
 Computer interface socket
' 20 memories
 Compact size
 12V dc operation
 Up/down step control knob

410.

£487

REGENCY HX-850E
THE SMALLER HANDY -SCANNER

 Covers: 75-106MHz or 60-90MHz plus
118-175MHz, 406-496MHz

 AM & NFM on all bands
 Full scan & search functions
 20 memories
 ONLY 2.5"x 5.5"x 2'
 Nicads, charger & BNC whip

antenna included
£279

DON'T FORGET THE ANTENNA!
All receivers need a good antenna and the ideal one for ..rune, b the
REVCONE a 16 element discone Made in Groan by Revco a company that has
been manufactunng qualrty antennas for the last 25 years the REVCONE covers
60-500MHz is extremely well made and very good value at tust £29.95

Also available - the RADAC Ir nest. 2550061Hz with extra performance
deNgned f« transmobng use £69.95

PRE -AMPLIFIERS
Broadband antennas I.', r, are often desirable One
mounted al the mach.. . the noose oeno,rated
n the feeder ran,

* New range of high performance broadband amplifiers
from REVCO now available. ASK FOR DETAILS *
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Phone 0296 668684. Callers by appointment only.
MAIN DISTRIBUTOR OF REVCO PRODUCTS. PRICES INCLUDE UK PAP and 15°. VAT Ask for details of our interest free credit.

Extensive range of PYE radiotelephone spares -SAE for list Ask for our secondhand scanner bargain list

Reg Ward & Co. Ltd,
1 Western Parade, West Street, Axminster, Devon, EX13 5NY.

Telephone: Axminster (0297) 34918
FRG 8800 £639.00

Duper HF VHF receiver
VHF option) LCD

direct readout with 8 -bit
CPU function control
21 -button keypad entry

or V.F.O. frequency selection. Full general coverage
150kHz-29.939MHz. AM/FM/LSB/USB/CW 12
memories with back up. 100, 120, 220, 240 V, plus 12
V DC operation loptionall Clock and timer on/off
control - fast/slow tune dial lock - computer control
socket. FRV8300 VHF CONVERTIBLE £100.00
I118-174MHz direct read-out- plug in) FRVWFM
£49.00 (wide band FM unit)

FRG9600 £525.00
All -mode scanning receiver
providing features never
offered before, covering
60 through 905 MHz
continuously. with 100
keypad -programmable
memory channels.

R5000 £895.00

The frequency range is
continuous from 100 kHz to
30 MHz and its modes of
operation are USB. LSB,
CW. AM. FM and F.SK. An
optional VHF converter
(VC20) extends the
frequency range to include
' 08 to 174 MHz.

R2000 £637.26
This is an innovative all -mode SSB. CW. AM. FM receiver
hat covers 150kHz-30MHz. With an optional VC -10 VHF
onverter unit, coverage of the 118-1174MHz frequency
ange is possible. New microprocessor controlled
perating features and an "UP" onversion PLL circuit
ssure maximum flexibility and ease of operation

AR2002 £487.30
The frequency range is from 25 to 550 and from 800
to 1300MHz. Modes of operation are wide band
FM, narrow band FM and AM. The receiver has 20
memories. memory scan and a search mode which
checks frequencies between user designated limits
and a push button keypad for easy frequency entry
and operation. A front panel knob allows the
listener to quickly step up or down in either 5, 12.5
or 25kHz steps from the frequency initially chosen.

A socket for the optional RS232 interface IRC PACKI is provided on the rear panel.

VISA
Access

AtS
Instant credit available.

Mail/Telephone order by cheque or
credit card. Cheques cleared before

goods despatched.

IC -1371E HF Receiver £825.00

100kHz-30MHz
CW/S5B/AM/RTTY/FM
(optional). Direct frequency
entry. 32 memories.
Scanning. Remote control
and 12 volt DC option.

IC -R7000 VHF/UHF £957.00

Continuous coverage receiver 25MHz-2000MHz
FM /AM/SSB modes. Direct frequency entry
99 memories Scanning. remote control option

LOWE HF-125 £375.00 Coverage is continuous from 30 kHz to 30 MHz and
operating modes are AM, USB, LSB and CW with an
optional FM and synchronous AM board.
A comprehensive range of bandwidth filters are standard
2.5. 4. 7 or 10 kHz. There is a 400 Hz audio filter for CW
reception. Controls are very simple and the frequency
tuned is displayed on a large back -lit liquid crystal
display. Power requirements are 12 V d.c. at around
250 mA and internal NiCad batteries give around 10 hours
portable operation. The lithium battery gives back-up for
the 30 memories for some ten years.

OPEN TUES.- SAT. 9.00-5.30
(CLOSED MONDAYS)

STOCK ITEMS USUALLY
DESPATCHED WITHIN 48 HRS.

DELIVERY/INSURANCE PRICES
IN BRACKETS

CID

Appointed agent
fOr

ICOM

YAESU

aot
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As promised, we start with a
reference to the HPX Ladder. The
Rules are printed this time, and we
think that they have stood the test
of time pretty well, with the small
corrections made when people
have misunderstood various bits.
Nonetheless, we have taken this
opportunity to recheck and amend
them slightly. The exercise, then,
is to hear prefixes as defined in the
Rules, and to log them. When you
have collected 200, you can then
list them up and send them in as an
entry. As you hear more of them,
you can send in further lists each
month as updates. We don't call
for QSL cards, but we do call for
entrants to take a careful look at
their collections and to "flag up"
any they see as being in any way
odd or unusual. Usually, such a call
is mentioned by several people,
and between us we can usually
sort out the facts. Sometimes
they are pirates, sometimes odd
prefixes for some special event or
other, sometimes the result of a
reorganising of a country's
licensing arrangements, some-
times just plain mis-hearing -
bear in mind that "fractured
English" under a pile of other
stations is not as easy to
understand as Oxford English in a
quiet room, before you laugh.

The main section of the Ladder
is all -mode telephony; that is what
it says. Most of the signals on the
h.f. bands are s.s.b., but at v.h.f.,
f .m. is used to some extent, and
you might trip over the odd a.m.
signal: all are acceptable in this
section. The c.w. and RTTY
sections are self-explanatory.

The Letters
First, thanks to those

correspondents who have
continued to support, and a

welcome to new readers and
correspondents.

Various readers have noted, or
implied, that conditions have been
pretty fair; about all we can say is
that two major authorities have
now gone on record that they
think the old cycle finally
concluded last autumn, albeit it is
also fair to say that other
authorities haven't as yet
committed themselves. The
reason for this of course is that we
look at "smoothed" numbers in
order to take out the day-by-day
random variations, and as this is a
process of averaging, we don't
know for sure when a peak or a
null occurs for six months or more
after the event. What really
matters from our point of view is
this: the rise from null to peak is a

AMATEUR BANDS ROUND -UP
Justin Cooper

c/o Short Wave Magazine, Enefco House,
The Quay, Poole, Dorset BH15 1PP

All -Time Post War HPX Ladder

Name Prefixes
'Phone Only

B. Hughes (Harvington) 3249
E. M. Gauci (Sliema, Malta) 3083
Mrs. R. Smith (Nuneaton) 2615
E. W. Robinson (Felixstowe) 2533
H. M. Graham (Chesham) 1895
M. Ribton (Gillingham) 1769
M. Rodgers (Harwood) 1755
P. Oliver (Paisley) 1730
F. Dunn (Chester) 1 541
N. Henbrey (Northiam) 1513
N. E. Jennings (Rye) 1416
P. Davies (Market Drayton) 1371
Mrs. A. Sitton (Stevenage) 929
B. Patchett (Sheffield) 950
A. P. Lincoln (Aldershot) 888
R. G. Williams (Borehamw 'd) 768

Name Prefixes

S. Field (Barningham) 735
A. Vest (Durham) 605
N. Fox (Wakefield) 595
S. Wilson (St. Andrews) 559

CW Only
F. Dunn (Chester) 1994
N. Melville (Edmonton) 999
J. J. Sales (Lancaster) 400

RTTY Only
N. E. Jennings (Rye) 683
A. P. Lincoln (Aldershot) 535
W. J. Prior (Lochcarron) 464
N. Henbrey (Northiam) 334

Starting scores, 500 for Phone, 200 for c.w. or RTTY. Entries in
accordance with HPX Rules.

Annual HPX Ladder

Starting Date: 1 January 1987

Name Prefixes
Mrs. A. Sitton (Stevenage) 372

200 Prefixes to have been heard for an entry to be made in accordance
with HPX Rules. At score 500, transfer to the All -Time list is automatic.

shorter period of time than from
peak to next null. So - we take
advantage of what there is to be
had!

Angela Sitton (Stevenage) is
now G1XE0 - congratulations!
- and after the initial flurry of
v.h.f. activity she has begun to
spend more time at the receiver
again, particularly on c.w., ready
for her second bite at the Morse
test, which she will take (at the
NEC, one assumes on March 27.
All we can say, is good luck Angie;
hope the noise level at NEC
doesn't prove too much of a

handicap.
What would happen if I retire

from the HPX Ladder but at a later
date decide to come back and re-
enter, enquires Bernard Hughes
(Havingtonl. A good question! We
see no reason why you shouldn't
come back in at the same score,
provided you haven't moved to a
far distant spot in the meantime,
which we have always regarded
as 300km for those concerned. If
you move more than 300km, it's a
new start, just as it is for DXCC.

What a nice letter from E. W.
Robinson (Felixstowe), provoked
by last month's fiftieth
anniversary issue. He started to
listen in 1922 at the age of 12,
when a cousin built a receiver - in

those days you even made some
of your own components - and
they listened to the Savoy
Orpheas band playing from the
Savoy Hotel. Then there was his
own first one-valver, and onwards
to an AR88 picked up last year and
refurbished to look smart and
work well again, plus of course his
long-time friend, the Eddystone
EA1 2. Of course there have been
breaks in that time - some
twenty years before 1968 for
instance were not active - but
the pleasure has never ceased.

The next letter is from N.
Henbrey (Northiam) who sends a
"Nil" report for this time, as far as
his HPX score is concerned.

Luciano Marcquardt (Hereford)
is now G1VDW but continues his
interest in the h.f. bands and the
Ladder; although Luciano goes up
by 34, there is a little irony in that
the most interesting signals noted
didn't count! Of course, one
expects this to happen as you get
near the top of the list, as you will
have most of what there is to hear;
but at a score of 500 -odd, it's just
plain bad luck!

The requirements of one's
logging system vary from person
to person; for Philip Davies
(Market Drayton) it is complicated
by the existence of a 1959/64

Your deadlines for the next three issues
are May 1 8, June 1 7 and July 20.

HPX RULES
1: The object is to hear and log
as many prefixes as possible; a
prefix can only count once for any
list, whatever band it is heard on.
2: Only calls issued for amateur
radio operations may be included.
Undercover and pirate callsigns
will not be credited, nor any MARS
stations be claimed.
3: The object is to hear prefixes
not countries, thus there is no
discrimination between say MP4B
and MP4K which count as one
prefix.
4: The /P, /M and /MM suffixes
create a new series; thus
G3SWM, G3SWM/P, G3SWM/M
and G3SWM/MM all count as
prefixes, and where it is known to
be legal, /AM also.
5: When the prefix is changed,
both the old and the new may be
counted; thus VQ4 and 5Z4 both
count.
6: G2, G3, G4, etc., all count
separately, as do GW2, GW3,
etc., and in the same way K2, W2,
WA2 all count separately even
though they may be in the same
street.
7: Send your HPX list, in
alphabetical and numerical order
showing the total claimed score.
With subsequent lists, it is
sufficient to quote the last claimed
score, the new list of prefixes, and
the new total. Give your name and
address on each sheet, and send
to: LADDERS, Short Wave
Magazine, Enefco House, The
Quay, Poole, Dorset BH15 1 PP. If
possible to arrive before the
deadline for that particular month.
8: Failure to report for two
consecutive listings, i.e. four
months, will result in deletion from
the Table, although there is no
objection to a "nil" report to hold
your place.
9: 200 prefixes must be heard
to gain entry onto the yearly table,
and at 500 prefixes entry to the
"all time" table is automatic.
There is a c.w. only table, a 'phone
only table and an AMTOR/RTTY
table.
10: The prefix list is based on
those shown in current Radio
Amateur Prefix -Country -Zone List
published by Geoff Watts, 62
Belmore Road, Norwich NR7 OPU.

listing. Philip intends that this
listing will eventually be reduced
down to a collection of obsolete
prefixes of the period, and so as he
hears anything that appeared in
that old list, he has an addition and
a subtraction to do - it's nice to
know, we were beginning to lose
faith in Market Drayton arithmetic!
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Thoughts
The most important part of any

amateur radio or s.w.l. station is in
fact the operator, and all the
technical wonders of the latest
rigs will not alter that situation in
the foreseeable future. For
example, a good c.w. operator will
be able to hear Morse that is
demonstrably below the noise
level of the receiver. At a S/N ratio
of 1:1, one can look at the noise
from the audio output on an
oscilloscope and can guess that
you can see a difference when the
audio signal is present or absent
even though you cannot identify
the difference. However, to the
ear the audio is clear enough.
Reduce the input signal further still
until it is only just copyable, and
the oscilloscope now shows no
difference visually when the signal
is on or off. If the letter being sent
is repeated many times in succes-
sion, machines can "get it out" by
signal -reinforcement techniques;
but when the signal is in fact Joe
Blow banging away on his straight
key no letters will be repeated, but
copy at the far end will be around
100 per cent. No machine system
can come near that - AMTOR is
probably the best, in its error -
correction mode. No system using
the spoken word can even
attempt the feat. The joke of it is

that the machine -compatible
systems, such as RTTY, throw
away their man -compatibility
while achieving a poorer result,
although it is admitted that there
are the odd operators who can
recognise odd letters sent by
RTTY. Why is there this prejudice
against Morse? Basically, Morse
has to be learned in a ritual manner
in order to achieve the test
reaction correctly. However, by
that time, one has become
obsessed by the need for 100 per
cent perfect copy, and has totally
forgotten that when operating on
phone the odd word lost in ORM is
hardly noticed, let alone worried
about. Thus the operator has
become scared of using Morse, by
his fear of losing the odd letter. On
the other hand, the chap who uses
his Morse every day on the air
soon learns that he doesn't care
about the odd letter missed, and
that he doesn't need to write it all

As this is still a very new column I
am writing without the benefit of
readers' reports so it's blow your
own trumpet time again, still you
can all get your own back next
month, I hope.

Monitoring on the h.f. bands has
shown that the majority of packet
is on the 14MHz band, between

down. By now, complete words
are being heard and copied as
such, rather than as collections of
letters. On the sending side, he will
have realised very early on that the
better the Morse, the easier the
copy, and will have taken steps to
be sure his station radiates the
best possible Morse, so will
probably have gone to a keyer
which guarantees correct spacing
of dot, dash and space. While a
hand key can send every gradation
of Morse, from perfect through to
"left foot" stuff, the electronic
keyer will send either perfect
symbols, or utter gibberish -
nothing between, and even the
gibberish consists of perfect dots,
dashes and spaces! And, of
course, we should remember that
the "digital" modes that everyone
reckons to be so "modern" are
only electronic ways of switching
a carrier on and off, which is what
a Morse key does.

Safety
Members of RSGB will have

seen a recent note on earthing,
and in particular as it applies to
modern houses, wired to current
IEE regulations. In essence these
houses have their earth line
coupled back through the
electricity board system neutral
lead to earth at the power station;
and in addition, all metalwork in
the building is also coupled to this.
Nominally, there is a perfect
balance to the neutral, and it is to a
large degree true in practice.
However, if the neutral line is

broken for some reason, it is

theoretically possible for the
voltage to rise from zero to 240V;
but of course, since everything
metallic is bonded together, the
occupant of the house is at no risk.

Obviously, to rupture the
neutral while leaving the other
phases would be some trick for
Murphy to achieve . . . but it could
possibly happen. What, therefore,
does it mean in terms of an s.w.l.
or transmitter station?

Either you will be using the
"mains earth" as the station
earth, or you will have an outside
earth, to a spike, or metal water -
pipe or whatever. (Note at this
point, that the reason for changing

to the current method was the
increasing numbers of plastic
water pipes!) What we must do is
this: first we must make our
station earth as good as we
possibly can; that means that
connecting the live side of the
mains to the station r.f. earth
MUST result in blowing of a 1 3A
fuse. Secondly, we must look at
the mains leads of our station and
ensure the earth wires are
DISCONNECTED. Thirdly, we
must go out and buy an r.c.c.b.
(residual current circuit breaker)
and install it. There are types that
one plugs into the mains socket,
and into which one puts the mains
plug, rather along the style of a
two-way adaptor. Fourthly, we
must achieve the impossible by a
spacing of two metres from any
metalwork which is already
bonded to the mains earthy line as
already described. If you can't
meet that requirement, you must
now bond the mains earth and the
r.f. earth together with a fat lead
(at least 10mm square), and make
all the run of the r.f. earth as fat as
possible - and don't forget that
the radials of a vertical antenna
come into this category,
particularly if they are draped over
the roof, r.f. isolation should be
achieved by fitting a ferrite ring to
the lead joining the two earth
systems together; RSGB imply up
to four turns might be got on to the
ferrite ring, but we have to admit
to a mite of worry about what that
would do about the sharp leading
edge of the fault condition, and its
effect on the receiver. Its object of
course, is to choke off any noise
on the mains earth from the r.f.
earth.

And, of course, check that your
r.f. earth system is OK at regular
intervals.

As to what the risk is if you don't
act as we have described?
Nothing, probably until such times
as a fault occurs in the electricity
board distribution system. If a

fault of the nature described
occurs, all the equipment in the
station would be at risk, due to the
possibility of a high fault current
trying to find its way back home by
way of the station r.f. earth. That
could turn out very expensive, and
in addition could result in a

secondary fire problem. Electricity

Mike Richards G4WNC
200 Christchurch Road, Ringwood, Hants BH24 3AS

14.103MHz and 14.107MHz.
The band occupancy is quite high
with the following selection of
stations demonstrating that
packet is truly international:
9K 2DZ (Kuwait), SK2GJ
(Sweden), 9H1J (Malta), AA4VV
(USA), VE1 AJM (Canada),
LA5WBA (Norway) and IKODVF

(Italy). Packet on v.h.f.,
particularly the repeaters
(144.650MHz), is still very busy
with many amateurs taking
advantage of the on -air mailboxes.

I think that the whole packet
scene needs some urgent
regulatory clarification to enable
some of the exciting aspects of

is vital to our hobby, but it should
be treated with care. Enough said!

Antennas
One frequently reads, in the

letters that s.w.l. So -and -So has
been playing with antennas. This
is a very interesting topic to both
the listener and the transmitting
amateur. However, even if the
author has the technical
equipment to establish with
certainty that his design is
correctly matching in "like the
book says" there is often clear
evidence to indicate that the
evaluation process has been
misunderstood. It is one thing to
be sure, say, that an indoor dipole
on 14MHz is in fact resonant at
14.1 75MHz exactly, and that the
feeder is operating with a known
1:1 VSWR. It is quite another to
establish that this latest creation is
better than its predecessor. If you
receive one of the DX sheets,
most of which give predictions, or
you can receive the local RSGB
News you can establish at least an
opinion as to conditions (Below
Normal, Low Normal, High
Normal, Above Normal) and apply
that as a "loading factor" in
comparative tests. You must take
into account the state of the
sunspot cycle; obviously an
accurate comparison of two
antennas for which data was
obtained for one at minimum, and
the other at solar maximum would
be hideously difficult. Ideally then,
your antenna should be up for at
least a year if it is to have a good
evaluation. At the very least, there
must be a couple of months, with
consistent daily activity. Perhaps
the best method is to do what
G6XN sees as the best method,
and that is to confine yourself to
the early morning long path to
Australia. The columnar method
follows G6XN but adds a

monitoring, simultaneously on a
separate receiver using its built-in
whip antenna. This enables us to
assess the "conditions" factor a
little more carefully.

That's it for now; deadlines for
your letters for the next few
months are in the box, apologies to
those not mentioned this month -
domestic crisis at J.C. - I'll deal
with those next month.

this mode to be realised i.e.
international gateways, etc.

RTTY and AMTOR
Activity has been fairly

uneventful over the past month on
the amateur scene. As with
packet, the 14MHz band has the
most activity although 3.5MHz is
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quite busy with UK and European
traffic. The frequencies to monitor
are 14.070MHz to 14.100MHz
and 3.580MHz to 3.600MHz. As
a general rule amateur RTTY and
AMTOR will be found just above
the c.w. segment of most bands.
On the commercial RTTY front
there is a large amount of
information transmitted in the
form of coded weather data. This
data is normally sent as 5 digit
groups of numbers at 50 baud
with a frequency shift of 425Hz.
A typical transmission is one of the
Bracknel signals on 4.489MHz.
The information is rather tedious
to decode unless one has a

computer program to help. I am
aware of one program for the BBC
micro which produces charts from
this data but would be interested
to hear from other readers who
successfully decode this data.

FAX
As mentioned in last month's

column the majority of FAX
stations are broadcasting weather
charts of various types. For those
of you with receiving equipment,
one of the most common
problems is difficulty obtaining
clear pictures. It seems as though
you can't win as weak signals
suffer from noise and QRM while
the strong signals often
smearing or ghosting. The
smearing and ghosting appears to
be mainly due to multipath
propagation which is almost
impossible for the s.w.l. to
overcome. The only solution is to
find another signal which is free
from multipath. To that end
experience has shown that signals
from the Russian meterological
station on 6.88MHz usually
produce a clean picture during the
early evening. If you have any
favourite signals that produce
clean pictures please write and let
me know.

A note for all RIG (Remote
Imaging Group) members don't
forget the AGM at the VHF
Convention at Sandown Park on
April 26.

Book of the Month
This month's book is Guide to

Fasimile Stations distributed by
Interbooks.(1) This 128 page
publication is from the same stable
as the impressive Guide to Utility
Stations reviewed last month. The
publication is in its 6th edition and
has been completely revised using
monitoring data collected during
1985 and 1986 making this
probably the most up-to-date FAX
listing on the market. The book
starts by giving information about
professional FAX receiving
equipment which is very
impressive but very expensive,
still its nice to know how the other
half live! The next two sections
deal with the techniques of FAX

Issue

July

August

September

transmission and the regulations
covering the various transmission
modes. This is followed by a very
comprehensive chapter detailing
all the current weather satelites.
Individual stations details are
contained in three chapters one in
frequency order the other in
callsign order and the third is the
"Radio Times" of FAX and
contains lists of the charts to be
sent and the times of transmission
of all the main stations. The book
is rounded off with a chapter
showing typical FAX charts and
compares the results from
different receiving systems. This
publication has proved to be a
great time saver in the shack as
one can see at a glance what
information is scheduled to be
sent and tune into the most
desirable.

The book is available from
Interbooksw price £9.95 + 65p
post and packing (UK only).
Thanks are due to Interbooks for
the review sample.

Packet Et The Amstrad
There appears to be a great deal

of interest in using the Amstrad
PCW8256 and 8512 for packet
radio. The simplest way to achieve
this is to use a commercial TNC
(terminal node controller), serial
interface and a terminal
program. There are a wide variety
of serial interfaces available but I

can recommend the unit produced
by Peartree Computers(2) as being
very good value for money. An
additional advantage of the
Peartree interface is that it is
connected to the Amstrad via a
ribbon cable which means that
extra sockets could be added later
to handle other accessories
without removing the serial
interface. Most of the other
interfaces actually clamp over the
expansion port and need to be
removed before others can be
attached. The terminal emulation
program is simple as it is supplied
as standard on side one of the
LocoScript disk. The program is
called MAIL232.SYS and should
be moved onto your main CP/M
disk and the name changed to
MAIL232.COM. To run the
program load CP/M in the usual
way and type MAIL232
<RETURN>. The emulator should
now be set up to match your TNC

by pressing f1 and changing the
speed and format using the cursor
positioning keys and the + key.
The most common settings are
1200 baud transmit and receive,
even parity, 1 stop bit and
handshake off. To leave this
section press the EXIT key. Next
you need to enter the emulator by
pressing f7 and positioning the
cursor over VT52 emulation and
then pressing enter. Your
keyboard and screen will now
behave as a dumb terminal i.e.
everything you type will be sent
out on the serial interface and all
data entering the serial interface
will be displayed on the screen.
The physical connection between
the serial interface and the TNC is
achieved using 25 -way D

connectors as shown below.

Amstrad
pin No

1

2

3
7

TNC
pin No
1 Protective ground
2 Computer output
3 Computer input
7 Signal ground

This should get you working on
packet but obviously a dedicated
program would be more versatile.
It should be possible to use the
Amstrad without a dedicated TNC
should suitable software be
available, to that end I am
examining various sources of
public domain software and will
keep you informed of progress.

Radio Programmes
You may think I am trying to

take over the m.w. DX column but
you would be wrong. Radio
Sweden International has a lot to
offer the computer enthusiast.
The station is an independent
division of the Swedish National
Radio Company and is financed
directly by the Swedish
Government. They produce a

regular programme called Sweden
Calling DXers on Tuesdays and
the English version is broadcast to
Europe on 1.179MHz at 1600,
2100 and 2300UTC (GMT). If
you are outside Europe I would
suggest you contact Radio
Sweden(3) for a full schedule. As
well as radio programmes they
publish a very useful A5 booklet
entitled The DXers Guide to
Computing. This 34 page booklet

Deadline Dates

Deadlines

May 21

June 20
July 23

R N 

is packed with lots of useful
contact points and suppliers of
computer related information. The
booklet is also backed up by
regular updates which contain all
manner of interesting information
including computer programs. To
obtain your copy of the guide send
an international money order for
£2.00 to Radio Sweden
International.131

Another station providing
support is Radio Netherlands
International. They produce a
weekly programme called Media
Network which is transmitted
every Thursday. The programme
covers radio communication in
general with an increasing slant
towards the use of computers. For
English speaking European
listeners the schedule is:

UTC (GMT) Fre uenc
1130-1225

1430-1525
1830-1925

17.605, 9.715,
5.995MHz
5.966MHz
6.020MHz

Radio Netherlands also
publishes a wealth of information
which is available free of charge.
The main publication for the
computer enthusiast is INFO -
DUTCH which is an acronym of
INFormation Of Direct Use To
Computer Hobbyists. This 22
page booklet lists sources of
software and includes bulletin
boards. There are many other
publications available including
receiver reviews and a very
comprehensive booklist. All the
above are available on request
from Radio Netherlands
International.(4) If you have access
to Prestel, messages for Radio
Netherlands can be left on their
mailbox No 019996700.

Well that's about it for this
month but don't forget to send me
your reports or comments as all
are welcome.

Addresses
(11 Interbooks, Lynton, Stanley,
Perth PH1 4QQ, Scotland.
(2) Peartree Computers, St
Georges House, 14 George
Street, Huntingdon, Cambridge,
PE18 6BD.
(31 Radio Sweden International,
S-105 10, Stockholm, Sweden.
(41 Radio Netherlands
International, P.O. Box 222,
1200 JG Hilfersum, The
Netherlands.
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Getting started on satellites, and
weather satellites in particular, is
not really the easiest of tasks. On
normal modes of radio
communication, one only needs to
tune around on a normal radio
receiver, and keep attentive to all
that one hears to keep up to date
with what is happening over a
wide area. Satellites are a little
more specific, as they maintain a
strict schedule of format, pass
times, and keep to defined
frequencies (as pointed out last
month). The very terminology
used in satellite work can be very
complex for the starter, so a guide
for the beginner from a more
experienced tracker is invaluable.

One such enthusiast is John
G6SVJ of Uttoxeter in
Staffordshire, who despite only
starting on weathersats four
months ago, is now fully
captivated and getting good
results. John's interest was first
stimulated by reading the
excellent series of four articles by
Terry Weatherley G3WDI, entitled
"Weather Satellites - What's up
There" that ran from September
to December 1986 inclusive in
Practical Wireless. As the method
outlined involved the purchase of a
BBC computer, a little beyond the
reach of the G6SVJ pocket, the
project was temporarily shelved.
The second article that John read
was written by Adrian G6ZOJ, in
Oscar News No. 54, and this
provoked action by writing to the
author, who kindly provided a
wealth of information, including a
recommendation to join the
Remote Imaging Group, better
known as the "RIG" (see
footnote).

To get started on weathersats,
only four pieces of equipment are
needed:
1: An f.m. receiver capable of
covering from 137MHz to
138MHz, with a bandwidth of
50kHz.
2: An antenna, ideally a cross
polarised Yagi with azimuth and
elevation capability, although a
simple crossed dipole with a pre-
amplifier is adequate for good
pictures.
3: A frame store which basically
decodes the signals received and
produces a video output.
4: A means to view the results
with, e.g. a video monitor. The
type used with surveillance
cameras will do adequately, as the
output is composite video, or,
alternatively, a black and white TV
receiver run from a black and
white modulator, such as the one
rescued from an old ZX81
computer that John used.

INFO IN ORBIT
Pat Gowen G3/OR

17 Heath Crescent, Hellesdon, Norwich, Norfolk NR6 6XD

The three p.c.b.s needed can be
supplied by the Remote Imaging
Group, and of:
Board 001 - the electronic
module.
Board 002 - the memory
module. (The pair are available
together for just £15.00.1
The "LOK" board - this gives
visible or infra -red selection of
NOAA images, the 2400Hz tone
needed for the Soviet Meteor
satellites, the picture shift when in
the zoom mode, and the north -
south switch, which allows the
picture to be viewed the correct
way up, i.e. as on a Mercator's
Projection map.

John built his system from
these, which meant a lot of very
fine soldering with extreme
caution to ensure that no bridged
connections resulted, as there
were over 50 i.c. sockets plus
resistors, capacitors, etc. On
board 002, the memory module,
some of the i.c. sockets needed to
be soldered to the top of the board,
and "turned pin" sockets were
recommended. (A source of these
at only 8p for a 16 -pin socket is
Linway Electronics, Telephone
01-573 3677). All of the
components are available from the
major stockists, and complete kits
of components for all three boards
are held by Martelec Ltd. of
Farnborough, Telephone 0252
515666. (As many improving
modifications may be made to the
frame store it is recommended
that back copies of the RIG
newsletters be sought, as it is at
the building stage that these
changes are best applied.)

The setting up of the boards
merely necessitates the use of a
d.c. voltmeter and a frequency
counter, and whilst an a.f.
generator and an oscilloscope are
useful for setting up the LOK
board, they are not vital.

John first tested his system by
playing in a tape made of a

NOAA-9 pass into his completed
frame store, and was delighted to
see pictures as it passed over
Turkey, the Black Sea, and on up
over Roumania, Hungary,
Czechoslovakia, Poland, the GDR,
Bylorussia, Denmark, Sweden,
and Norway. The next step was to
organise a suitable receiver.

A number of receivers are on the
market, with kits by Cirkit,
Martelec and Timestep. Ready
built and aligned boards are
available from Maplin and the RIG
also do their own receiver.

John decided on the Martelec
kit, which he found easy to build,
with a further advantagae that
they will perform the alignment
service for those who do not
possess the necessary
equipment. He added a scan
facility, and fitted crystals for
137.3, 137.4, 137.5, 137.62
and 137.850MHz, as the 137.5
and 137.62MHz are for
NOAA-10 and 9 respectively,
whilst the other frequencies cover
the Russian Meteosat range.

Some receivers have a facility
allowing the remote switching of a
tape recorder, which enables
images to be taken when one is
absent at work or asleep during
the early hours. In any one 24
hours some nine passes ranging

from 3 minutes to 14 minutes
duration for NOAA-10 alone, this
giving some 94 minutes of running
time for the tape -recorder. This is
just for one satellite. If we add
NOAA-9 and the Meteor series,
then to have a timer to switch the
receiver to the tape recorder for
required passes is an essential,
otherwise we end up with a long
tape which is soon filled with small
sections of short duration passes.

For an antenna, a right-hand
circularly polarised crossed dipole
with reflectors was employed,
made from a design by G1NSV.
(Commercially built antennas for
satellites are available from
Maplin, Halbar and Jaybeam
amongst others.) A 137MHz pre-
amplifier available from the RIG
was added to give sufficient gain,
but a standard 144MHz pre-
amplifier will serve well if gently
re -peaked to the lower frequency
satellite board.

John is now involved in a further
step in the world of weather
satellite reception by tackling the
geosynchronous Meteosat, which
works out a little more demanding
in equipment and antennas than
does the 137MHz system for
NOAA. The antenna consists of a
1.4 metre dish including a

1700MHz pre -amplifier, which
then feeds a 1700 to 137.5MHz
down converter into the receiver.
Whilst the cost comes to some
£200, John feels that the superb
quality of the 24 hours per day
picture availability justifies the
outlay. His system came from
LMW Electronics of Leicester,
Telephone 0533 386364. The
frame store controls provides:
. . A North -South switch to
enable correct picture orientation
regardless of the satellite pass
direction.

. A Synchronisation switch that
is set to an internal 2400Hz tone
when receiving Meteor signals (as
the Russian satellites do not have
their own sync tone) or set to
external when Meteor signals are
being fed in via a stereo tape
recorder. (When recording Meteor
a stereo tape deck is necessary,
the signal being fed to one
channel, and the 2400Hz tone
from the output socket on the rear
of the frame store to the other
channel.) A third position is
provided for NOAA signals, the
internal tone preventing the
picture slipping should the signal
be lost due to sudden interference,
etc.
... Infra -red or visible light pictures
at the push of a switch, as NOAA
gives both these types of pictures.
. . . A clock switch, which starts
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Multi -Mode Audio

c
FL2 or FL3 improve even the best of
ommunication receivers by allowing

Filters ,40,401111.1
optimum removal of noise from
the signal you want to copy,
whether SSB, CW, or RTTY.
Extremely versatile yet easy to
use and install.
Price: FL2 £89.70 FL3 £129.37
Inc. VAT (as FL2 plus auto notch).

To order simply dial

0532 744822
or write with cheque or postal
order to

I))) \/ /"/ »
Dept SW Datong Electronics Ltd., Clayton Wood Close, West Park, Leeds LS16 60E

Access/Barclaycard welcome - Fast delivery service
Catalogue and data sheets on any product available free on request. Dial 0532 744822

WEATHER SATELLITE STATION FOR THE BBC MICROCOMPUTER

Model B B+ Master 128 (Not Compact)

All you need for a high specification weather satellite receiving station based on the BBC microcomputer to receive, decode, display, print and

save signals from the North American NOAA series of satellites as well as the Soviet METEOR and COSMOS series. The system is upgradeable

to receive geostationary satellites in the METEOSAT, GOES and GMS series with the addition of a downconverter and suitable antenna. The

complete package comprises:

Software on Disc and ROM

. Test tape of satellite signals

Receiver Hardware Kit

PCB and parts kit for interface

MSR20 Mk VHF satellite receiver kit

MSA20 Antenna kit

MSS20 WXSAT COMPUTER INTERFACE AND SOFTWARE:
The interface comprises of a filter, demodulator and fast A D

converter for the 2400 Hz satellite APT or WEFAX signal. Internal and

external crystal controlled synch. Manual framing and white and black

level controls.

ROM software is 100% machine code

Accompanying utilities disc

xl x2 x4 & x8 'Zoom'
Infra red and Visible light scales

User defined colour palettes
Any Pass decoded in correct sense

Instant picture inversion

Fast -scroll facility

NOAA METEOSAT compatible

Full conversion gradient display

Text, lines & windows

On screen tuning facility

Pictures, pallettes save to disc

Printer dump supplied (Epson)

User print routine possible

Most features in 'real-time'

Routines accessible via ' commands

Can be used independantly of WXSAT station

PRICE LIST

Complete package

Software 8 Interface kit
PCB r software

Test tape

VHF receiver kit

Receiver Hardware kit

'S' meter kit
Antenna

Preamp

f 126.95
f49.95
f 33.35

14.95

154.68
111.95

18.95
117.45
110.95

(All prices include VAT and P&PI

 Available shortly, Please enquire 
Hires tramestore

* 'S' hand converter. antenna, preamp
for METEOSAT reception.

. Facsimile transceive package for BBC

MSR20 RECEIVER
A high performance, dual conversion, VHF receiver designed to

provide coverage of the 136,138MHz satellite band, Featuring:

Very low noise

Automatic, adjustable noise mute

Automatic recorder switching

Electronic crystal switching

Scanner facility (optional)
Signal strength metering (optional)

Suitable I.F. for 1.7GHz band

MSK20 137MHz PREAMP:
Low noise for high definition pictures: Suitable for masthead operation.

Kit includes necessary hardware.

MSA 20 AERIAL KIT:
Circularly polarised, X dipole antenna with reflectors, ideally suited

to reception of polar orbiting satellites - can be supplied with

integral preamp.

SERVICE BACK-UP:
Although the equipment is quite complex it is presented in such a

way as to be simple to construct. We will align. equipment and make

good nonworking units for a nominal charge.

WXSAT produces superb results. DO NOT TAKE OUR WORD FOR IT. SEND FOR THE DEMONSTRATION DISC only 1300 Ifully refundable)

J. C. Hornby. 11 West Wools, Portland, Dorset DT5 2EA tel 0305 822753 TTNS YMO 016
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RADIO COMMUNICATION SPECIALISTS

AS REVIEWED IN THE APRIL 87 ISSUE

PRO -31 £199.95  68-88 MHz VHF -Lo.
 138-174 MHz VHF -Hi.
 380-512 MHz UHF.

PRO -2021 £199.95

PRO -2004 f 329.95

 Continuous Tuning from 25-520 MHz and
760-1300 MHz.

 Direct Keyboard Entry - No Crystals Need
 Listen to Aircraft, Hams. VHF Marine and m

more, as well as Standard FM Broadcast.
 Operates on AC/DC.

.49 ,$)

0& '4

0rS OSF
(t.:1,0;7
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PRO -32 £239.95

 Frequency Synthesized - Programmable.
 68-88 MHz VHF -Lo.
 108-136 MHz (AM) Aircraft.
 138-174 MHz VHF.

 380-512 MHz UHF.

 Hear Aircraft. Hams. VHF Marine and much more.  No Crystals Needed.
 Direct Access to Over 22,000 Frequencies.  Operates on AC/DC.

203 HIGH STREET, CANVEY ISLAND, ESSEX SS8 7RN
TEL: 0268 691481

........
lb a........

TUNE INTO MORE STATIONS !

SEE WHAT YOU CAN HEAR WITH
RADIO DATABASE INTERNATIONAL

New 1987 Edition Now In Stock
Turn on your radio. open your RADIO DATABASE INTERNATIONAL and
you're set to conquer the world of shortwave listening
This new. expanded 1987 Edition of RADIO DATABASE INTERNATIONAL
features the world's most up-to-date Worldscan schedules presented in

clear,ea r

all
easy-to-t rea d

glance
graphics

withoutin

handypae-turngfrequency,n or rtdeuqngsa Itlhwroour Igdh ratiotext and

it's
In convenient frequency order from 2 to 26 MHz RADIO DATABASE INTERNATIONAL displays station
names. locations. frequencies. operating times, languages. lamming, intended reception areas and
transmitter powers. It's an in one place. all at a glance. What were formerly separate International
and Tropical Editions are now combined into one great book.
And there's more. RADIO DATABASE INTERNATIONAL has added a number of new features and
articles designed to help you make the most of your listening moments. Additionally - by popular
request - major stations have been listed alphabetically, by county. with quick -access schedules.
The 1987 RADIO DATABASE INTERNATIONAL also features a hard-hitting Buyer's Guide with ratings
of dozens of models sold throughout the world. The RADIO DATABASE INTERNATIONAL's veteran
team of award -winning reviewers provides you with the woricis most trusted advice on radios from
portables to high-performance receivers
With your radio and your RADIO DATABASE INTERNATIONAL. you'll be ready to enjoy the wide world
of shortwave listening as you never have before

Price £12.50 plus £1 postage and packing in UK and Eire.
Overseas £6 airmail or £2 sea mail worldwide.

1987 EDITION

11,111110

Iiiskeak

GUIDE TO UTILITY STATIONS 1987
* Lists 14.817 Frequencies * 4,593 RTTY Stations
* 1,759 New Frequencies * 2,931 Callsigns

Tune into the world's Utility Stations. such as airlines. commercial. shipping.
military. Met, with the lust published 1987 Edition of Guide To Utility
Stations. A massive 14.817 frequencies from 0.30 MHz including RTTY. CW,
SSB. AMTOR, FAX, SITOR, VFT. etc . giving full details of each station
That's not all' There are chapters on 0 -codes. Z -codes, SIMPO reporting.
Met stations, 3 maps. and much more. All stations have been monitored
making this book 1485 pages) the most comprehensive and accurate.
Price £19.95 plus £1.65 postage and packing in UK and Eire.

Overseas £2.45 by sea or £7.25 airmail worldwide.

WORLD RADIO TV HANDBOOK 1987
* 1987 Edition Now In Stock *

Recognized as one of the most comprehensive. up-to-date publications on the
world's long. medium and shortwave radio and TV stations. the 1987 Edition
of WRTV is completely revised for easier and quicker access. In minutes you
can identify transmitting stations in each country. including frequencies.
power. callsigns. and locations. Whether you want to stay current with
political events in Africa. cultural happenings in Europe. or music anywhere
on earth. WRTV saves you hours of searching and gives you more time to
listening. And to improve the quality of listening there is a careful survey of
leading brand receivers.

Price £17.95 postage and packing FREE.

We Have a Very Comprehensive Range of Books for
the Shortwave Listener Covering Many Subjects and

Listing Thousands of Frequencies
GUIDE TO FACSIMILE STATIONS A new comprehensive book by J. Klingenfuss covering the
equIpment. frequencies and methods for receiv!ng FAX pictures.
Price £10.95 plus 65p postage and packing.

RADIOTELETYPE PRESS BROADCASTS Gives full information of the workings of the Press
Agencies and lists frequencies and times of transmissions.
Price £14.95 plus 65p postage and packing.

MARITIME RADIO HANDBOOK Tune into the world's shipping. Gives hundreds of stations
between 4 and 26 MHz, and lists the regular transmissions of coastal stations giving times.
callsigns. mode. etc Price £13.75 plus 65p postage and packing.

A TV DXERS HANDBOOK Learn how to pick up long distance TV pictures from as far away as
South Africa. Covers equipment. international standards. aerials. and all you need to know to pick
up those pictures Price £5.95 postage and packing FREE.

AIR TRAFFIC RADIO A guide to Air Traffic Control in the UK. including VHF and UHF
frequencies. Price £2.25 plus 35p postage and packing.

HANDBOOK FOR RADIO OPERATORS Maritime bands manual.
Price £9.95 plus 65p postage and packing.

RADIO HACKERS CODE BOOK How to decode those coded transmissions.
Price £6.96 plus 65p postage and packing.

SCANNERS A VHF/UHF listener's guide with frequency lists.
Price £7.95 plus 65p postage and packing.

US MILITARY RADIO COMMUNICATIONS The best handbook for eavesdropping on the US
Military Communications on shortwave. Lists a vast number of frequencies, callsigns, etc.

RADIO BEACON HANDBOOK Worldwide listing of 8.500 long and medium wave beacons by
callsign. frequency station and more.

Other titles include.
Embassy Radio Communication. Secret
Warfare, Secrets of OSL'ing, Utility
Address Book, and more

Ask for our Free Catalogue giving
details of all books and prices.

INTERBOOKS
Lynton, SW2, Stanley

Perth, PH 1 4QQ, Scotland
Tel: Stanley (0738) 828575 (24 hrs)

Almondbank (073883) 708

Free
Catalogue
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and stops the picture scrolling.
. . . A zoom switch, times 0.5 to
give the capability of viewing both
types of picture at the same time,
or times 1 to view Meteosat
pictures or either infra -red or
visible light pictures from NOAA or
Meteor, or alternatively times 2 to
permit viewing the pictures in

greater detail.
... An APT/WEFAX switch, giving
either the APT used for the NOAA
and Meteor signals, or the WEFAX
used with Meteosat signals to give
automatic start and stop to the
pictures.

Modifications such as times 4
zoom, true and inverse video, a
saving of four pictures, a test
scroll, an SSTV modification and
various others may be added to
the system if desired.

The framestore picture consists
of 256 pixels by 256 lines with
sixty-four grey levels, this giving
very good quality pictures, even
allowing landmarks such as
Portland Bill to be seen in detail

Over 25 years ago, when Band II
was relatively quiet, I installed a
GEC v.h.f. receiver for an elderly
blind lady. An outside antenna
was added to ensure good signal
strength and the set's own large
tuning knob enabled her to count
the number of turns required to
find BBC Radios 2, 3 and 4 with
comparative ease. This all worked
well until a tropospheric opening
occurred and, fora couple of days,
a variety of continental stations
mingled with the signals from the
BBC and added confusion to the
system. However, this particular
lady was able to cope with the
problem and wanted to know
more about the cause.

Receivers
The present day solid-state

receivers are far more sensitive
than those early valve sets. There
are also many more national and
local stations, throughout Europe,
now occupying the band with
more to come, such problems are
much worse. That old saying,
"one man's meat is another's
poison", really applies in this case,
because, when atmospheric
conditions are right for DXing they
can also cause great hardship to
the hundreds of people whose
radio is more like a friend than a
normal piece of household gear.
Unlike most other aspects of radio
communication for the enthusiast,
Band II DXing need not be
expensive. Although a super
stereo receiver, complete with
mast -head pre -amp and rotatable

Issue
July
August
September

when in the "zoom" mode. The
screen display is final, that is to
say it cannot be "zoomed" or
changed in any way once it is
displayed. For this reason it is best
to record on tape any passes
which may need to be viewed in
greater detail. Furthermore, as the
NOAA satellites send their visible
and infra -red pictures in alternate
lines, a tape means that both
pictures may be kept on file to later
be studied at leisure.

To make a "hard copy" of the
screen display is rather more
difficult, as it involves the use of
photographic paper and

development in conjunction with a
photo fax unit. Here again the tape
recorder lends itself to later study
of the pictures with minimal effort
in maintaining records.

The first picture (Fig. 11 comes
from Dave G8XOC of Stoke Ferry,
near Kings Lynn, Norfolk, and
shows NOAA-9 picture with the
more typical cloud sweep across
the Irish Sea, and a clear central
Europe permitting the Alps to be
seen.

Your pictures, both satellite and
equipment, hints, tips, will be
welcomed by this column, as was
the input from John and Dave.

Deadline Dates
Deadlines
May 21
June 20
July 23

Ron Ham

Faraday, Greyfriars, Storrington, West Sussex RH20 4HE

multi -element Yagi, may well be
the DXers dream, useful results
and good entertainment can be
achieved with a modest portable,
especially when used at a good
location or away from home on
high ground.

Like many other enthusiasts, I

often carry a Plustron TVR 5D (Fig.
1) in my car and, with its own tele-
scopic antenna, I can check the
prevailing conditions in Band II as
well as on the TV bands, I have
known a slight increase in activity
between 88 and 1 04MHz to
herald an extensive tropospheric
opening which, within a few

hours, reached high into the
television bands.

On February 22, while on the
"Black Nixen", near his QTH in
New Radnor, Simon Hamer tried
his Sharp car radio with a rotatable
antenna and logged BBC Radios
Bristol, Derby, Essex, Gwent,
Kent, Lancashire, Leeds, Lincoln-
shire, London, Manchester,
Merseyside, Norfolk, Northamp-
tonshire, Oxford, Shropshire,
Solent, Stoke-on-Trent, Sheffield,
Sussex and WM.

Simon found that conditions
were really good and he soon
identified signals from Belgium

Addresses

Membership of the Remote
Imaging Group is only £4.00 per
annum (though an addition as a
donation is more than welcome)
and provides an information
packed magazine, with lots of
advice, hints and tips for
weathersat fans. Send to Mr. Des
Watson, Norton, Gote Lane,
Ringmer, Near Lewes, East
Sussex, BN8 5HX.

OSCAR News is the official
journal of AMSAT-UK, and
provides a wealth of topical
information and assistance to
users and followers of all
satellites, particularly the OSCAR
and RS amateur communications
and the UoSAT experimental
series, an annual colloquium, and
on the air nets. Membership forms
are available for a s.a.s.e. sent to
the Secretary, Ron Broadbent,
G3AAJ, AMSAT-UK, London,
E12 5EQ.

(BRT 1 and 2), France (TDF
Frequence Nord and Culture),
Holland (NOS -11 and Ireland,
Radio Telefis Eireann (RTE FM1
and 21. He also added ILRs Beacon
Radio, Broadland, BRMB, Capital
Radio, Chiltern Radio, City, GWR,
LBC, Ocean Sound, Marcher
Sound, Mercia Sound, Mercury,
Piccadilly Radio, Reading, Red
Dragon Radio, Red Rose Radio,
Southern Sound, Trent, Wyvern
and 210 from Hannington for the
Andover and Basingstoke areas.

Sean Regan (Halifax) has learnt
that future plans for Band II

allocates 88 to 94.6MHz to 3
national services for the BBC, 97.7
to 99.8MHz for a 4th BBC national,
99.9 to 101.9MHz for Independant
National Radio and 105 to
107.9MHz to supplement the
coverage of each service. BBC and
Independant local radio stations
should then be found between
94.6 to 96.1MHz, 103.5 to
104.9MHz and 96.1 to
97.6MHz, 102.0 to 103.4MHz,
respectively.

Sporadic -E
Early in the 1986 Sporadic -E

season, on May 16, Edwina and
Tony Mancini (Belper) received
pictures, on Ch. R1 - in Band I

from Soviet Television and their
report was acknowledged with a
Radio Moscow QSL card.

While an intense Sporadic -E is in
progress, sound signals from the
USSR can also be heard in Band II
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COMPUTERS AND RADIO
Improve computer decoding

of RTTY, CW and SSTV signals
The use of suitable audio filters and/or constant level amplifiers is
guaranteed to improve the ability of your computer to decode audio
signals. The following range is suitable for use with all such audio
programmes
RTTY only (unboxed but fully built and tested)
CW only (unboxed but fully built and tested)
RTTY/CW (boxed. fitted with jack sockets)
RTTY/CW (ditto and with tuning LED)
RTTY super. This unit has an adjustable constant
constant adjustment of volume control
SSTV (supplied boxed, with jack socket
output)

£8.00
£7.00

£11.50
£13.50

level output. No need for
£19.50

connections and constant level
£19.50

CONSTANT LEVEL AMPLIFIER £8.00

When ordering above units, please state software supplier. This will
enable us to supply correct filter!

TERMINAL UNITS
RECEIVE ONLY (RTTYICW) £45.00
TRANSCEIVE (RTTYICW) £75.00

The above units provide Audio. TTL and OCL outputs on Rx. The
output level is constant, and full output is achieved with inputs
between 10mV and 5V of audio. The transceive version is TTL driven
and the output level is adjustable.

SPECTRUM 128 + 2
CASSETTE PORT ADD ON. This unit enables owners of the Spectrum
128 + 2 to run existing decoding programmes which require the audio
signal being fed into the cassette port. The guarantee is not affected,
as there is no need to open the computer, simply connect to the
expansion port £19.50

SOFTWARE FOR THE SWL
MORSE READER PROGRAMME FOR:

DRAGON VIC 20 CBM 64
BBC B SPECTRUM ZX 81

AMSTRAD 400-800/XL MSX(1) AMSTRAD 464

The Programmes are self tracking 8/30 WPM. Decode and display on
your screen the text being sent. Off Air - Onto Screen £6.00

Interface to suit (not needed by Spectrum or by ZX81) £2.50

RTTY DECODER

SPECTRUM ZX81 CBM 64 VIC20 MSX(1)

Use your computer with your receiver to decode the RTTY signals.
Four Baud rates. 45.4. 50, 75 and 110. except ZX81 which has only 50
Baud. Spectrum, MSX and CBM64 have QS° store £6.00

Spectrum and ZX81 use our RTTY filters only. TONE DEMODULATOR
to suit the rest £19.50

SSTV

SPECTRUM only. Use your Spectrum, 48K, 128K to discover the
fascinating world of Slow Scan T.V. Runs without interface £7.00

For further details of these and our other products,
send a SAE.

J.E.F" ELECT -PITIES LTE1
New Road Complex, New Road, Kidderminster, DY10 1AL

Telephone: (0562) 753893

AMATEUR ELECTRONICS UK

G6XBH
G1 RAS
G8UUS

R.A.S. (Nottingham)
RADIO AMATEUR SUPPLIES

Telephone: 0602 280267

AUTHORISED

YAESU

Visit your Local Emporium
Large selection of New/Used Equipment on Show.

AGENTS FOR:
FDK
AZDEN
ICOM
YAESU
ALINCO
KEN PRO

V

RECEIVERS:
Bearcat 1000 10kHz-30MHz Receiver
Bearcat 100 VHF/UHF H/held Scanner
Bearcat 175 VHF/UHF Desktop Scanner
Yaesu 9600...60-905 MHz (no gaps) Scanner
Yaesu 8800. HF Communications Receiver
GLOBAL AT 1000

THE IDEAL ATU FOR THE SHORTWAVE LISTENER

A LARGE RANGE OF ANTENNAS ALWAYS IN STOCK
BRING YOUR S/H EQUIPMENT IN FOR SALE - JUST GIVE USA RING

£69.00

3 Farndon Green, Wollaton Park, Nottingham NG8 1 DU
Off Ring Road, between A62 (Derby Road) and A609 (Ilkeston Road)

(Monday: CLOSED. Tuesday-Saturday: 10.00am to 5.00pm.)
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on Chs R4 and 5 (91.75MHz) and
(99.75MHz) respectively.

I checked my records and found
that signals on these channels
were heard around 1220 on that
day and, following a report, a

listener may well earn one of these
cards. However, do beware and
listen carefully for an ident
because, stations in Czecho-
slovakia, Hungary, Poland and
Romania also transmit on Chs. R4
and 5 and what we actually
receive, depends mainly on the
extent, intensity and position of
these sporadic clouds of gas

The majority of v.h.f. tuner dials
fitted to combined v.h.f./u.h.f.
receivers are enscribed with the
European channel numbers; E2 to
E4 for Band I and E5 to E12 for
Band III. So, with this in mind, I

produced the table in Fig. 1 to
show new DXers where to find a
particular country in Band I.

Computer buffs may like to
know that I used an Electric Studio
Light Pen, in conjunction with my
Amstrad PCW8512, to prepare
both the chart and text used in
Fig. 1.

Very often an opening occurs
too late to be mentioned one
month (Sporadic -E and the like is
no respecter of deadlines), but we
always catch up on the news as
soon as possible. Every event
contains something of interest so
don't be deterred by the date,
write to me as soon as possible
and I will use what I can.

One such opening manifested at
the end of January when Noel
Smythe (Caerphilly) received
pictures from Belgium, France,
Holland and W. Germany in Bands
III, IV and V. On the 31st, he
logged test cards from Belgium's
BRT and RTBF-1 and Germany's
ARD-1. "PTT NED-1 was blanking
out BBC -2 and the BRT test card
on Ch. 43 was followed by Laura!
and Hardy in Way Out West, "said
Noel. He also received TVS and
counted 11 French stations in the
u.h.f. band.

"At one time, just after 0805
on the 31st, I found the NED test -
cards (Figs. 2 and 3) on eight
different channels across the
band," wrote Peter Lincoln
(Aldershot). He added, "it was
lucky that both the BBC2 and CH4
transmitters were off the air at the
time". Around this time, he also
received test cards from Belgium
(Fig. 4), W. Germany (Fig. 5) and a
presenter, possibly from Holland
(Fig. 6). "My trusty TV receiver
(Fig. 7) began life as a 4.5in
Hitachi portable with a clock

which can manifest suddenly
within the "E" region of the
ionosphere.

Tropospheric
The atmospheric pressure,

measured at my QTH with a Short
and Mason Barograph, was pre-

dominantly high and fluctuating
around 30.2in (1022mb) between
March 2 and 18. Such readings are
good for the DXer, because,
signals in Band II normally increase
their range when the pressure is
high and more so when it is about
to fall. On most days throughout

Your deadlines for the next
three issues are May 21, June

20 and July 23.

Ron Ham
Faraday, Greyfriars, Storrington, West Sussex RH20 4HE

timer. This feature was never used
so it seemed a good idea to add a
signal level meter which would
help when rotating the antenna for
maximum signal strength," said
Peter. He also uses this set up to
receive amateur TV transmissions
in the 432MHz band.

Band I

During the 1986 Sporadic -E
season in India, Major Rana Roy
received a programme caption
(Fig. 81 and the familiar HOBOCTN
news ident (Fig. 9) from the USSR
at midday on May 26 and June 6,
respectively. Rana also logged
Russian pictures on May 9, 10 and
12 and Arabic TV on the 11th.

By the time you read this epistle,
the 1987 season will probably be
upon us. You may have already
seen the first signs of increasing
activity at the lower end of Band I
and possibly identified stations
from some of those countries
listed in Fig. 1. Obviously no one
can waste good time watching a
blank screen, so, if you would like
an early warning of Sporadic -E and
you have a scanning receiver, just
commit the television channels,
E2 (48.25MHz) and R1
(49.75MHz) to the scanner's
memory and leave it running while

Fig. 1.

you are in earshot. When you hear
a low pitched variable buzz,
(picture synchronising pulses)
then switch on the TV receiver and
look for pictures on the "buzzing"
channel.

Between February 15 and 27,
Simon Hamer (New Radnor)
received pictures from Austria -
ORF-FS1; Czechoslovakia - RS-
KH; Italy - RAI-1; Norway -
Kongsberg and Poland - TVP.
Further minor Sporadic -E events
produced signals from Sweden -
TV1 Sverige on March 7; Germany
- ARD/BRI test card with
Kreuzberg caption on the 8th;
Finland - YLE-TV1 and
programmes from the USSR with
cyrillic captions on the 9th as well
as Czechoslovakia, Denmark -
DR and Italy on the 11th.

Despite the time taken to build a
new shack and install the gear,
Edwina and Tony Mancini (Belper)
remained active from February 18
to 28 and from March 9 to 11.
During both periods they received
pictures from Austria,
Czechoslovakia, Denmark, E. and
W. Germany, Holland, Norway,
Poland, Sweden, Switzerland and
the USSR and among the German
and Norwegian regionals,
identified by their test cards, were
Grunten and SWF/BADN and

Selected Band I (40-68MHz) Channels.

E2

48.2S

61 Ia E3

49.75 53,75 55,25

62 E4 Band I

59.25 62,25 MHz

Belgium Austria*

Germany Czechos,

Portugal Hungary

Spain Poland

Sweden USSR

Swtzrind

*CHU

Italy Belgium Czechos, Denmark

Denmark Hungary Finland

Finland Poland Germany

Germany USSR Holland

Iceland Romania Iceland

Portugal Italy(Ib)

Spain Spain

Sweden Sweden

Swtzrind Yugoslav

Yugoslav

COUNTRIES TO L001 FOR DURING THE SPORADIC -E SEASON; Nay to August inc,

this period, I could hear fairly
strong signals from stations in
Belgium, France and Holland and
UK locals from Bristol to Essex.
Although a standard barometer
will provide the immediate
pressure reading and, with a slight
tap, it will show if the prevailing
pressure is steady or beginning to
rise or fall, more detailed
information about the movement
of the systems can be obtained
from the weather map published
daily in some national newspapers
or by watching the television
weather forecasts.

Bremanger, Gamlem and Melhus,
respectively.

Tropospheric
During the lift on February 22,

Simon Hamer logged test cards
and/or programmes from stations
in Belgium - BRT-1 and RTBF-1
and France - TDF Canal Plus in
Band III.

The high barometer reading on
the 28th prompted George Garden
(Edinburgh) to take his JVC
receiver and amplified loop
antenna to his regular DX hunting
high spot, Cairn 0' Mounth, to
check the u.h.f. band. "This was
the first time that I received strong
sound and a good, but flaky colour
picture, from Border TV at
Selkirk," said George. He later
tuned to Ch. 41 and, with his
antenna vertical, logged the Tay
Bridge satellite transmitter at
Dundee. "On placing the antenna
in the horizontal plane, co -channel
interference was seen and by
carefully adjusting its direction
and holding it above the car roof, I
received a b/w picture of the CH4
programme, Brookside Omnibus.
On checking the station and
programme schedules, I found
that this fitted nicely with the Emly
Moor transmitter in Yorkshire,
which I have not received up there
before," wrote George.

Noel Smythe received
Belgium's RTBF-1 test card on Ch.
E8 at 1425 on February 18 and
again at 1945 on March 8. He also
logged CanalP/us from France, on
Ch. 5, almost daily from February
18 to 28 and daily from March 6 to
12. "RTE Dublin came up on Ch.
41 for a couple of seconds and
knocked out HTV picture at 1730
on March 6," reports Noel.

Slow Scan Television
Readers familiar with the h.f.

amateur bands, may already know
that the twittering tones, which
they frequently hear, around 3.74,
7.04 and 14.234MHz are slow
scan television pulses. When
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Fig. 2: Dutch

11113=11111111
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mommia"111111WI
Fig. 5: W. Germany

Fig. 8: USSR

decoded by a dedicated convertor
or micro -computer connected to a
receiver, a sequence of pictures
are seen being pieced together.
Long distance SSTV signals are
usually copied around 21.33 and
28.6MHz when these bands are
open.

Peter Lincoln has received
pictures, in this mode, from many
countries including Iceland (Fig.
10) and Paraguay IFig. 1 1).

Signals from England and

Fig. 3: Dutch

M. Chirac
en Alsace

Fig. 6: Holland?

Fig. 9: USSR

Fig. 12: UK SSTV

Fig. 11: CQ from Paraguay

Norway (Figs. 12 and 13) feature
among those copied by Allan
Sancto DD5FM/G6BWH, at his
QTH in W. Germany.

"The Sunday morning activity
on 3.730 or 3.735MHz, depending
on the QRM, continues, mostly
with colour SSTV", wrote Richard
Thurlow G3WW (March). He told
me that G3IAI has added a Robot
1200C and 800C keyboard to his
system and that GM3SBC is using
this mode again. "The Fenland

Fig. 7: Hitachi portable

Fig. 10: Iceland SSTV

Fig. 13: Norway SSTV

SSTV Net has expanded its colour
content, G6SXB uses a Volker
Wrasse SC -1 124 and 48 seconds)
and GOBDD has ROBOT 450C and
800C equipment," explained
Richard. He continued, "Lately we
were joined by G1LXI (Hitchin),
G4BEL (Haddenham) and G8MIW.

The Finland Net operates on
Mondays between 2000 and 2300
and Richard often gets enquiries,
over the air, about SSTV from
interested amateurs and
computer users and says that

11 
.11

gisimismi

more enthusiasts seem to be
building the G3WCY SSTV
converter and G4ENA
transmitting sections. "Local
builders are having very good
results," said Richard. He reports
that BATC 's new publication, The
Slow Scan Companion, is good.

During the month prior to March
13, Les Hobson GOCUI
(Rotherham) exchanged pictures,
on 14MHz, with PT9FH in Brazil
and N3AUJ, WA4SCJ, WDOFNL,
W2GQC and W8ASF in the USA.
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EMBARK ON A FASCINATING NEW HOBBY TODAY

TV-DXing BOOKS
£5.95 £6.25

YOKO VHF -UHF TV
£89.95

Featured above are THE two guides to TV-DXing, together with our highly popular YOKO model F1 monochrome 5" screen multiband
VHF/UHF TV. The books are an essential tool for all TV-DXers, being a practical guide for the beginner, also a source of reference for the
established enthusiast. The Yoko TV is a sensitive receiver ideal for long distance television reception (TV-DXing), Continental
travelling and domestic use within all of the UK and most of Europe, a fully descriptive leaflet is available on request (SAE please).
AERIAL TECHNIQUES are the acknowledged experts in the DXing field (TV Et FM), we provide an exclusive service for the DXer, we
also advise on ALL reception queries and problems. WOULD YOU LIKE TO RECEIVE AN EXTRA ITV CHANNEL AT LITTLE EXTRA
COST? IF SO, DROP US A LINE. A wide and varied selection of Aerials, Amplifiers, Filters, Rotators, hardware and associated
accessories are all shown in our comprehensive illustrated CATALOGUE at 65p, why not send for your copy today!
'A TV-DXers Handbook' completely new and updated addition by Roger Bunney, a must for ALL DX enthusiasts £5.95
'TV-BILDKATALOG' unique 1 1 4 page guide to television test cards you can receive with our equipment £6.25
YOKO model F 1 VHF/UHF Multiband 5" screen television, System B/G/I operation 15.5/6 MHz sound) for UK and Continental use, ideal
for TV-DXing, covers Bands 1,3 and UHF; battery and mains operated f 89. 95

(Carriage and Insurance on above TV is £4.951
ALSO AVAILABLE A WIDE RANGE OF MULTI -STANDARD COLOUR TELEVISIONS IPAL/SECAMI FOR USE IN UK, EUROPE AND
FRANCE (Large SAE + 24p stamps for details).
All prices inclusive of VAT and Carriage. Delivery normally 7-10 days.

ACCESS and VISA Mail and Telephone orders welcome.

Access /AERIIIAL (SW)
11, Kent Road, Parkstone,

Poole, Dorset, BH12 2EH. Tel: 0202 738232.

BARCLAYCARD

C.M.HOWES
COMMUNICATIONS

139, Highview, Vigca;
Meopham, Kent,

DA13 OUT England.
Fairseat(0732)823129

FANFARE FOR NEW GOODIES!
We are pleased to announce two new dual bandwidth filters to enable you to enhance your receiver. The ASL5simply plugs

into the speaker or headphone socket of your radio, while the CSL4 f its within the set, lie DcRx). Both feature a 300-1z CW
bandwidth and fast roll -off for sharp selectivity on speech modes. These filters give improvements with every radio IFM, SSB and

CW) we have tested to date. So you can have some fun with a constructional project, and upgrade your station too,

ASL5 External Filter kit: £14.90
CSL4 Internal Filter kit: E9.90

Assembled PCB module: E22.50
Assembled PCB module. E 15.90

Kit Assembled
PC8

DON Direct Conversion Receiver for CW and SSB reception, versions available for 160. 80. 40 or
30/20 Metres
TRF3 Shortwave Broadcast receiver using TRF principle
CTX80and CTX40QRPCW Transmitters for ECM and 40M bands
MTX20 20M CW Transmitter, adjustable power up to 10W RF
CVF VFOs for above TXs lone version per band)
HC 220 and HC 2802M to 20M or 80M transverters, 1r3Ar RF
AP3 Automatic Speech Processor with VOGAD level control
CM2 Quality microphone kit with electric mic and VOGAD
CTU30Antenna Tuner, with balun, all HF bands up to 30W
ST2 Sinewave side-tone/practice oscillator 1W audio.
XM1 Crystal Calibrator, 8o/p markers, usable LF to UHF

etsao E20.90
E14.50 E19.90
E13.40 E19.40
E21.90 E27.70
E890 E15.90

£52.50 E83.50
£15.90 E22.80
£11.20 E15.20
E24.90 E29.90

8.60 E12.90
E16.80 E21.90

Tuning capacitors for the DcRx receiver (except 160M version) are E 1.50each you need two per receiver. One of the same devices
can also be used for the CVF.

All the above kits are built PCB modules. They include a circuit board, full instructions and all board mounted
components. For more information on the above, or the rest of our range, simply drop us a line enclosing an SAE.
We will send you a copy of our catalogue, and an information sheet on any kit you are particularly interested in.

P&P is 90p per order. Export prices are as above, but add E2.00 per kit for airmail delivery outside Europe. UK
delivery is normally within 7 days.

Accrrss

73 from Dave G4KQH, Technical Manager.

EASY To 8U/LD KITS BY MAU ORDER

VISA
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It is good news indeed that so
many listeners have written in

support of the new Short Wave
Magazine which is now dedicated
to the listener. Many interesting
reports for this section of "Seen Et
Heard" have been received here
during the month, so may I take
this opportunity of thanking
everyone concerned. I do hope
that other readers will send along a
report of their reception. This
series is not run as a DX race but as
a guide to reception conditions,
what you can expect to hear and
what other readers are in fact
hearing, so every report is of
interest and will help to make this
the best ever magazine for the
listener.

Long Wave DX
(Note: I.w. m.w. frequencies in
kHz, s.w. in MHz: Time UTC)

Writing from Wallsend, David
Edwardson says that he has been
interested in the I.w. band for
some time but has always been
disappointed at the performance
of his Trio R600 receiver below
500kHz. He recently decided to
build the PW "Taw" v.l.f/l.f.
convertor and has been amazed at
the improvement when using it
ahead of the Trio - some 20dB
increase in signal strength. Some
idea of his reception during
darkness can be ascertained from
the SIO ratings noted in brackets
- DLF Donebach, W. Germany
153 (4541; Allouis, France 162
(4441; Motala, Sweden 189
13431; BBC Droitwich 200 (5551;
Roumoules, Monaco 218 14441;
Oslo, Norway 218 (4541;
Kalundborg, Denmark 245 (4541;
Tipaza, Algeria 254 (3331 and
Topolna, Czechoslovakia 272
14541.

The news that there is to be a
new long wave station located in
County Meath, S. Ireland has
certainly come as a surprise to
many people - it seems that RTE
and Radio Luxembourg have
joined forces and intend to put the
station on the air by the middle of
next year. Broadcasting popular
music, it will operate on 254kHz
and is expected to cover the whole
of S. Ireland and most of the UK -
as most DXers will appreciate, it
will no doubt reach many other
places too! A 1500kW
transmitter in Tipaza, Algeria also
operates on that frequency and
since their signals are often good
in the UK there may well be some
interference problems.
Using a car radio connected to a
4m wire antenna, Paul O'Connor
checked the I.w. band in

LONG MEDIUM & SHORT
Brian Oddy G3FEX

Three Corners, Merryfield Way, Storrington,
West Sussex RH2O4NS

Birmingham at 1730 and picked
up Allouis, France (2000kW1 on
162 with SINPO 43444 and
Saarlouis, W. Germany (2000kW)
on 183 which rated 33343. Tim
Shirley has been adding a few
more to his list in Bristol including
Nador, Morocco 171 at 1700;
Leningrad, USSR (150kW1200 at
0300; Konstantynow, Poland
(2000kW) 227 at 2359;
Kishinev, USSR11000kW) 236 at
0100; Kalundborg, Denmark
(300kW) 245 at 2000 and
Orenburg, USSR 115kW1 272 at
0230 - the reception of some of
these stations is subject to
confirmation by QSL.

MW Transatlantic DX
The conditions at night for the

reception of transatlantic signals
on the m.w. band have been
exceptionally good and dedicated
DXers have logged many new
stations in the UK. The signals
from some areas have still been
audible around 0700! Some of the
signals arriving here before
midnight from eastern USA and
Canada have been so good that it
has been possible to receive them
on a simple transistor portable
receiver with built-in ferrite rod
antenna.

Using a Grundig Transonette
60A portable with just the internal
ferrite rod antenna, Clive Mayhew
picked up three stations from NF
around 0100 in Stoke-on-Trent -
CJYQ in St. John's 930 ISIO
2331; CKYQ in Grand Bank 610
(SIO 3331 and VOCM in St. John's
590 ISIO 3231. At 0145 he
received NYs WINS 1010 at SIO
333 - also logged by Paul
O'Connor while checking the band
with his car radio plus 4m wire
antenna.

Living in a high rise block of flats
can present problems for most
DXers. However, Martin Scholes
has just discovered that by
connecting his Sony ICF-2001
receiver to the communal TV
antenna system at his flats in
Telford it is possible to hear the
Caribbean Beacon, Anguilla on
1610 at 0130! He can also faintly
hear CJYQ on 930. He hopes this
news will encourage other
listeners without "proper"
antennas to have a go at
transatlantic DX ing - he has
another tip too, if your receiver has
a tone control then make more use
of it to enchance the broadcasters
voice.

The Caribbean Beacon 1610
has also been logged for the first
time by Roy Spencer who uses a
loop antenna with his realistic
DX -400 receiver at his first floor
flat in Nuneaton. A simple loop
antenna is probably the ideal
answer for flat dwellers and could
well solve the problem of a

suitable m.w. antenna for other
DXers too.

Writing from Findochty, Alastair
Ross says "I have been finding
m.w. conditions extremely good
and just wish I had a good antenna
to take full advantage of them."
He tried using a TV antenna with
his Yeasu FRG -7 receiver and
managed to receive weak signals
from the Caribbean Beacon on
1610 at 0300. He then changed
the antenna to a 10m vertical and
reception so much improved that
he was able to hear CJYQ 930 and
WINS 1010 at good strength too
- so remember Alastair's tip and
try changing your antenna if you
cannot hear the DX.

In an interesting report from
Cardiff, Alan Jarvis says

THANK YOU FOR YOUR REPORT CONCERNING AFRTS
BROADCASTS FOR UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF
DEFENSE PERSONNEL SERVING AWAY FROM HOME.

Pennant from Radio Beijing.

"Although I stayed up only until
0115 I have never before heard
US stations coming in so well. In
many cases local and European
stations only a few kHz away
were completely blotted out!" His
list includes Canadian CBNA in St
Anthony NF, 600; CHYQ in
Musgravetown NF, 670; CJYQ
930; CFBC in St John NB, 930;
CFRB 1010 & CHUM 1050 in
Toronto. From the USA were
WINS 1010 Er WHN 1050 in NY;
WBAL in Baltimore, 1090;
WWWE in Cleveland 1100, OH;
WCAU in Philadelphia 1210 and
WMRE in Boston 1510.

Apparently my tip of using
"exalted carrier" reception with
an s.s.b. receiver last month has
enabled Mark Hillier to log his first
transatlantic station in Didcot just
before midnight - WINS. Writing
from Bristol, Len Eastman says he
has also been using exalted carrier
reception with his FRG -7000
receiver plus "Sooper Loop"
antenna (PW July '861 and has
been hearing WINS and CFRB on
1010 every night for two weeks
- he has also been hearing WINS
in the morning until 0755! Phil
Townsend says he has been
listening out for WINS in London
before 2230 but strong
interference from Hilversum 1 on
1008 has so far made things
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Freq
kHz Station

ILR or
BBC DXer

603 Invicta Sound I A,D',E,H,M,0
630 R. Cornwall B D,E
630 R. Bedfordshire B A.B,D,E,F,G,H,

J,M,0
657 R. Clwyd B B,C,D,E,M
657 R. Cornwall B D,E

666 DevonAir R. I D,E,M
666 R. York B B,C,D,H,J
729 BBC Essex B B,D,E,H,M,0
756 R. Cumbria B C,D
756 R. Shropshire B B,D,E,H,J,M
765 BBC Essex B B,D,F,H,M,0
774 R. Kent B E,H,0
774 R. Leeds B B,D,J,M
774 Severn Sound I D,E

792 Chiltern R. I B,D,E,H,M,0
801 R. Devon B A,D,E,H,M
828 2CR I A,D,E
828 R. WM B D,F,M
828 R. Aire I B,D

828 Chiltern R. I D  ,E,H,0
837 R. Leicester B A,B,D,E,H,M,0
855 R. Devon B D,E,M
855 R. Norfolk B B,D,H,0
855 R. Lancashire B B,C,D,M

873 R. Norfolk B B.D,H,M,0
936 GWR I A,D,E,H,M
945 R. Trent I D,F,H,P
954 DevonAir R. I A,D,E,H,K  ,M
954 R. Wyvern I D,E

990 R. Devon B D,E
990 Beacon R. I D,F,H,I,M
990 Hallam R. I B

999 R. Solent B A,D,E,H
999 Red Rose R. I C,D,K  ,L  ,M

999 R. Trent I B,D,M
1026 Downtown R. I C,D*

B A,D,E,H
1026 R. Cambridgeshire B B,D,E  ,H,M,0
1035 R. Sheffield B B,D,M

1035 R. Kent B A,D,E,H,0
1035 NorthSound R. I D',K
1035 West Sound I D',E,N
1107 Moray Firth R. I C,D ,L,N
1107 R. Northampton B B,D,E,F,H,M

1116 R. Derby B B,C,D,5',M
1116 R. Guernsey B A,D,E,H
1152 LBC I A,D,H,0
1152 R. Clyde I D',K,L
1152 Metro R. I D'
1152 BRMB I D,E,I,M
1152 Plymouth Sound I D'
1152 Piccadilly R. I B,D
1152 R. Broadland I D,E,L,M
1161 R. Sussex B A,D,E,H

1161 R. Tay I D  ,K,L
1161 Viking R. I B,C,D  ,K,M

impossible despite trying four
receivers. Although a good loop
antenna can be used to "null out"
unwanted signals the use of an
s.s.b. receiver would also help in
such situations - by selecting
u.s.b. most of the interference
would be rejected.

Up in Glasgow, Alexander Little
has been using his new Sony
7600D receiver to listen to some
of the interesting broadcasts from
stations in Canada and the USA -
SINPO ratings in brackets. They
included pop music from CJYQ
930 at 2230 1323331; the news
via WINS 1010 at 23001333231;
a weather report from CHER in
Sydney, NS 950 at 2310
1333331; sports news via WMRE
1510 at 2317 1343331; pop
music from CJCH in Halifax, NS
920 at 0015 1433331; a talk
broadcast by WCAU by WCAU

1210 at 0026 1233221; pop
music and competitions from
VOCM 590 at 0035 1333331;
country Et western music via WHN
1050 at 0250 1223221.

While tuning around the band at
0030 in Redhill, George Morley
picked up the Atlantic Beacon
1570 on Turks Ei Caicos Islands
with a warning of heavy rain
storms in the area - this was
followed by a Religious
programme. He also added three
stations to his growing list of DX,
namely CKCV Quebec 1280;
CFGM Richmond Hill, on 1320
and WTOP in Washington, DC
1 500. Writing from Mapperley,
John Sheridan says he found
conditions excellent during the
early hours of one morning and
heard 17 stations between 0006
Et 0545 - he used a Yaesu
FRG -7700 receiver plus

Freq
kHz Station

ILR or
BBC DXer

1161 GWR D,E
1161 R. Bedfordshire B M
1170 Swansea Sound D

1170 R. Tees D 
1170 R. Orwell D'
1170 Ocean Sound A, D'
1170 Signal R. D, M
1242 Invicta Sound A' ,D,H,0
1251 Saxon R. C',D,H,M,0
1260 GWR A,D,H

1260 Marcher Sound D, M
1260 Leicester Sound D,H
1260 R. York B D'
1278 Pennine R. B,C,H
1305 Red Dragon R. A,C",D,E

1305 R. Hallam B, D
1323 R. Bristol B C,D,E,M
1323 Southern Sound A,C,D ,H,M
1332 Hereward R. B,D,E,L',M,N
1359 Essex R. D ,H,0
1359 R. Solent B A,D
1359 Red Dragon R. C,D,E
1359 Mercia Sound D,G,M
1368 R. Lincolnshire B D,M
1368 R. Sussex B D  ,H

1431 Essex R. D,E,H,0
1431 Radio 210 A,D,E,M
1449 R. Cambridgeshire B A  ,B,H,M
1458 R. London B A,C,D,K,L  ,N,0
1458 R. WM B D,E,F,M

1458 R. Manchester B B,C,D,M
1458 R. Newcastle B C,D,K
1458 R. Devon B A,E
1476 County Sound C,D,E,H M
1485 R. Merseyside B C,D,L* ,M

1485 R. Humberside B B, D'
1485 R. Sussex B A,D,H
1485 R. Oxford B D, M
1503 R. Stoke-on-Trent B B,D,H,M
1521 R. Mercury

1521 R. Nottingham B B,D,M
1530 Pennine R. B,C,D,J,L
1530 BBC Essex B D',H
1530 R. Wyvern C,D,E,L ',M
1548 Capital R. A,C,D,H,K ',L',0
1548 R. Bristol B A,D,E
1548 R. Forth D  ,K,L
1548 R. City D, M
1548 R. Cleveland B D'
1548 R. Hallam B,M

1557 Hereward R. B4O,E,F,G  ,K,V,M
1557 R. Lancashire B C,D
1557 Ocean Sound A,C',D,E
1584 R. Nottingham B B,C,D,G,H,M
1584 R. Shropshire B D

1584 R Tay D  ,L,N 
1602 R. Kent B B,D,E,G,H,M

FRT-7700 a.t.u. with a "Sooper
Loop" antenna to log VOCM 590;
CKYQ 610; CHYQ 670; CIYQ
Grand Falls, NF 680; WABC NY
770; CJYQ 930; CBM Montreal
940; WINS 1010; CFRB 1010;
WBZ Boston, MA 1030; WHN
1050; WWWE 1100; WCAU
1 210; CKCW Moncton NB 1220;
Radio Globo in Rio, Brazil 1220;
WTOP 1500; CKLM Montreal
1570 and the Caribbean Beacon
1610.

In New Radnor, Simon Hamer
added 5 new stations to his
growing list of DX - CBT 540;
ZDK Antigua 1100; CFGO 1 200
and KGA Spokane, WA 1510.
Among the many other stations
logged by Simon were CFCB
Corner Brook, NF 570; CKBW
Bridgewater, NS 1000; CHTN
Charlottetown, PEI 1190; CIGO
Pt. Hawkesbury, NS 1410; WERE

Note:
Entries marked  were logged during
darkness.
All other entries were logged during
daylight.

DXers:
A: Geoff Blakey, Gosport.
B: John Donkersley, Sheffield.
C: Rab Freeman, Port Glasgow.
D: Simon Hamer, New Radnor.
E: Alan Jarvis, Cardiff.
F: Graham Johnson, Nuneaton.
G: Bill Kelly, Belfast.
H: George Morley, Redhill.
I: Paul O'Connor, Birmingham.
J: John Parry, Northwich.
K: Alastair Ross, Findochty.
L: Stewart Russell, Forfar.
M: Martin Scholes, Telford.
N: Robert Taylor, Edinburgh.
0: Philip Townsend, London.
P: Jim Willett, Grimsby.

Cleveland, OH 1300 and XEBBC
1470 Tijuana, Mexico. A QSL has
been received by Derek Taylor of
Preston for his reception of KING
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LEIGH,

(East Lancs. Road).

LANCASHIRE Et THE WEST'S
LEADING RETAILER IN

NORTH
AMATEUR

RADIO. 20 YEARS SERVING THE
3EA AMATEUR'S BY AMATEURS

SPECIALISING ONLY IN AMATEUR

sTEpHENs....jAmEs
47 WARRINGTON ROAD,
Telephone (0942) 676790
Turn at the Greyhound Motel on the A580

LTD.
LANCS. WN7

, -....-ftA' i= RADIO EQUIPMENT.
24 HOUR MAIL ORDER SERVICE
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HF- 125 GENERAL COVERAGE RECEIVER.

AR2002 RECEIVER
Frequency range of the AR2002 is from 25 to 550 and
from 900 to 1300 MHz. Modes of operation are wide
band FM, narrow band FM and AM. The receiver has 20
memories, memory scan and a search mode which
checks frequencies between user designated limits.
The receiver has a push button keypad for easy
frequency entry and operation.
A front panel knob allows the listener to quickly step up
or down in either 5, 12.5 or 25 kHz steps from the
frequency initially chosen.
The AR2002 has a front panel LED bar "S" meter.
There is a front panel 3.5mm jack socket for headphone
use.
A socket for the optional RS232 interface RC PACK) is
provided on the rear panel. The RC PACK consists of an
8 bit CPU with its own ROM and RAM and with your
own computer acting as a dumb terminal many
additional operating facilities become available. Of
course, if you want to write you own programs using
the RC PACK as an interface then "the sky's the limit".

Ft- 5000 COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER
The R-5000 is a competition class communication re -
ceiver with superior dynamic range, having every con -
ceivable feature, and is designed to receive all models
ISSB, CW, AM, FM, FSK I from 100kHz to 30MHz. With
the optional VC -20 "VHF Converter Unit" coverage of
the 108-74MHz frequency range is provided.
Advanced microprocessor technology controls various
features, including dual digital VFOs, 100 memory
channels, memory scroll, memory and programmable
band scan, superb interference reduction and other
features for ease of operation to enhance the
excitement of listening to stations around the world.
FEATURES
Covers 100 kHz to 30 MHz in 30 bands, Optional 108 to
174MHz Coverage IVC-2Q.
The 11-5000 covers 1CCkHz to 30MHz in 30 bands. An
innovative digital PLL synthesiser system provides
outstanding frequency stability and accuracy.
Through the use of advanced microprocessor
technology, frequency, band and mode data of stations
in the 103 to 174 MHz range also may be tuned,
displayed, stored in memory, recalled and scanned. This
is accomplished by using the R-5000 front panel
controls and frequency display, which allows maximum
convenience and ease of operation.

Global AT1000SWL Antenna Tuner £69.00
Full size G5RV antenna £16.85
Half size G5RV antenna £14.25
80.10 Dipole Kit £24.95
Pair 7-1 MHz Traps £9.75
HS50B 1-1 balun £24.21
Large dipole centre piece £3.50
High Power 7MHz Traps £15.75
Welz D130Discone Antenna £79.35
Revcone-Discone Antenna £31.50
GPV5 21V1 Co -Linear £54.92
RS37 Hand Held Airband Receiver £69.50
Kenwood R2000 General Coverage
Receiver £637.00

We are also stockists for: G -Whips - Welz - Kenpro
- Diaw a Rotators and SWR meters, power supplies.

Microwave Modules, Global, Tonna antennas, ARRL
and RSGB Publications. CAPCO Antenna Tuners.

Full range of clamps, aluminium tubes, vertical
antennas, dipoles.

Send large SAE for full details. Our secondhand
equipment is one of the largest in the country, send
S.A.E. for our up dated list.

Shop hours 9.30till 5.15 Mon - Friday, 4pm Sat.
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THE R532 AIRCRAFT BAND RECEIVER £224

Specification. Frequency range: 110 to 1311v1Hz, i.e. all
NAV/COM channels. Number of channels: 1040(25KHz
steps). Sensitivity: Better than 0.75 microvolts
10dB/SN. Memory channels: 100 110 banks of 101
Memories can be scanned automatically or selected
manually. Power required: 12V dc negative earth 303
mA typical. (Display can be switched off to reduce
consumption when operating portable). Size: 160x 45x
130mm. Weight: approx. 1Kg. (including memory
backup batteries).
R557S Hand Held Alrband Receiver E69.50

JAYBEAM
LA5 5E1 2rn Yagi E16.68
LW8 8 El 2rn Yagi E21.05
04/2m 4 Element 2rri Quad £ 3198
06/2m 6 Element 2m Quad E44.51
CIElarn 8 Element an Quad £55.60
PBM 18/70cm 18E1Parabeam E37.08
MBM48 48 El multibeam £40.82
MBM88 BB El multibeam E 55.77
8XY/ 70 Crossed 8 Yagi £48.24
5XY/2rn Crossed 8E1 Yagi E3214
8XY/2rn Crossed 8E1 Yagi E41.40
1OXY/2m Crossed 10E1 Yagi E51.92
TB1 Rotary Dipole E 63.37
TB2 2 Element Tribander Mk 1 E155.25
TB3 3Element Tribander Mk 2 E 230.00
VR3 10-15-20m Vertical E 71.50

REVCO
2

MANUFACTURERS OF HIGH QUALITY
ANTENNAS FOR OVER 25 YEARS

REVCONE
A discone is a broadbend antenna that is
ideal for use with a scanner as it will usually
give good reception from 50 to 500 MHz.
Scanner users throughout the world use
discones and one of the best is the
Revcone. It has 16 elements, which screw
into the head assembly, and is British made
to the highest standards. The S0239 for the
downlead is protected from the weather
because it is inside the support tube and the
entire unit is extremely robust.

Excellent value at Just £29.95

RADAC
The Radac is a breakthrough in wideband antenna
technology. Designed for the connoisseur and
advanced scanner user, this antenna offers a more
consistent performance over a much wider
bandwidth. Because the Radac is a nest of dipoles,
genuine performance is guaranteed from 26 to 500
MHz. As Roger Bunney said when he reviewed this
antenna in the October issue of Television
Magazine "On test I found that the performance
was excellent, the best achieved with any general
purpose monitoring aerial so far tried:'
Price inclusive of postage £69.95

N E W MONOLITHIC PRE -AMPLIFIER
As broadband antennas usually do not have any gain, it is often desirable to use a pre -amplifier to boost weak signals. The REVCO PA-3 in -line
masthead pre -amp plugs straight into the SO 239 socket on the base of the Revcone and because it is fitted at the antenna endof the feeder cable, it
compensates for the losses that can occur in long cable runs. The PA -3 has been designed in co -axial fashion to connect directly to the Revcone
and similar discone type antennas with an SO 239 connector and an N -type option is available for improved UHF performance.
The PA -3 covers DC to 1000 MHz with a minimum of 13dB gain, NF 5dB and an intercept point 3rd order 15dB typical. Current consumption is just
17mA at 5V and the temperature range is - 20°C to + 85°C.
The PA -3 will not only improve the performance of wideband scanning and monitor receivers, it can also be used to improve the sensitivity of RF
instrumentation such as spectrum analysers, etc.
The PA3 is mains powered for economy and there is no need to run a power cable to the unit at the masthead as the co -axial cable is used to carry
the supply voltage.
REVCO PA -3 PRE-AMPLIFIER(with p.s.u.) £49.95
PA3I (back of the set model) £35.50

REVCO ELECTRONICS LTD, Poundwell Street, Modbury, South Devon PL21 ORO.
Tel: 0548 830665. Telex: 8954665 VBSTLX G REL.

(Also available from our main distributor - Garex Electronics)
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SEEN Er HEARD

in Seattle, Washington 1090.
Others confirmed are CJCA
Edmonton AB 930; CKXL Cal-
gary, AB 1140 and CFUN
Vancouver, BC 1410. Derek uses
a Sony ICF 2001D receiver with
either a 1.5m Cardioid loop or a
2m fixed loop when DXing and
may have scored two more firsts
by receiving KURM in Rogers, AR
790 at 2310 and KPNW in
Eugene, OR 1120 at 0309.

Other MW DX
Two stations in the Canary

Islands were mentioned by DXers
this time - RNE1 in Tenerife on
621, logged by Nigel Final in
London at 2245 and Radio Las
Palmas on 1008, logged by Ian
Smith at 0101. Between 2045 Er
2134 Ian logged Ouagadougou,
Burkina Faso 747; Qurayyat,
Saudi Arabia 900; QBS Qatar
954; IRIB Iran 1080 Er 1278; La
Libya 1125. An Amstrad 6011
portable receiver was used by Jim
Willet from 2359 to log Sidi
Bennour, Morocco 540; Quray-
yat, Saudi Arabia 549; Riyadh,
Saudi Arabia 585; Pico do Ariero,
Maderia 603; Sebaa-Aioun,
Morocco 612; Tunis-Djedeida,
Tunisia 630; Umraniye, Turkey
702; BBC Zakaki, Cyprus 720;
Ajlun, Jordan 801; BBC Zyyi,
Cyprus 1323 and Vatican, Rome
1611. Using a Vega 206 portable

Gosport, Geoff Blakey picked up
Antalya, Turkey 891 at 2321 and
Kaliningrad, USSR 1143 at 0031.

Some of the official stations in
S. Ireland logged by DXers include
Radio Na Gaeltachta 540, noted
by Robert Taylor in Edinburgh as
SIO 444 at 1340; RTE -1 Tulla-
more 567 was received in
Nuneaton by Graham Johnson at
1305 and RTE -2 Athlone 612
noted by Paul O'Connor at 1818
was SINPO 44444. Rab Freeman
compared the ground wave sig-
nals from two of the BBC Radio
Ulster transmitters in N. Ireland at
1430, logging Eniskillen 873
11 kW) as SIO 243 and Lisna-
garvey 1341 1100kW1 as SIO
454. Alastair Ross has been
hearing Manx Radio, 10M 1368
which reaches some areas of
Scotland during daylight.

Using an RCA AR77 receiver in
Grimsby, Jim Willett was one of
several listeners who were lucky
enough to log a few new stations
along with those more frequently
reported - WGTO Cypress
Gardens, FL 540; CFNB
Fredericton, NB 550; CHCM
Marystown, NF 560; VOCM 590;
CHYQ 670; CKAC Montreal,
730; WJR Detroit, Mi 760;
WZAM Norfolk, VA 1110; CIHI
Fredericton, NB 1260; AND

 CHAM 1280 Hamilton, ON - all
were noted between 0020 Et
0215 and some of them are
subject to confirmation by QSL.

Several new stations were also
noted in the extensive log from Ian
Smith of Paisley. Between 0030

& 0230 he logged CBT Grand
Falls, NF 540; CJFX Antigonish,
NS 580; VOCM 590; CBNA 600;
CHNC New Carlisle, PQ 610;
CKYQ 610; CFCL Timmins, ON
620; CBN St. Johns, NF 640;
Greenlands Radio, Godhayn,
Greenland 650; WNBC NY 660;
CHYQ 670; CIYQ 680; CBF
Montreal PQ 690; WABC 770;
CJVA Caraquet, NB 810; WHAS
Louisville, KY 840; WHDH
Boston, MA 850; WWL New
Orleans, LA 870; CFBC 930;
CJYQ 930; CBM 940; CBZ
Fredericton, NB 970; WYNZ
Portland, ME 970; CFRB 1010;
WINS 1010; WBZ 1030; WHN
1050; CJRP Quebec 1060;
WBAL 1090; KMOX St Louis, MO
1120; WNEW NY 1130; WHAM
Rochester, NY 1180; CFGO
Ottawa, ON 1200; WCAU 1210;
CKCW 1220; CFDA Victoriaville,
PQ 1380; WTOP 1500; WMRE
1510; WQXR 1560 New York.
Some new stations were logged
between 0730 Et 0815 too -
WSM Nashville, TN 650; WLW
Cincinatti, OH 700; WJR 760;
WBBM Chicago, IL 780 and
WLAM Lewiston, ME 1470.

Writing from Sheffield, John
Donkersley says that he finds
reception is much improved when
the sensitivity switch of his Sony
ICF 7600D receiver is set to
"low" while using it with an
indoor 10m wire antenna. During
the period 1000-1200 he logged
six stations in W. Germany -

Frankfurt 594; Bremen 936; AFN
Stuttgart 1143; VOA Munchen-
Ismaning 1197; Mainflingen
1539 and Langenburg 1593 and
four in France - Rennes 711;
Paris 864; Lille 1071 and Nice
1557. Two Scandinavian
broadcasters were received by
Phil Townsend during daylight-
Radio Sweden via Solvesborg
1179 and Radio Norway via
Kvitsoy 1314.

Stewart Russell of Forfar and
Wyn Mainwaring of Cowes IOW
have been monitoring BRT
Brussels on 1512 at 1830. Wyn
heard their DXers programme
state that they do not increase
their transmitter power at sunset
due to cost, so the increase in
signal strength noted by John
Greenwood in Evesham is still
unexplained. John has now built
automatic recording equipment
and is running it for 40 days from
1830-1900 - I hope to publish
his results soon.

MW Local Radio DX
This aspect of our hobby is very

popular - see chart! if you hear
any stations don't forget to write
and tell me.

Short Wave DX
Although occasional openings

to distant places may occur on the
25MHz (11m) band, due to the
present minimum period of the

The listening post of Leslie Biss

11 -year solar sunspot cycle it is

unused by broadcasters. It is

unlikely that they will include llm
in their operational schedules until
a worthwhile service can be
established.

The conditions on the 21MHz
(13m) band tend to be generally
unreliable although there have
been a number of days when
reception has been better than in
recent months. Some of the
broadcasts on this band during the
day are directed to areas other
than Europe but can often be
received here. Several broadcasts
to Asia were logged by Rab
Freeman - Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
21.495 with the Holy Koran in
Arabic at 0810; RBI Berlin
21.540 with programmes in
English and German at 0845;
Radio Cairo, Egypt 21.465
broadcasting in Arabic at 1419;
Radio DW Cologne via their
Cyclops, Malta relay on 21.650
broadcasting in Indonesian at
1417.

Rab also noted four stations
beaming to Africa- RDP Portugal
21.700 in Portuguese at 1024;
BBC Rampisham, UK 21.640
with programmes in Hausa at
1405; RFI via Allouis, France
21.620 in French at 1421; WYFR
via Okeechobee, Florida USA on
21.525 at 1605. The broadcasts
intended for the Middle East
included the BBC World Service on
21.710 from Daventry, UK at
1208 and REE via Noblejas, Spain
21.575 in Spanish at 1443.

David Edwardson has also been
listening to some of the broad-
casts to other areas - Radio
Nederlands Madagascar relay
beaming to Asia on 21.485 at
0816; the BBC Misarah Island
relay 21.470 with the World
Service for Africa at 0900; Radio
Pakistan, Islamabad 21.475 with
programmes in Tamil for Asia at
0900 and Radio DW Cologne
beaming to Australia via their
Kigali, Rwanda relay 21.560 at
0900. The Radio Nederlands
Madagascar relay moves onto
21.480 at 1130 and beams to the
Middle East - Ian Baxter noted
their signal as SINPO 23333 in
Blackburn.

Listening in Macclesfield, Philip
Rambaut has been hearing the
broadcast in Spanish to S.
America from Vatican Radio in
Rome on 21.725 at 1300. Philip
has also been hearing the broad-
casts to S. America from VOA via
Greenville, USA with programmes
in Spanish on 21.580 Et 21.610
from 1100 until 1400. VOA beam
to Africa via a relay on Monrovia,
Liberia on 21.485 from 1630
until 2300 and Philip logged them
at 1710.

The broadcasts from Radio RSA
in Johannesburg to Europe are
usually well received on 21.590
from 1000 and were mentioned in
many of the logs. Gerry Lovell has
been hearing them at 1115 in
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Freq

MHz Station Country UTC DXer

2.485 VL8K Katherine
3.205 AIR Lucknow
3.222 R.Dif.TV Togolaise
3.250 SABC R.Orion
3.255 ELBC Monrovia

Australia
India
Togo
S.Africa
Liberia

1940 G
0035 S
0630 G
0400 G
2244 J

3.270 SWABC 1, Windhoek
3.320 SABC R.Suid Afrika
3.325 R.Liberal, Belem
3.325 R.Maya de Barillas
3.355 AIR Kurseong

S.W. Africa
S.Africa
Brazil
Guatemala
India

1825 D,R
2220 D
0440 E

0037 G
1613 J,S

3.366 GBC 2
3.370 R.Tezulutlan
3.375 AIR Gauhati
3.380 R.Cumbre, Tazna
3.380 R. Malawi

Ghana
Guatemala
India
Bolivia
Malawi

2130 D,E,J,M,R
0115 E

2229 K
0330 S
1800 S,W

3.396 ZBC, Gweru
3.905 AIR Delhi
3.915 BBC, Kranji
3.931 R.Nac.de Cabo Verde
3.940 CBS Hubei 1, Wuhan

Zimbabwe
India
Singapore
Cape Verde
China

2330 W
1530 I,J,R,W
2200 D,E,R,W
2205 D
0100 W

3.955 BBC Daventry
3.955 SABC R.Orion
4.000 Bafoussam
4.040 Yerevan
4.045 R.Moscow

England
S.Africa
Cameroon
USSR
USSR

2000 A,C,M
2340 F

0350 W
0532 G
1745 R

4.060 Kharkov
4.458 R.Capt.V.Ustariz
4.500 CPBS Xinjiang,

Urumqi
4.719 RRI Ujung Pandang

USSR
Bolivia

China
Indonesia

1745 D.R
0100 S

0107 E,I,J,W
1600 J,W

4.725 BBS, Rangoon
4.735 CPBS Xinjiang,

Urumqi
4.735 R. Mozambique

Maputo

Burma

China

0145 W

2341 A,R

Mozambique 2200 W
4.740 R Afghanistan
4.750 R.Bertoua
4.755 R.Dif.do Maranhao
4.760 ELWA, Monrovia
4.764 RRI Medan

via USSR
Cameroon
Brazil
Liberia
Indonesia

1900 0
1900 0,W
0215 W
1900 D.E,O,W
0310 W

4.765 R.Moscow (Habana)
4.770 R.Nigeria, Kaduna

4.774 RRI Jakarta
4.780 Djibouti R.

USSR 0400 J
Nigeria 1900 A,B,D,F,I,J,L,M,

0,U,V,W
Indonesia 1600 J

Djibouti 2210 W
4.780 Ca Voz de Carabobo
4.785 Baku
4.783 Bamako R.Dif.TV

Malienne
4.785 R.Tanzania

Venezuela 0052 T
USSR 0219 G

Mali
Tanzania

2215 D
2240 K,W

4.790 R.Atlantida, Iquitos
4.790 Azad Kashmir R.
4.795 R Douala
4.795 Ulan Ude
4.800 AIR Hyderabad

Peru
Pakistan
Cameroon
USSR
India

0338
1600
1950
2155
0045

D.J,T
D,N,R
D,O,W
M
E,T

4 800 LNBS, Maseru
4.804 Voice of Kenya
4 805 R.Dif.do

Amazonas
4 806 R.Nacional

Lesotho 2008 A,D,F,W
Kenya 2330 W

Brazil 0118 T,W
Sao Tome 0120 W

4.810 R.San.Martin,
Tarapoto

4.810 Yerevan
4 815 R. Burkina
4 820 R. Botswana

Peru 0445 G
USSR 2145 D
Burkina Faso 2100 D,F,I,M,O.W
Botswana 1930 A,B,D,J,O,W

4.820 La Voz
Evangelica

4 825 Ashkhabad
4 830 Africa No. 1
4.832 R.Reloj, Irazu

Honduras
USSR
Gabon
Costa Rica

0001 T

1850 D
1900 A,D,F,I,L,M,O,V,W
0409 E,J,M,N,S,T,W

4 830 R.Tachira, San
CristObal

4 835 R.Dif.TV Malienne
Bamako

4.840 AIR Bombay

Venezuela 0039 D,F,G,T

Mali
India

2216 I,L,M,0
0135 G

DXers
A: Ian Baxter, Blackburn.
B: Alan Curry, Stockton-on-Tees
C: Colin Diffell, Corsham.
D: Neil Dove, Lockerbie.
E David Edwardson, Wallsend.

F

G
H

J
K

Nigel Final, London.
Davy Hossack, Winchburgh.
David Jones, Liverpool.
Bill Kelly, Belfast.
Alexander Little, Glasgow.
Gerry Lovell, Weston-Super-Mare.

Freq

MHz Station Country UTC DXer

4.839 Bukavu La Voix du
Zaire

4.845 R.Bucaramanga
4.845 R.Nacional, Maraus
4.845 Nouakchott ORTM

Zaire
Columbia
Brazil
Mauritania

2350 W
0145 W
2230 D,E,F,J,S,T
2020 D,I,0,W

4.850 R. Columbia,
Puntarenas

4.850 Tashkent
4.850 Yaounde
4.850 R.Capital, Caracus

Costa Rica
USSR
Cameroon
Venezuela

2255 K
1745 R
2100 D,I,T,W
0811 E,F,J

4.853 R.San'A
4.860 AIR Delhi
4,860 Kalinin
4.865 CPBS Gans, Lanzhou
4.865 R.Mozambique

Yemen
India
USSR
China
Mozambique

0130 W
0129 T
1825 D
2220 E,K,L,W
2245 W

4.865 R.Verdes Florestas
4.870 Cotonou La V.de la

Revolution
4.875 R.Nacional Boa Vista
4.880 R.Difusora Acreana

Brazil

Benin
Brazil
Brazil

0100 S

2140 D.F,I,M,O,T.W
0300 S,W
0241 S

4.880 SABC Radio 5

4.885 R.Clube do Para
4.885 Voice of Kenya
4.885 ER do Zaire

S.Africa

Brazil
Kenya
Angola

2000 A,B,D,I,L,M,0,-
Q,S,U,V,W

0040 G,I,T
2012 L,O,W
2340 W

4.890 ORTS Dakar
4.895 Ashkhabad
4.900 La V.de la Revolution
4.902 Ekala
4.905 CPBS 1

Senegal
USSR
Guinea
Sri Lanka
China

2210 W
2330 B,D,T
2240 K
0145 W
2020 L,0

4.905 N'djamena
4.905 R.Relogio Federal,

Rio
4.910 R.Zambia, Lusaka
4.915 GBC-1

Chad

Brazil
Zambia
Ghana

1900 0,W

2305 D
2315 W
2000 D,F,M,O,W

4.920 R. Afghanistan
4.920 VLM 4 Brisbane
4.920 R.Quito
4.925 R.Nacional, Bata
4.930 R.4VEH

via USSR
Australia
Ecuador
Eq.Guinea
Haiti

1900 A,H,J,L,P,V
0815 E
0413 J,T,W
2300 W
0025 K

4.935 SWABC Windhoek
4.940 Kiev
4.945 Caracol Neiva
4.945 R.Nacional Porto

Velho

S. W.Af rica
USSR
Colombia

Brazil

2140 W
2235 D,T
0530 E,G

0100 H.I
4.945 R.RSA
4.960 AIR Ranchi
4.970 R.Rumbos, Villa de

Cura
4.975 R.Timbira, Sao Luis

S.Africa
India

Venezuela
Brazil

1800 0,S
0435 I

0200 W
2205 D

4 976 R. Uganda, Kampala
4 980 Ecos del Torbes, San

Cristobal
4.985 R.Brasil Central
4.990 R.Nigeria, Lagos

Uganda

Venezuela
Brazil
Nigeria

1827 A,M

2235 D,J,K,L,T
0132 T
1818 F,T,V,W

4.990 Yerevan
4,995 Ulan Bator R.,

Choibalsan
5.004 R.Nacioal, Bata
5.005 R.Nepal, Khumaltar

USSR

Mongolia
Eq.Guinea
Nepal

2230 D

2100 G,W
1845 A,M,0
1600 L,S

5.010 R.Eco, Iquitos
5.010 Garoua
5.010 SBC Radio 1
5.020 Niamey ORTN
5.034 Bangui

Peru
Cameroon
Singapore
Niger
C.Africa Rep.

0245 S
2020 K,0
1602 L

2315 W
2200 F,K

5.045 R.Cultura do Pare
5.046 RRI Yogyakarta
5.047 R.Dif.TV Togolaise
5.052 SBC Radio 1
5.057 Gjirokaster

Brazil
Indonesia
Togo
Singapore
Albania

0149 T
1600 J

2135 A, D,K
1555 L

1620 A,M
5.075 CPBS 2
5.095 R.Sutatenza,

Bogata
5.260 Alma Ata
5.288 R.Moundou

China

Colombia
USSR
Chad

2108 L

2215 D,F,I,J,K,L,W
1529 J

0530 F

L: George Morley, Redhill.
M: John Nash, Brighton.
N: Michael Osborn, Chelmsford.
0: Fred Pallant, Storrington.
P: John Parry, Northwich.
Q Ron Pearce, Bungay.

R: Philip Rambaut, Macclesfield.
S: Tim Shirley, Bristol.
T: John Sheridan, Mapperley.
U: Leighton Smart, Trelewis.
V: Darren Taplin, Tunbridge Wells.
W: Jim Willett, Grimsby.
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SEEN Et HEARD

Western -Super -Mare at SINPO
45444 without extending the
whip antenna on his Sony ICF
2001D! Leslie Lyon also uses a
small portable receiver with whip
antenna to listen to their pro-
grammes in Scarborough - he
mentioned that their 1 3m trans-
mission now ends at 1500 and
listeners are then asked to re -tune
to 15.185. Nigel Final has been
listening to UAE Radio Dubai
21.605 from 1000 - their pro-
grammes in Arabic and English are
also well received during week-
days in the UK. Alexander Little
logged Radio Free Europe via their
Playa de Pals relay in Spain on
21.530 at 1437 - they beam
programmes in Czech to C. Europe
from 0830 until 1600.

Using a Grundig Satellit 600
receiver plus Dressler 30 antenna
in Winchburgh, Davy Hossack has
been hearing the RSI 100kW
s.s.b. transmitter in Varberg,
Sweden on 21.555 at 1300 with
SIO 232. Their transmission is

beamed towards Africa from
1200 and Simon Illingworth con-
firms that their signal is good in
Johannesburg. Simon reports
improved reception there as they
enter their autumn period - the
BBC Misirah Island World Service
relay on 21.470 at 1030 and
Radio Norway on 21.700 at 1200
are now both good signals.

The reception conditions on the
17MHz (16m) band have also
been unstable, however some of
the rather better periods have
enabled DXers to hear some
interesting stations from several
continents during daylight.

When 'conditions permit, Radio
Australia's broadcast to Asia on
17.715 via their Carnarvon trans-
mitter in Western Australia can be
heard in the UK around dawn.
Their broadcast from 0100 until
0910 is not intended for the UK
and their signal is often weak or
non-existent here. George
Hewlett officially monitors their
signals on all bands in Torquay and
says that 16m reception has been
possible around 0700, but it has
been very variable. George Morley
also logged their signals occasion-
ally during the month, noting S10
222 at 0850 - he also received
FEBA, Seychelles at SIO 243 on
17.875 at 1114 broadcasting in
Arabic to the Middle East.

Alan Curry has been listening to
one of the broadcasters who beam
their programmes towards Europe
in the morning, namely Radio
Pakistan, Islamabad. Alan logged
their 17.660 signal as SINPO
54434 in Stockton-on-Tees at
0925 - if you are a cricket fan,
then try listening to their
commentaries when there is a test
match in progress! UAE Radio
Dubai beam their broadcast to
Europe on 17.775 from 1000
until 1500 - Robert Taylor
enjoyed their DX programme at
1345 and noted SIO 444 in his
log.

Using a Uniden CR 2021
receiver in Norton, Edward Broad -
smith has been listening to All
India Radio on 17.885 at 1000 -
they beam to Australia at that
time, but can often be heard well in
the UK too. Later, Edward has
been listening to the broadcasts in
English from Radio Surinam via an
RNB transmitter in Brazil on
17.755 - they are beamed
towards Europe five days a week
from 1700 until 1745. Writing
from Hitchin, Mike Kitchener says
has been checking the signals
from Radio RSA in Johannesburg
on the 13, 16 Er 19m bands and
finds reception very good on
17.780 between 1430 and 1530
- much better in fact than the
transmission which they recom-
mend on 5.185.

Four directional indoor antennas
are used in conjunction with a
Realistic DX400 receiver by Roy
Spencer when DXing. He has been
listening to Hello from Tokyo
broadcast from Radio Japan via
their relay in Moyabi, Gabon on
17.785 at 1515 - their trans-
mission in English and Japanese is
beamed to Europe from 1500 until
1700. In Trelewis, Leighton
Smart has been listening to some
of the very popular programmes
from Radio HCJB located high in
the Andies Mountains at Quito in
Ecuador - they beam to Europe
on 17.790 from 1900 until
2000.

The reception conditions on the
15MHz I19m) band are generally
more stable than the higher
frequencies and some of the
broadcasters use this band to
"back-up" their transmissions on
the higher frequencies, leaving to
the listener the choice of the best
band to use.

Some of the more distant broad-
casters to be heard using this band
in the morning include KTWR on
Guam in the Pacific, beaming
programmes to Australia on
15.115 - noted by Sheila
Hughes as SINPO 32232 in
Morden at 0830; KYOI in Siapan,
N. Mariana Islands 15.190 broad-
casting to Asia from 0800 -
noted as SINPO 44433 by Darren
Taplin in Tunbridge Wells at 0830
and Radio Australia on 15.415
beaming their programmes to Asia
between 0900 and 1100 - Bill
Reid found reception good in
Finchampstead around 1030.

Tim Shirley has also been
checking this band in the early
morning and picked up the Voice
of Nigeria 15.120 at 0500. Africa
No. 1, Gabon on 15.200 at 0900;
Radio Finland on 15.400 at 1300
and RNB Brasilia, Brazil 15.265
beaming to Europe at 1800 were

all noted by Darren Taplin. He also
heard RCI Montreal, Canada
beaming towards Africa on
15.260 at 1800 - their broad-
casts in French on 15.315 at
1530 have been attracting the
attention of Bill Stewart, in
Lossiemouth. John Parry of
Northwich has been listening to
their broadcast on 15.325 in

English at 2120.
Writing from Chelmsford,

Michael Osborn says that adding a
Yaesu a.t.u. ahead of his
FRG -8800 receiver has improved
reception dramatically. He been
hearing the Taipei, Taiwan relay of
WYFR in Oakland, California on
15.055 at 1306 and later picked
up WINB in Red Lion, USA on
15.185 broadcasting to N. Africa
at 2159.

Up in Lockerbie, Neil Dove has
been listening to two stations in S.
America, namely RAE Argentina
15.375 at 2035 and Radio HCJB
in Quito, Ecuador 15.270 at
2130 - his log mentions their DX
Party Line programme which is
very popular with DXers around
the World. Tim Shirley has been
doing some late night DXing and
logged FEBC in Manila, Philippines
on 15.445 at 2300.

Radio Moscow continues to
dominate the 13MHz (21m) band
- John Parry logged their trans-
mission to N. America on 13.790
at 0815 and also noted them on
13.765 at 1200. Philip Rambaut
picked up their transmission in
Chinese to Asia on 13.625 at
1009. Philip also logged the Voice
of Israel, Jerusalem on 13.750 at
1346. Radio Korea, Seoul, S.
Korea was logged by Roy Spencer
on 13.670 at 0810 and Neil Dove
heard Radio Bangladesh, Dhaka
on 13.615 at 1405.

Listening in Brighton, John Nash
heard Radio Baghdad on 13.650
broadcasting in Arabic with a
station ident at 1429 and also
listened to the news in English
beamed to Asia by Radio Neder-
lands on 13.770 at 1430.

These bands are full of signals
from all continents. Two of the
interesting signals heard on the
11MHz (25m) band by Sheila
Hughes were TWR on Guam
11.715 at 0830 and RNB Brasilia,
Brazil 11.745 at 0230. During the
afternoon Colin Diffell of Corsham
heard the Voice of Greece, Athens
11.654 at 1 540; Radio Moscow
(World Service) 11.670 at 1 600;
Radio Prague, Czechoslovakia
11.690 at 1620 and VOA via
Greenville, USA 11.760 at 1700.
During the evening, Julian Wood
of Buckie logged Radio Kuwait
11.675 at 1925; Radio

Your deadlines for the next
three issues are May 21, June

20 and July 23.

Damascus, Syria 12.085 at 2000
and the BBC World Service via
Ascension Island 11.820 at
2000. Using a Philips D-2999
receiver with whip antenna in
Wednesfield, Stuart Frost has
been listening to WHRI in South
Bend, USA on 11.705 at 2000. In
Macclesfield, Phil Englehard has
been receiving strong signals from
Radio Japan via their Gabon relay
on 11.800 at 2300.

Radio Australia can also be
heard on the 9MHz (31m) band -
Phil picked up their 9.760 trans-
mission to the Pacific area at
0800. Their broadcasts to Europe
on 9.655 are usually well received
in the UK - John Berridge often
listens to them in Cardiff from
0700 and Ron Pearce was
delighted to hear them on his 1

valve set in Bungay! George
Morley noted their transmission to
SE Asia on 9.770 at 1016 and
heard ABC Brisbane on 9.660 at
1206 and ABC Perth on 9.610 at
1221. He also picked up Radio
New Zealand on 9.600 at 0900 at
SIO 233. In Stoke-on-Trent,
Daniel Masterson logged SRI
Berne, Switzerland on 9.885 at
1530; Radio Budapest, Hungary
9.835 at 1 700; Radio Nederlands
via their Madagascar relay 9.715
at 2055 and WYFR 9.510 at
2105. David Jones added a new
one to his growing DX list in

Liverpool - Radio Nacional
Paraguay on 9.735 at 0154.

During the afternoon Radio
Australia may be heard on the
7MHz (41m) band - Stewart
Russell of Forfar has found
reception good on 7.205 from
1530. Using a Philips D-2225
portable with whip antenna in
Thessalouiki, Greece George
Efstratiades has been listening to
All India Radio, New Delhi on
7.410 at 2215 and to the Voice of
Free China via their US based relay
in Okeechobee, Florida on 7.355
at 2245.

Reception conditions have also
been good on the 6MHz (49m)
band. Using an RCA AR88D
receiver in Marksbury, Adrian
Bryant listens to Radio HCJB in
Quito, Ecuador on 6.205 from
0700. Jim Willett has been
hearing SLBC Columbo, Sri Lanka
on 6.130 just before 1100.

There is plenty to interest the
dedicated listener on the 5,4,3
and 2MHz bands - see chart! If
you listen round on these bands
write and tell me.

BBC Radio Devon, St. David's
Hill, Exeter, EX4 4DB.

LBC, P.O. Box 261,
Communications House, Gough
Square, London, EC4P 4PH.

Radio Lesotho, National
Broadcasting Service, P.O. Box
552, Maseru, Lesotho.

Far Eastern Broadcasting
Association, Box 234, Mahe,
Seychelles.

Ghana Broadcasting Corp.,
Broadcasting House P.O. Box
1633, Accra, Ghana.
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GUIDE TO FACSIMILE STATIONS
7th edition - May 1987

252 pages. ISBN 3-924509-67-0
£13.00 or DM 35.00

Reliable and easy -to -use FAX equipment is now available for less than £300. It prints weather charts, press
photos, satellite pictures, etc., with excellent resolution via a standard Epson -compatible dot matrix printer
on ordinary paper. The interest of mariners, yachtsmen, pilots, radio amateurs, monitors and
meteorologists around the world in the reception of FAX transmissions has subsequently exploded during
the past few months. Apart from the hardware mentioned, the potential user needs detailed and actual
schedules of those FAX stations. That vital information is published since the early seventies in our
international reference books like the FAX Guide.

The numerical frequency list covers 374 frequencies - from VLF to UHF - of FAX stations which have been
monitored in 1986 and 1987. Frequency, call sign, name of the station, ITU country/geographical symbol,
technical parameters of the emission, and details, are listed. All frequencies have been measured exact to
the nearest 100 Hz. The alphabetical call sign list covers 239 call signs, with name of the station, ITU
country/geographical symbol, and corresponding frequency I-ies).

Schedules of 101 FAX stations on 358 frequencies are listed alphabetically, including the latest schedules of
Bracknell Meteo and Royal Navy London. With reference to the 5th edition of our Guide to Utility Stations,
schedules of the following stations have been added or considerably modified: Beijing, Canberra, Darwin,
Delhi, GOES-Central/East/West satellites, Grengel, Kiel, Kuybishev, London, Madrid, Offenbach, Tokyo
and Wellington.

Additional chapters cover:
- Comprehensive list of equipment on the market for both FAX and meteorological satellite reception, with

photos and manufacturers' addresses.
- Detailed explanation of the technique used for the transmission of FAX pictures.
- Regulations on technical characteristics of FAX equipment, including all CCITT and WMO standard test

charts
- Comprehensive list of both geostationary and polar-orbiting meteorological satellites, with full technical

data. Detailed explanation of APT PREDICT and FANAS polar -orbiting satellite position data codes.
- Radio amateur FAX activities.
- 223 abbreviations.
- 60 station addresses in 37 countries.
- 167 sample charts and their interpretation.

References:

Dr. Ing. Gian Claudio Renzo Gallesi I 2JJA, FAA Commercial Pilot 2260108, Italy - 20 November 1986.
"As a commercial pilot I have appreciated a lot your publications AIR AND METED CODE MANUAL and
GUIDE TO FACSIMILE STATIONS to receive meteo information really vital to us."

Graeme Ireland, Australia - 19 November 1986.
"The Melbourne Weather Bureau showed me your latest publication of weather fax transmissions
throughout the world. It is my intention to leave Australia early in the new year and travel around the world in
my yacht. Certainly your publication would be most useful."

Derek A. Bemister G 30BX, United Kingdom - 6 November 1986.
"I have had several of your publications during the past few years . . . They are the best publications on the
market. Thanks for your skilled work put into them."

Further publications available are Guide to Utility Stations, Air and Meteo Code Manual, Radioteletype
Code Manual, etc. Write for detailed catalogue of publications on commercial telecommunication or
shortwave. All manuals are in the handy 17 x 24 cm format, and of course written in English.

Prices include airmail to anywhere in the world. Payment can be by cheque, cash, or International Money
Order. Postal Giro Account: Stuttgart 2093 75-709. Dealer inquiries welcome - discount rates and pro
forma invoices on request. Please order from:

Klingenfuss Publications
Hagenloher Str. 14
D-7400 Tuebingen
Fed. Rep. Germany

Tel. 01049 7071 62830
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C
FIRST IN AMTOR!
FIRST IN PACKET!

FIRST IN FAX!

ONE TIME ONLY
SUPER PACKAGE DEAL

Complete RTTY/AMTOR/CW/ASCII
Transceive system for the Commodore 64

Comprises: RM-1 Terminal Unit
SWL-TEXT or MBA -TOR software in cartridge
Keyboard overlay
Manual

ONLY £99.95 inc. VAT (P Et P £3.50)

Stocks are strictly limited - so call with your order now!

New HF FAX Receiver price breakthrough!
UK designed and produced, you can now obtain weather maps, press
photographs and satellite cloud cover detail on any Epson FX-80
compatible computer printer with amazing clarity. Do not confuse with
other products offering only a low resolution screen display. They do not
even come close to the FAX -1 in image clarity. Built-in tuning indicator.
All standard R.P.M. and I.O.C. rates. Fully automatic operation
)including START; RPM, IOC selection). 1:1 picture aspect radio. 12V
D.C. power requirement. Built-in tuning indicator. Built-in clock and
timer. Battery powered compatible printer available for Marine, mobile
applications. Needs only audio from an HF receiver and a suitable printer
to operate. PRINT QUALITY COMPARABLE TO PROFESSIONAL
UNITS AT ONE FIFTH THE PRICE!
Send for details and print sample.
FAX -1 ONLY [279.95 inc VAT If 3.50 pEtpl
FAX -1A (portable printer) £458.85 inc VAT 1E4.50 pap)

Manufacturers and U K Main Importers for
A.E.A. and ALINCO.

12 Months Parts and labour Warranty on all
products sold

Send large SAE for further details.
Visitors by appointment only.

Prices may vary according to prevailing exchange
rates.

Prices include VAT @ 15%

ICS ELECTRONICS LTD
P.O. Box 2, Arundel

West Sussex BN18 ONX VISA
Telephone: (024 365) 590

ADVERTISERS'
INDEX

A. R.E. Communications 23
Aerial Techniques 55
Arrow Electronics 34, 35
Bredhurst Electronics 16
Datong Electronics 49
Davtrend 17
Dewsbury Electronics cover 2
Dressler 10
Elliott Electronics 64
Garex 44
Hamgear 64
Hornby, J. C 49
Howes, C. M. Communications 55
ICOM (UK) Ltd 11

ICS Electronics 63
Interbooks 50
J. 8- P. Electronics 52
Johnsons Shortwave Radio 43
Kelly, A. Electronics 29
Klingenfuss Publications 62
Lowe Electronics 6, 7
M.G.R. Services 39
Microwave Modules 15
Photo Acoustics 16
R.A.S. Nottingham 52
Radio Shack Ltd. 12, 13
Revco Electronics 58
Rylands 63
S.E M 24
Scarab Systems 14
Selectronic 50
Stephens James 58
Technical Software 14
Telecomms cover 4
Uppington 30
Ward, Reg 8- Co. 44
Waters Et Stanton cover 3
Withers, R., Communications 21

G2VF Inventor arid proprietor of Patent for VARIABLE HIGH FREQUENCY FRAME
ANTENNA offers circuit and full assembly details for the modest sum of E5. A Do-lt-
Yourself project. Components required to be found in most Ham shacks. Most expensive
components, two variable tuning capacitors. Antenna twenty-one inches square.
mounts on top of control box, fully rotatable from operating position, tunable all the way
80to 10metres there being only one inductance. SWR One to One 40, 15and 10and One
Point Five to One BOand 20. S9 on CW from JA, W areas Oto 9. VE 1 to fiend all Europe.
Ninety awards obtained with frame. Maximum power 100watts. NEW EFFICIENT L.W.
AND M. WAVE FRAME ANTENNA. 21 inches square. 0.1.Y. project. Circuit, parts list.
assembly data E3. Ideal Caravan and flat dwellers. DIY LOOP ANTENNA FOR BC and
SWL's Tuning range 1500 to 10 Metres Parts List Assembly data E8.SAE for details.
F. G. Rylands. 39 Parkside Avenue. Millbrook. Southampton S019AF Tel. (07031775064

Please mention

"SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE"

when replying
to advertisements
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Short Wave
Receivers &

Scanners

AUTHORISED

YAESUV
AERI ALhccESSOWES
g-

MASTS

for the Radio Enthusiast
VISA

Instant finance loanable

Written details on request.

RSGB

RIGS. ANTENNAS, SWR BRIDGES, POWER

SUPPLIES, TEST GEAR, COMPONENTS,

MORSE KEYS, COAXIAL CABLES,

ROTATORS, MICS, PLUGS AND SOCKETS,
QSY SWITCHES
OLD
MAN TO Call us on LEIC. 553293

OR COME AND LOOK AROUND
AT

26/28 Braunstone Gate,
Leicester.

Books for
radio amateurs

FAMOUS "Complete Guide
to VHF UHF Frequencies 26-2250MHz"

JAYBEAM
AMATEUR
ANTENNAS

APPOINTED
DISTRIBUTOR

THE HAMG EAR PMX PRESELECTOR

 High 0 Coils - airspaced on higher bands
 Input fully protected against overload

An HF band preselector and antenna tuning unit
combined, designed expressly with the S.W.L. in mind.
covering 1.7 to 34MHz completely in 6 bands. The ATU is a
P1 tank section and will match co -ax fed antennas or any
length of end fed antenna. Making the most of your
antenna and allowing endless experiments, a P1 tank will
literally 'load up the garden fence: The pre -amplifier
section will give an average gain of + 20dBs whilst the RF
gain control will attenuate to - 15 dBs.

All metal casework
 Engraved front panel in brushed aluminium

The PMX is available in two versions; an unpowered one
requiring 12 volts at 40 mA or a mains powered version.
The mains version also has facilities for powering other
small transistor projects. whilst with the mains
disconnected it can be powered from an external 12 volt
source, making it an extremely versatile unit.
The unpowered unit is priced at £69.00 whilst the mains
powered one is £78.00, both post paid in the U.K.
Why not send for our three -page information?

HAMGEAR ELECTRONICS 125 Wroxham Road, Sprowston, Norwich N R7 8AD.
Telephone: Norwich (0603) 405611.
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STARTING OUT

The nature of radio waves, the
fundamental terms of wavelength and
frequency and the electro-magnetic
spectrum as a whole were discussed last
month. By International agreement, small
parts or bands of the overall radio
frequency spectrum are allocated to
broadcasting, however these do not
include the v.I .f . region or frequencies
above the u.h.f. region.

The Long Wave Band
The lowest frequencies used for

broadcasting form part of the I.f. region
and the segment involved is usually
referred to as the long wave (I.w.) band,
which extends from a nominal 2000 to
1053m or 150 to 285kHz.

The broadcasters using this band try to
ensure that most of the radiated energy
from their transmitting antenna travels
along the earth's surface via direct or
ground wave paths to reach their
listeners. As the signals follow the
contours of the ground they lose energy or
become attenuated due to the resistivity of
the surface. The nature of the land affects
the resistivity. Flat pastoral country or
marshy and loamy areas have a much
lower resistivity than those containing
rocks. Hills and mountains tend to absorb
energy and sea paths introduce much
lower losses than those over land. As the
frequency of transmission is raised the
losses in the earth's surface increase,
causing the ground wave range of a
station to become less and less - see
Fig. 1. '-

Because the ground wave signals from
a I.w. station can travel considerable
distances, a single high power I.w.
transmitting installation may well cover
the whole of the country concerned. An
example is BBC Droitwich on 200kHz. In
order to ensure that maximum ground
wave coverage is obtained, antenna
characteristics dictate that a vertical
antenna be employed at the transmitting
station - in view of the wavelength a very
high antenna is required.

Fig. 2
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Fig. 1

The broadcasters using the I.w. band
are located in Europe, N. Africa and the
Soviet Union and they operate in
accordance with a band plan. I discussed
the band plan in Long, Medium and Short
last month.

The Medium Wave Band
The segment of the m.f. region which is

allocated to broadcasters throughout the
world is usually referred to as the medium
wave (m.w.) band, which extends from a
nominal 571 to 187m or 525 to 1605kHz.

Due to the considerably increased
attentuation of ground wave signals at
m.f., several suitably placed m.w.
transmitters would be needed to achieve
the coverage obtained by a single I.w.
transmitter. In practice the transmitters
used vary from high power installations
which are designed to cover as much
territory as possible, to very low power
ones, which cover a small area close to the
transmitter location. As in the case of I.w.
installations, a vertical antenna (often a
mast radiator) is used to provide an
adequate signal-to-noise ratio 140dB1 in a
given service area. The noise may be from
both man-made and natural electrical
sources and is present everywhere -
more so in cities and towns than in rural
areas.

Sky wave path
via E layer

EARTH

Sky wave path
via F2 layer

Ground
wave .ath RX

Sky wave signal via E layer
arriving in ground wave
service area causing fading

On this side of the Atlantic the stations
are spaced apart at 9kHz intervals between
531 and 1602kHz, but in Canada, N. and S.
America and some other areas they are
spaced at 10kHz intervals starting at

530k Hz .

The Ionosphere
So far only the waves which travel along

the surface of the ground to reach the
listener have been considered, but what
happens to the waves which leave the
transmitting antenna at an angle to the
earth's surface? They travel upwards
through our atmosphere and the strato-
sphere to reach a region of rarefied gases
which surround the earth called the
ionosphere. The ultra violet and X-ray
radiations from the sun ionise the oxygen,
nitrogen and nitric acid present there to
form ionised layers. Since the radiation
and position of the sun are constantly
changing it follows that the state of the
ionosphere is also changing by day, night
and seasonally. The layers which form the
ionosphere exist at different heights above
the earth and to distinguish them they are
termed the D, E, Fl and F2 layers - see
Fig. 2.

During the hours of daylight the D layer
absorbs most of the waves reaching it, so
ground wave signals predominate. At
sunset the ionisation of the layers starts to
decrease and the D layer quickly
disappears to expose the E layer. For some
time after sunset the ionised E layer acts
like a giant mirror in the sky and reflects the
waves which reach it back towards earth.
Such reception at night is said to be via the
sky wave path and it is via this mode that
reception of m.w. signals from countries
which cannot be heard during the daylight
hours becomes possible. After sunset the
E layer gradually de -ionises to reach a
steady night-time lower level of ionisation
and the m.w. signals can then pass
through it to reach the F2 layer. The F2
layer then reflects the signals back to
earth, but since the signals have passed
twice through the lower layers they are, to
some extent, attenuated.

la.Yer

Fltayer

6.1ale

Sky wave signal
via F2 layer arriving well
beyond ground wave
service area
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The books listed have been selected as being of special interest to our readers. They are
supplied from our editorial address direct to your door. Some titles are American in origin.

A number of new titles have been added to the service. Watch out for further additions in the
months to come.

DATA & REFERENCE
DIGITAL IC EQUIVALENTS
AND PIN CONNECTIONS (BP140)
A. Michaels
Equivalents and pin connections of a popular selection of
European, American and Japanese digital ic.s. 256
pages £5.95

LINEAR IC EQUIVALENTS
AND PIN CONNECTIONS (BP141)
A. Michaels
Equivalents and pin connections of a popular selection of
European. American and Japanese linear c s 320 pages
f5.95

INTERNATIONAL TRANSISTOR
EQUIVALENTS GUIDE (BP85)
A. Michaels
Possible substitutes for a popular selection of European.
American and Japanese transistors 320 pages £2.95

INTERNATIONAL DIODE
EQUIVALENTS GUIDE (BP108)
A. Michaels
Possible substitutes for a large selection of many
different types of semiconductor diodes 144 pages
£2.25

RSGB RADIO DATA
REFERENCE BOOK
G. R. Jessop G6JP
The 5th Edition of an essential book for the radio
amateur's or experimenter's workbench 244 pages
Hardback £8.56

SEMICONDUCTOR DATA BOOK
A. M. Ball
Characteristics of about 10 000 transistors, f e.t.s,
u t s, diodes, rectifiers, macs and s c r.s. 175 pages
£7.50

NEWNES RADIO AND ELECTRONICS
ENGINEER'S POCKET BOOK (16th Edn)
Keith Brindley
Useful data covering maths, abbreviations, codes, sym-
bols, frequency bands/allocations. UK broadcasting sta-
tions, semiconductors, components, etc. 170 pages
Hardback £5.50

PROJECT
CONSTRUCTION
HOW TO DESIGN AND MAKE
YOUR OWN P.C.B.s (BP121)
R. A. Penfold
Designing or copying printed circuit board designs from
magazines, including photographic methods 80 pages
£1.95

WEEKEND PROJECTS
FOR THE RADIO AMATEUR (ARRL)
Simple, inexpensive projects for receiving, transmitting
and test equipment, accessories and psus 61 pages
£2.74

HINTS AND KINKS
FOR THE RADIO AMATEUR (ARRL)
Practical information on setting up your amateur radio
station, dealing with interference problems, etc. 132
pages £4.84

INTRODUCING QRP
Collected Articles from PW 1983-1985
An introduction to low -power transmission, including
constructional details of designs by Rev. George Dobbs
G3RJV for transmitters and transceivers from Top Band
to 14MHz, and test equipment by Tony Smith G4FAI. 64
pages £1.50

PRACTICAL POWER SUPPLIES
Collected Articles from PW 1978-1985
Characteristics of batteries, transformers, rectifiers,
fuses and heatsinks. plus designs for a variety of mains -
driven power supplies, including the PW "Marchwood"
giving a fully stabilised and protected 12V 30A d.c. 48
pages £1.25

RADIO
COMMUNICATION (BP89)
(Elements of Electronics -Book 5)
F. A. Wilson
Fundamentals of line, microwave, submarine, satellite,
digital multiplex, radio and telegraphy systems are
covered, without the more complicated theory or mathe-
matics 256 pages £2.95

AN INTRODUCTION TO RADIO DXING (BP91)
R. A. Penfold
How to find a particular station, country or type of
broadcast and to receive it as clearly as possible 112
pages £1.95

INTERNATIONAL RADIO STATIONS
GUIDE (BP155)
Revised and updated in 1985, this book shows the site,
country, frequency/wavelength and power of stations in,
Europe, the Near East and N. Africa, North and Latin
America and the Caribbean, plus short-wave stations
worldwide 128 pages £2.95

BETTER SHORTWAVE RECEPTION (USA)
W. S. Orr W6SAI & S. D. Cowan W2LX
Receivers, antennas, propagation, DX listening techni-
ques for the short waves and vhf. 158 pages £7.32

BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO RADIO
(9th Edition)
Gordon J. King
New edition of this non -technical guide for the
newcomer to radio. 266 pages £4.95

WORLD RADIO TV
HANDBOOK (1987)
Country -by -country listings of long, medium and short
wave broadcasters and TV stations. Receiver test
reports English language broadcasts. The s.w.l.'s "bib-
le 576 pages £17.95

A TV-DXERS HANDBOOK (BP176)
R. Bunney
Information on transmission standards, propagation,
receivers including multi -standard, colour, satellites, an-
tennas, photography, station identification, interference.
etc Revised and updated 1986 87 pages £5.95

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS
AMATEUR RADIO
F. C. Judd G2BCX
What is amateur radio? The Radio Amateurs' Exam and
Licence. The technology, equipment, antennas, operat-
ing procedure and codes used by amateurs 122 pages
£2.95

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS
RADIO
Eugene Trundle
Basics of electrical theory, radio and semiconductors,
receivers, amateur and CB radio, and test equipment
110 pages £2.95

AMATEUR RADIO
OPERATING MANUAL (RSGB)
A mine of information on lust about every aspect of
amateur operating, including international callsign series
holders, prefix lists, DXCC countries list, etc. 204 pages
£6.16

THE MORSE CODE
FOR RADIO AMATEURS (RSGB)
Margaret Mills G3ACC
A guide to learning to send and receive Morse code
signals up to the 12 w.p.m. required for the RAE. 19
pages £2.08

VHF/UHF MANUAL (RSGB)
G. R. Jessop G6JP
Theory and practice of amateur radio reception and
transmission between 30MHz and 24GHz. 520 pages
Hardback £9.86

FOUNDATIONS OF WIRELESS
AND ELECTRONICS (10th Edition)
M. G. Scroggie and S. W. Amos
Covering d.c. and a.c. circuits, L, C. tuned circuits and
selectivity, valves, semiconductors, transmission lines,
antennas, radiation, oscillation, modulation, detection,
amplification, superhet receivers, c.r.t.s, waveform gen-
erators and switches, computers and power supplies.
551 pages £8.95

THE COMPLETE DX'ER (USA)
Bob Locher W9KNI
Equipment and operating techniques for the DX chaser,
from beginner to advanced 187 pages £8.21

UNDERSTANDING
AMATEUR RADIO (ARRL)
Understanding and building transmitters, receivers, an-
tennas, power supplies and accessories. 222 pages
£4.20

AMATEUR RADIO LOGBOOK (RSGB)
Standard logbook for the transmitting amateur in hori-
zontal A4 format 25 lines per page 96 pages £2.32

PASSPORT TO AMATEUR RADIO
Reprinted from PW 1981-1982
The famous series by GW3JGA, used by thousands of
successful RAE candidates as an aid to their studies. Plus
other useful articles for students of amateur radio 96
pages £1.50

INTRODUCING MORSE
Collected Articles from PW 1982-1985
Ways of learning the Morse Code, followed by construc-
tional details of a variety of keys including Iambic,
Tnambic, and an Electronic Bug with a 528 -bit memory.
48 pages £1.25

INTRODUCING RTTY
Collected Articles from PW 1980-1983
Basics of RTTY, ways of generating and decoding it. A
simple and inexpensive way of trying out RTTY using a
Sinclair 16K ZX81. 33 pages £1.00
SWM GREAT CIRCLE MAP
OF THE WORLD
Showing Great Circle bearings and distances, callsign
prefixes, time zones and DX Zones. 1018 x 634mm
£4.00

RADIO AMATEURS
PREFIX MAP OF THE WORLD
Showing prefixes and countries, plus listings by order of
country and of prefix 1014 x 711mm £1.60

RADIO COMMUNICATION HANDBOOK (RSGB)
A comprehensive reference work on the theory and
practice of amateur radio experimentation and practice.
794 pages £12.80

A GUIDE TO AMATEUR RADIO (RSGB)
Amateur Radio -the hobby, the equipment, workshop
practice, the licence, the RAE (including sample ques-
tions) 154 pages £3.62

RADIO AMATEURS
EXAMINATION MANUAL (RSGB)
G. L. Benbow G3HB
A standard aid to studying for the Radio Amateurs
Examination, covering the whole of the 1986-88 sylla-
bus. 155 pages £3.62

HOW TO PASS THE RADIO
AMATEURS' EXAMINATION (RSGB)
G. L. Benbow G3HB
The background to multiple choice exams and how to
study for them with nine sample RAE papers for practice,
plus maths revision 91 pages £3.15

ANTENNAS (AERIALS)
AERIAL PROJECTS (BP105)
R. A. Penfold
Practical designs including active, loop and ferrite aerials
plus accessory units 96 pages £1.95

SIMPLE AMATEUR BAND AERIALS (BP125)
E. M. Noll
How to build 25 simple and inexpensive aerials, from a
simple dipole through beam and triangle designs to a
mini -rhombic. Dimensions for specific spot frequencies,
including the WARC bands 80 pages £1.95

25 SIMPLE SHORT WAVE
BROADCAST BAND AERIALS (BP132)
E. M. Noll
Designs for 25 different aerials, from a simple dipole
through helical designs to a multi -band umbrella 80
pages £1.95

25 SIMPLE INDOOR
AND WINDOW AERIALS (BP136)
E. M. Noll
Designs for people who live in flats or have no gardens,
etc., giving surprisingly good results considering their
limited dimensions 64 pages £1.75

25 SIMPLE TROPICAL
AND MW BAND AERIALS (BP145)
E. M. Noll
Simple and inexpensive aerials for the broadcast bands
from medium wave to 49m. 64 pages £1.75

SIMPLE, LOW-COST
WIRE ANTENNAS FOR
RADIO AMATEURS (USA)
W. I. Orr W6SAI and S. D. Cowan W2LX
Efficient antennas for Top Band to 2m, including "invi-
sible" antennas for difficult station locations 191 pages
£10.45

BEAM ANTENNA HANDBOOK (USA)
W. I. Orr W6SAI & S. D. Cowan W2LX
Design, construction, adjustment and installation of h f.
beam antennas 198 pages £8.00

THE RADIO AMATEUR
ANTENNA HANDBOOK (USA)
W. I. Orr W6SAI & S. D. Cowan W2LX
Yagi, quad, quagi. I -p, vertical, horizontal and "sloper"
antennas. Towers, grounds and rotators. 187 pages
£8.47

ALL ABOUT CUBICAL QUAD
ANTENNAS (USA)
W. I. Orr W6SAI & S. D. Cowan W2LX
Theory, design, construction, adjustment and operation
of quads. Quads vs. Yagis. Gain figures 109 pages
£7.63
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HF ANTENNAS
FOR ALL LOCATIONS (RSGB)
L. A. Moxon G6XN
Taking a new look at how h f antennas work, and putting
theory into practice 260 pages £6.17

OUT OF THIN AIR
Collected Antenna Articles from PW 1977-1980
Including the ZL Special and 2BCX 16 -element beams for
2m, and the famous "Slim Jim", designed by G2BCX.
Systems for Top Band, medium wave/long wave loop
designs and a v.h.f. d.f. loop. Plus propagation, accesso-
ries and antenna design 80 pages [1.25

WIRES & WAVES
Collected Antenna Articles from PW 1980-1984
Antenna and propagation theory, including NBS Yagi
design data. Practical designs for antennas from medium
waves to microwaves, plus accessories such as a.t.u.s,
s w.r. and power meters, and a noise bridge. Dealing
with TVI. 160 pages £3.00

AUDIO FREQUENCIES
AUDIO (BP111)
(Elements of Electronics- -Book 6)
F. A. Wilson
This book studies sound and hearing, and the operation
of microphones, loudspeakers, amplifiers, oscillators,
and both disc and magnetic recording 320 pages £3.50

THEORY &
CALCULATIONS
PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS
CALCULATIONS
AND FORMULAE (BP53)
F. A. Wilson
A book for the workbench, with a strong practical bias,
covering units and constants, d.c. and a.c. theory,
passive components, networks, theorems and measure-
ments. Higher mathematics have been avoided where
possible 256 pages £2.95

THE SIMPLE ELECTRONIC CIRCUIT
AND COMPONENTS (BP62)
(Elements of Electronics-Book 1)
F. A. Wilson
The fundamental theory necessary for a full understand-
ing of the simple electronic circuit and its main compon-
ents, with the minimum of mathematics. 224 pages 0/P

HOW TO ORDER
0 P = Out of print
0 S = Out of Stock

International
Radio Stations
Guide

An Introduction
to Computer
Communications

BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO
ELECTRONICS
Owen Bishop
For youngsters thinking of a career in electronics, theory
and applications in computers, radio, TV, recording,
medical and industrial electronics 240 pages £4.95

COMPUTING
MICROPROCESSING SYSTEMS
AND CIRCUITS (BP77)
(Elements of Electronics-Book 4)
F. A. Wilson
A comprehensive guide to the elements of micropro-
cessing systems, which are becoming ever more in-
volved in radio systems and equipment. 256 pages
£2.95

AN INTRODUCTION TO
COMPUTER PERIPHERALS (BP170)
J. W. Penfold
Covers monitors, printers, disk drives, cassette record-
ers, modems, etc., explaining what they are, how to use
them and the various types of standards. 80 pages
£2.50

AN INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER
COMMUNICATIONS (BP177)
R. A. Penfold
Details of various types of modem and their applications,
plus how to interconnect computers, modems, and the
telephone system. Also networking systems and RTTY
96 pages £2.95

AMATEUR RADIO
SOFTWARE (RSGB)
John Morris GM4ANB
Using a computer for c. w., RTTY, data, plus calculations
for antennas, distance, bearing, locators, satellites, sun,
moon and circuit design. 328 pages Hardback £7.29

FAULT-FINDING
TRANSISTOR RADIO
FAULT-FINDING CHART (BP70)
C. E. Miller
Selecting the appropriate fault description at the head of
the chart, the reader is led through a sequence of
suggested checks until the fault is cleared. 635 x 455mm
approx. £0.95

I NEWNES

RADIO and
ELECTRONICS

ENGINEERS
POCKET BOOK

TELEVISION INTERFERENCE MANUAL (RSGB)
B. Priestley
TV channels and systems, spurious -radiation TVI,
strong -signal TVI, audio breakthrough, transmitter de-
sign 78 pages £2.02

TEST EQUIPMENT FOR
THE RADIO AMATEUR (RSGB)
H. L. Gibson G2BUP
Techniques and equipment for tests and measurements
on devices. systems and antennas 142 pages Hardback
£5.76

RADIO FREQUENCY
INTERFERENCE (ARRL)
Identifying and dealing with interference between radio
transmitters, electrical devices, power lines, and cable
systems 65 pages £4.36

ARE THE VOLTAGES CORRECT?
Reprinted from PW 1982-1983
How to use a multimeter to fault -find on electronic and
radio equipment, from simple resistive dividers through
circuits using diodes, transistors, i.c s and valves. 44
pages £1.50

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS
RADIO REPAIR
Les Lawry -Johns
How to fault -find and repair valved and transistorised
receivers, car radios and unit audio equipment Suggest-
ed lists of tools and spare parts 106 pages £2.95

OSCILLOSCOPES
HOW TO USE THEM, HOW THEY WORK
Ian Hickman
This book describes oscilloscopes ranging from basic to
advanced models and their accessories. How ncr,lins-
copes work, and how to use them 124 pages E5.50

SERVICING RADIO,
HI -Fl AND TV EQUIPMENT
Gordon J King
A very practical book looking at semiconductor charac-
teristics, d.c. and signal tests, fault-finding techniques
for audio, video, r.f. and oscillator stages and their
application to transistor radios and hi-fi. 205 pages
£7.95

PRACTICAL HANDBOOK OF
VALVE RADIO REPAIR
Chas E Miller
The definitive work on repairing and restoring valved
broadcast receivers dating from the 1930s to the 60s
Appendices giving intermediate frequencies. valve char-
acteristic data and base connections 230 pages Hard-
back £15.95

Audio

Digital IC

and pin
Connections

Add 75p per order postage (overseas readers add £1.50 for surface mail postage) and
send a postal order, cheque or international money order with your order (quoting book
titles and quantities) to Short Wave Magazine, Enefco House, The Quay, Poole, Dorset
BH15 1PP. Payment by Access, Mastercard, Eurocard or Visa also accepted on
telephone orders to Poole 10202) 678558. Books normally despatched by return of post
but please allow 28 days for delivery.

Whether you want a subscription to
Short Wave Magazine or a joint

subscription to PW and Short Wave
Magazine, you should contact:

Short Wave Magazine
Subscription Department

Enefco House
The Quay

Poole
Dorset BH15 1PP

Tel: 678558
Take advantage of our special offer
and save 10% on a joint subscription

to both titles.

1987 EDITION NOW
WORLD AVAILABLE
RADIO
TVA
Hambook

see Book
Service
above
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STARTING OUT

After Dark
During darkness the sky wave signals

can arrive in many distant areas and some
broadcasters take advantage of this fact to
provide a service beyond their normal
ground wave range. For example there is
Radio Luxembourg on 1440kHz. However
the sky wave signal from a particular
transmitter can also arrive within its own
service area and when this happens in the
outer limits or fringe areas considerable
fading and distortion can arise.

The fading is caused by the
combination of the ground and sky wave
signals and is due to the fact that the
strength and phase of the sky wave signal
is not constant but continually varying - it
may add to or subtract from the ground
wave signal at any given instant and so
produce fluctuations or fading. Provided
all parts (carrier and sidebandsl of the sky
wave signal arrive together there will be no
distortion present when the signal fades.
However, if all parts of the sky wave signal
are not reflected equally then severe

distortion of the resultant signal will exist
during fades - this is called selective
fading and is very objectionable! The
overall effect of the combination of
ground and sky wave signals is to reduce
the normal service area.

The maximum practical distance that
can be covered by a single reflection via
the E layer at night is about 2000km.
However if darkness is present throughout
a very long path and reflection is via the F2
layer, considerable distances can be
covered - m.w. transatlantic reception
becomes possible. At sunrise the sky wave

signals rapidly fade out as the D layer re-
forms and once again the ground wave
signals predominate.

Many listeners enjoy tuning across
these bands at night for new stations and
in view of the large number present a
receiver with a built-in directional antenna
can help in separating the stations. A
guide book detailing the frequencies used
by broadcasters can help in identification
-see Appendix. Next month some of the
segments of the radio spectrum (or bands)
allocated to broadcasters in the h. f. region
will be examined.

Appendix

Radio Stations in the UK. 6th Edition.
£1.00. Available from BDXC-UK, 54
Birkhall Road, Catford, London SE6 1TE.

Dial Search. 4th Edition. £3.00 (plus 30p
P&P). Available from George Wilcox, 9
Thurrock Close, Eastbourne, East Sussex
BN20 9NF.

Guide to Broadcasting Stations. 19th
Edition. £6.95.

International Radio Stations Guide.
£2.95.

World Radio & TV Handbook. 1987.
£17.95. All these three books are available
from PW Publishing Ltd, Enefco House,
Poole, Dorset BH15 1PP. Don't forget to
add 75p PEtP per order regardless of how
many books.

June 7: The Spalding Ei District Amateur Radio
Society are holding their rally at Springfields
Gardens, Spalding. Gates open at 10am.

Dennis G400
0775 86382

July 12: The Worcester and District ARC are
holding their Droitwich Rally at the High
School, Droitwich. Entry to the rally is free, as is
the parking. All the usual trade stands will be
there, as well as entertainment for the rest of
the family. They have even laid on free transport
to the local strawberry fields.

Steve Colledge GOAOC
6 Tweed Close
Worcester WR5 1 SH

August 2: The Rolls Royce Amateur Radio
Club are holding their rally at the Rolls Royce
Sports and Social Club, Barnoldswick. Doors
open at 1 1 am and talk -in will be available as well

as trade stands, refreshments and other
attractions.

L. Logan G4ILG
1 9 Fenton Avenue
Barnoldswick

August 15: The Wight Wireless Rally will be
held at the Wireless Museum, Arreton Manor
near Newport. The rally opens at 11 am and
closes at 5pm, with talk -in on S22 and G B31W.
All the usual trade stands will be there and they
hope to run some demonstrations on the day
too.

Douglas Byrne G3KPO
Tel: 0983 67665

RALLIES

September 6: The South Bristol ARC are
holding their rally at Hareclive Youth and
Hartcliffe Community Centres, Hareclive Road,
Hartcliffe, Bristol. Doors are open between
10am and 5pm. There will be the usual bring
and buy and general traders in the Community
Centre and radio dealers in the Youth Centre.
Admission is 50p

Len Baker G4RZY
Tel: 0272 834282

September 6: The West Kent Amateur Radio
Rally is being held in the Angel Centre,
Tonbridge, Kent. Doors open between 10.30
and 4pm. There will be talk -in on S22, SU8 and
29.5MHz f .m. using the callsign GBOWK S. The
rally has free parking, a bring and buy, club
stands, many trade stands and a stamp fair.

Nigel Peacock G4KIU
Tel: 0892 51 5678

November 15: The Bridgend and District
Radio Club are holding their rally at the
Bridgend Recreation Centre, Angle Street,
Bridgend. Doors open at 11am (10.30am for
the disabled). There will be free parking, a bring
and buy, Morse tests (pre -booked with RSGBI,
bar facilities and talk -in on S22.

Dave George GW1OUP
Tel: 0656 723508

June 7: The Southend and District Radio
Society have their rally at the Rocheway
Centre, Rochford, Essex. Doors open at
10 30am and there will be talk -in on S22

Ron G6SOH
QTHR

June 14: The Royal Naval Amateur Radio
Society are holding their famous rally at HMS
Mercury, East Meon, Petersfield, Harts Gates
open from 10am to 5pm Admission is El for
adults and 50p for children. There will be the
usual talk -in on 144 and 430MHz, all the traders
are undercover in case it's wet. As regular
visitors will know there is always plenty for the
rest of the family; model boats, engine rides,
arena displays, etc.

Cliff Harper G4UJR
Tel: 0703 557469

June 21: The Denby Dale Radio Rally starts at
11am at Shelley High School, which is on the
B6116 near Skelmanthorpe. Talk -in will be on
S22, SU22 as well as 28MHz f.m.

Gerald Edinburgh
Tel: Huddersfield 602905

May 24: The Plymouth ARC are holding their
mobile rally at Plymstock School, Plymouth.
Doors open at 10am The usual trade stands
and bring and buy will be there, and there will be
refreshments and ample free parking. Talk in on
S22

Mervyn GOBNT
Tel: 0752 777777
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YOUR ONE STOP LISTENER SERVICE !
HUGE STOCKS - BEST PRICES - GOOD BACKUP - FREE SECURICOR

SONY ICF7600D
PORTABLE COMMUNICATIONS!

Not a toy. but a serious
communications receiver.
150KHz-30MHz AM/SSB plus
FM 76-108MHz. Digital
readout. memories. clock and
provision for external antenna.
Listen to the DX at work,
Mains or battery.

ON I= MN
I= MN=
I= MI

£169 FREE SECURICOR

SONY ICF2001D RECEIVER
SUPER PORTABLE + BASE HF

+ AIR BAND COVERAGE
Described as the best
Portable on the market' by a
reviewer, it covers 150KHz-
30MHz plus FM air band.
Memories scanning. etc.. at a
bargain price. Extarnal aerial
socket and a host of other
features 230V AC or battery

£329 FREE SECURICOR

SONY AIR -7 HAND-HELD
AMIFM 108-176MHz +
LWIMWIFM
UNBEATABLE VALUE
The best VHF monitor there
is. That's a fact' 108.176MHz
plus LW/MW/FM broadcast.
Covers au. marine. PMR. etc.
LCD display. memories
scanning. lockout. priority.
etc. Supplies are short but we
are the UK's largest stockist.
so check with us' £247 FREE SECURICOR

TRIO R5000 JUST ARRIVED!
TOP SPECIFICATION RECEIVER

The newest and best receiver
so far from Trio A high
specification covering
100kHz-30MHz
AM / FM iSSB/CW
Comprehensive facilities
'nclude memories and
scanning, etc. Send today tor
full specification PX

welcome'

Oft
£895 FREE SECURICOR

ICOM R71 PROFESSIONAL
"RECEIVER"

A SUPERB PERFORMER
The flagship from ICOM. A
high performance receiver
that many regard as the best
available at anywhere near the
price Covers 100kHz-30MHz
and has a host of features.
Send for specification sheet

£815 FREE SECURICOR

ICOM R7000 VHF/UHF MONITOR
COMPLETE COVERAGE TO 2GHz

The best VHF/UHF monitor on
the market' 26-2000MHz and
highly sensitive. It's not
cheap but it really is a superb
monitor for the serious user.
Every possible facility you will
ever need'

£939 FREE SECURICOR

TRIO R2000 HF RECEIVER
POPULAR BASE MONITOR

Well respected, it covers
150kHz-30Mhz
AM/SSB/CW plus memories
scanning, digital readout and
optional VHF module
118-174MHz like all Trio
equipment it has a super
specification

£637 FREE SECURICOR

YAESU FRG8800 HF RECEIVER
IDEAL BASE STATION

The highly regarded Rx from
Yaesu 150kHz-30MHz
AM/SSB/CW plus VHF
module option. High
resolution LCD display plus
memories and scanning. Very
popular and super
performance.

£619 FREE SECURICOR

AOR 2002 SCANNER
VHF/UHF MONITOR

From AOR the famous
VHF/UHF monitor that covers
26.1300MHz AM/FM Highly
compact. 230V or 12V DC
with LCD. memories and
scanning Ideal for the serious
user A wide range of facilities
and 230V AC or I2V DC

£487.

GLOBAL AT1000 AERIAL TUNER
you want the best out of

your receiver. you should
nave an aerial tuner The

AT1000 is lust the lob
500kHz-30MHz it handles all
ainds of aerials ,ncluding
wires and coax fed systems

small price for a perfect
match,

£69 EOSI FREE

Here's a few accessories that will make for better listening:
Global lightweight mono headphones £5.95
G5RV 5 -band dipole 80-10m (100ft long) £16.95
Dipole kits:. 2 x insulators + centre piece £5.95
Sony AN -1 active whip antennae 150 kHz-30MHz internal/external £49.00
AD270 active indoor dipole + psu (9ft long) £51.75
AD370 active outdoor dipole + psu (9ft long) £69.00
CWR-880 RTTY/CW reader with LCD display £269.00

BOOKS SPECIALLY FOR YOU!

COMPLETE
VHF/UHF

FREQUENCY GUIDE
26-2250MHz

£4.95 + Roo p6p

THE COMPLETE
VHF UHF

FREQUENCY
GUIDE

this guide nas sold over 4.000 cop es since its publication last
August and is still selling well. Mainly because it is recognised
as being of tremendous value and unique in radio literature. If

you are one of the many who are curious to know who
transmits where. in the wide VHF/UHF spectrum. then this is
a guide that you should not be without. This book gives
comprehensive details of all the main users of this part of the
radio spectrum. The frequency range is subdivided into
sections under appropriate headings for the type of services
using the particular sub -divisions. All kinds of service are
covered including land. sea. air and space. Full details are
included of duplex splits for bases and mobiles plus some
useful editorial. If you are at all interested in this part of the
radio spectrum. you will find this a most valuable and
absorbing book

UK LISTENERS
CONFIDENTIAL

FREQUENCY LIST
1.6-30MHz

£5.95 + 8op p&p

NEW FOURTH EDITION

1978 EDITION This famous listing is now in its fourth edition.
Completely updated for 1987 and a lot thicker. Yet the price is
the same as the 1986 edition! Many additional frequencies
nave been added and of course some have been deleted where
the service is known to no longer exist. Packed full of
information on all that happens between 1.6 and 30MHz. you
will find this fascinating reading. Covering all aspects of the
shortwave service, here is lust a selection of the !istings
included- AVIATION. BROADCAST. MARINE, EMBASSY.
MILITARY. RTTY. FAX. PRESS. and much more. Not only
frequencies and stations. but in many cases times of
transmissions as well. This is not an American import. Out a
UK printed manual specially for UK listeners. If you are one of
the few people that haven't purchased one of these yet, then
you really don't know what you have been missing. If on the
other hand you have our previous editions. we know that you
will want to get the latest edition. Available end of March.
Order your copy today.

VHF/UHF
AIRBAND T

FREQUENCY
GUIDE

VHF/UHF AIRBAND
FREQUENCY GUIDE

+ FREE UPDATE
SERVICE

£5.95
D&O

Just published this 'sthe Jp s 'memos! ist ut mnnary dna
civil radio frequencies Nearly three times as large as the 1986
edition and bang up-to-date. Every conceivable airfield is listed
from the smallest grass field to the largest of our international
airports. We have now included full airways listings plus
helipads and off -shore rigs. In addition, there are listings of
company frequencies. VOLMETS and miscellaneous air-to-air
frequencies. Don't confuse this with other guides you may
have seen This one is REALLY comprehensive and packed
with information. For the newcomer there is some interesting
editorial plus photographs. and a very useful telephony
designation list. Full colour semi -stiff covered in large format
style makes this one of the best presented guides yet.

Undoubtedly the best manual there is available to the
enthusiast today. There is also a free up -date service to
purchasers so you won't need to worry about the information
becoming out of date. That's real service'

Better Short Wave Reception
Oceanic HF Airband Frequency Guide
World Radio HF Teletype Frequency List
World Radio & TV Handbook (1987)

£6.00 + £1.00 p&p
£2.95 + £0.60 p&p
£3.95 + £0.60 p&p

£17.95 + £1.75 p&p

WATERS
TANTON

Air Traffic Control by David Adair
Air Traffic Control by Ian Allan
Air Band Radio Handbook
Scanners: A VHF/UHF Listeners Guide

£6.99 + £1.00 p&p
£3.50 + £0.70 p&p
£4.99 + £1.00 p&p
£7.95 + £1 00 p&p

RETAIL & MAIL ORDER:- 18-20, Main Road, Hockley, Essex SS5 4QS.
Tel: (0702) 206835, 204965

RETAIL ONLY:- 12, North Street, Hornchurch, Essex RM11 1QX.
Tel: (04024) 44765

Visa and Access by telephone. 24hr. Answerphone.
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Have you tned this excreng new band yet, Available for private

or business use by simply purchasing a £10 licence 5001 any

post office Range is from 10 250 miles &coon:ling to your

location and WX condition

DELTA 1934 MHz TRANSCEIVER

:4:1"s43751111--

t1/414N,
THE DELTA 1 IS A STATEOF THE ART TRANSCEIVER AND

NOW IN USE BY OVER 7014. OF 934 MHz ENTHUSIASTS,

FEATURES:  Scan facility.
4_4116 channel memoryiscan.
111 Sensitive MC:

ACCESSORIES
P7M.E Mag Mount 7013i Antenna
P714R.E GTR Mount 74131 Antenna
PA7.E Base Colinear 7013, Antenna
PA15 Base Cole -mar 11 dB, Antenna
TC12L 12 Element Beam 18dB Antenna
HRA 934L in bat Pre -amp
HRA 900 Masthead Pre -amp
PLUS MANY MORE ITEMS
Send El for our full 934 Mks catalogue.

DISCONE
WIDEBAND ANTENNA
RECEIVE

70 700 MHz

TRANSMIT 70 500MHz

MAX POWER
500W

GAIN
35dB

WIDEBAND DISCONE
RECEIVING ANTENNA
13 Element) 03-500SeP

HANDHELD SCANNING
BEARCAT 100XL

A super sensitive low cost hand

held which covers:
66.88MHz, 118-174MHz,
405-512MHz
Includes Public Service, Aircraft.

Marine, etc.
ix 16 Channels memory scan *

* Priority keyboard lock *,,Itlittrl.104
* Lighted display *

r
BASE SCANNING4R

BEARCAT 175XL
For the enthusiast a sensitive base

receiver which covers:
66-88MHz. 118 174MHz.405-512MHz

Same specifi-
cations as

the popular
100XL hand
held model

£49.72
£49.72
£67 75

£39
£139.95
£[3995

try"

TELECOMMS BUMPER NEW 1987 CATALOGUE
AVAILABLE NOW

Packed full of CB, 934MHz
& Amateur Equipment-plus
useful info. Only £2.00
Includes a £2 voucher

CAPACITORS

IDEAL FOR ATU's OR
AMPLIFIERS UP TO 3kW

IC 500 26-500 riF
£26021190

TC 250 13-250 pF
£19.51 (C1 P.8.04

HIGH POWER -ROLLER COASTER"

VARIABLE INDUCTOR

NEW R24
al pip.)

Suitable for 1 kW ATU
Frequency 1 8 30MHz
IND. 26.5 uH
SIZE- 514  1014 1412 cm

SPECIAL OFFER

ZETAGI DL150
RF DUMMY LOAD AND
POWER METER
A very accurate unit for the service

dept or discerning enthusiast

FREO: 0 5MHz-500MHz
POWER:- 150 Watt Max in 3

ranges 0.3. 0-15 0-150W

ZETAGI 500
SWR AND POWER METER

For the enthutuast who
wants the

very best A twin meter unit

with push button control for

either 75 OHM or 50 OHM cable

FREO: 3-200MHz
POWER:- Up to 2kW

FD 1350 1.3GHz FREQUENCY COUNTER

Figeo, 10Hz-1350Hz
111941111TIVITY:- 43mV el IGH:

DISPLAY:- 6 Digit
SUPPLY:- 912 Volt DC

£1395

I WORLDWIDE DISTRIBUTORS OF AMATEUR 6 PERSONAL RADIO EQFT. I

NEW LOW PRICE

2 MTR HAND HELD

CT 1600 Through bulk
buying we win now otter this
superbly wineltha handheld at en
all time low price. Unit covers 2 Mtr

Ham Band Plus 142-149 Mhz

(For Export)
 Repeater Shirt 2t169
 HvLow power V2  11/2 Watts
 Thumbwhoel Frio Selector
540 set supplied C/W re -chargeable battery

peck and tree mans charger unit

VHF MOBILE AMPLIFIERS
MOO. 11110
144 MHz 110 Watt FM Pius Low Nova
Pre -amplifier Sentcheable

E189

MOO. 842
144 MHz 40 Watt FM Motile AMP

C64 MI

an OUR Han CATALOGUE roe ruci. MICR

All amplifiers except broadband (2-30 MHz) models

are tuned for 29.6 MHz centre freq Should you
require a lower freq. 4. 28 5 MHz please

state when ordenng. Export models

available 10r 26-30 MHz.

C.T.E. MOD 767
76 Watts FM 1150W P.E.P.I
INPUT. 0.5-10 Visas
SWiTCHABLE:- Class AB. Class C
SUPPLY:- 13.6 Volt
REMOTE CONTROL FACILITY

MOBILE AMPLIFIERS
C T E MOD 737 5044 FM (SOW P.E P £44.76

C T E MOD 767 IOW FM (150W P E £49.90

C T E MOO 757 150W FM (300W P E.P (3-30MHz C116.57

ABOVE MODELS HAVE REMOTE CONTROL FACILITY

PLUS CLASS AS 6 CLASS C
SWITCHING (NOT MOO 737)

ZETAGI B35 25W FM (26-306114z)
03.72

ZETAGI 0150 70W FM (160W P.E.P.)
£46.51

ZETAGI 5300 200W FM (400W P.Ef.) 2-30 Mhz £136

NEVADA TC35 DX 25W FM (M//LOW PASS FILTER) £23.56

MAINS AMPLIFIER
ZETAGI 8132 SOLID STATE (240W P.E.P 12-30 MHz [Ile

HIGH QUALITY BRITISH MADE

29MHz FM PRODUCTS

NEVADA TC35 DX
R.F. POWER AMP
WITH HARMONIC
FILTER
INPUT:- 1-4 Watts
OUTPUT.- 25-30 Watts
SUPPLY- 138V DC
FRED: 26-30 MHz
Can be centred on 296 MHz or
285 MHz (state which)

A new top quality amp which now

features harmonic filter to reduce
harmonic OM

E23 99

NEVADA TC27 RX
RECEIVER PREAMP FOR 26.30MHz

A superior low noise pre-amplifier

Ior 29MHz FM operation
-

Variable gain -Bale to
.113dB's suitable for use
with transceivers up to 25

Watts output /
g23

HOTLINE (24 HOURS)

0705 662145
189 LONDON ROAD. PORTSMOUTH,

HANTS. P02 9AE,
TELEX 869107 TELCOM G

USE YOUR CREDIT CARD (AMERICAN Ex PRE Ss
ACCESS OR VISA) FOR IMMEDIATE DESPATCH

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME.


